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Detailed Description of the Collection

Strip negatives

B1

Places

Anchorage – Fur Rendezvous [see also strip transparencies, slides, prints]

.1.1-71 – 1975 Fur Rondy [71 b&w images Prints for .1.26, .1.49]
  .1.1-6 – [Hide and Horn auction, Subahka Kennels dog truck]
  .1.7-11 – [carnival rides, festival goer in fur parka]
  .1.12-17 – [sled dog races]
  .1.18-23 – [sled dog races, Hide and Horn auction]
  .1.24-29 – [Hide and Horn auction, sled dog races including musher #2]
    .26 – Muktuk Marston & wife [has print]
  .1.30-35 – [sled dog races including musher #8]
  .1.36-41 – [snowplow on city street, log cabin in downtown Anchorage, interior of Durner’s house]
  .1.42-47 – [interior of Durner’s house with dog Beau, carnival rides]
  .1.48-53 – [women in fancy parkas, sled dog races, carnival rides]
  .1.54-59 – [sled dog races including mushers #4 and 5]
  .1.60-65 – [sled dog races including mushers #7 and 8]
  .1.66-71 – [sled dog races including musher #25]

.2.1-58 – 1975 Fur Rondy [58 b&w images]
  .2.1-6 – [sled dog races including mushers #3 and 5]
  .2.7-12 – [sled dog races including musher #4]
  .2.13-18 – [sled dog races including mushers #8, 9, 10, and 11]
  .2.19-24 – [sled dog races including mushers #11 and 12]
  .2.25-30 – [sled dog races including mushers #14 and 16]
  .2.31-36 – [sled dog races including mushers #15, 17, and 19]
    .31-32 = Rick Outwin
  .2.37-40 – [festival goers at booths, including sluice box seller and John Birch Society]
  .2.41-46 – [festival goers at art show and gem and mineral show, baby wearing fur parka in carrier, Hide and Horn auction, carnival game booth]
  .2.47-52 – [carnival booth, sled dog races with George Attla, Muktuk Marston, Joe Redington dog truck, musher #1]
  .2.53-58 – [sled dog races including mushers #4, 5, and 9]

.3.1-34 – ’78 Rondy [34 b&w images]
  .3.1-5 – [sled dog races including Roxy Wright and musher #5]
    .1 – Roxy
  .3.6-10 – [sled dog races with Roxy Wright at the fence line]
  .3.11-15 – [sled dog races with Roxy Wright]
3.16-20 – [sled dog races with Roxy Wright]
3.21-25 – Attla [sled dog races with George Attla]
3.26-30 – [sled dog races including Doc Lombard, George Attla and mushers #6 and 7]
   26-27 – Lombard [Roland “Doc” Lombard]
3.31-34 – [sled dog races with George Attla and mushers #2 and 5]
4.1-35 – Rondy ’79, 2-16 [35 b&w images]
   4.1-5 – [carnival rides]
   4.6-10 – [carnival rides]
   4.11-15 – [Hide and Horn auction, carnival rides]
   4.16-20 – [carnival rides, sled dog races including musher #6]
   4.21-25 – [sled dog races including mushers #5, 6, and 10]
   4.26-30 – [sled dog races including musher #12]
   4.31-35 – [sled dog races including musher #15]
5.1-3 – 2/8/79, 790208 [3 b&w images. Sled dog races including mushers #1 and 2]
6.1-78 – Women’s sled dog race, 790209, 2/9/79 [78 b&w images]
   6.1-5 – [sled dogs in harness]
   6.6-10 – [sled dogs in harness, dog in dog truck]
   6.11-13 – [man holding harnesses standing on top of dog truck with sleds]
   6.14-18 – [sled dog races including mushers #14 and 2]
   6.19-23 – [sled dog races including mushers #3, 4, and 5]
   6.24-28 – [sled dog races including mushers #5 and 6]
   6.29-33 – [sled dog races including mushers #7, 11, and 12]
   6.34-38 – [sled dog races including mushers #13, 2, and 4]
   6.39-43 – [sled dog races including mushers #4 and 3]
   6.44-47 – [sled dog races including mushers #3, 6, and 8]
   6.48-52 – [sled dog races including mushers standing in group]
   6.53-57 – [sled dogs in harness, sled dog races including mushers #2, 8, and 9]
   6.58-62 – [sled dog races including mushers #10, 14, 15, and 16]
   6.63-67 – [sled dog races including mushers #16, 10, 9, 5, and 13]
   6.68-72 – [sled dog races including mushers #11, 15, and 14]
   6.73-76 – [sled dog races including musher #14]
   6.77-78 – [sled dog in dog truck]
7.1-65 – Rondy, 2/10/79, 790210 [65 b&w images]
   7.1-5 – [hot air balloons]
   7.6-10 – [hot air balloons]
   7.11-15 – [hot air balloons]
   7.16-20 – [hot air balloons]
   7.21-25 – [hot air balloons]
   7.26-30 – [dog weight pull, skydivers with parachutes landing]
   7.31-35 – [sled dog races including mushers #1, 2, and 3]
   7.36-40 – [sled dog races including mushers #6, 7, and 8]
   7.41-45 – [sled dog races including mushers #8, 9, 10, and 11]
   7.46-50 – [sled dog races including mushers Roxy Wright, #12 and 13]
   7.51-55 – [sled dog races including dogs in harness, musher #9]
7.56-60 – [sled dog races including musher #4]
7.61-65 – [musher portraits]

8.1-70 – 1979 Rondy [70 b&w images]
  8.1-5 – [sled dog races including mushers #16, 19, and 21]
  8.6-10 – [sled dog races including musher #20, female musher talking on walkie-talkie]
  8.11-15 – [sled dog races including musher #20, female musher talking on walkie-talkie]
  8.16-20 – [outhouse races]
  8.21-25 – [outhouse races, sled dog races including mushers #1 and 3]
  8.26-30 – [sled dog races including mushers #7, 12, 10, and 6]
  8.31-35 – [sled dog races including mushers #14 and 15]
  8.36-40 – [sled dog races including mushers #2, 3, and 4]
  8.41-45 – [sled dog races including mushers #4 and 5, football game]
  8.46-50 – [football game]
  8.51-55 – [football game]
  8.56-60 – [football game]
  8.61-65 – [football game]
  8.65-70 – [football game]

9.1-30 – Rondy, Sat., 800216 5 [30 b&w images]
  9.1-5 – [hot air balloons]
  9.6-10 – [hot air balloons]
  9.11-15 – [sled dog races with Doc Lombard, dog handlers]
  9.16-20 – [sled dog races with dog handlers]
  9.21-25 – [sled dog races with dog handlers, Doc Lombard]
  9.26-29 – Doc Lombard

10.1-26 – [26 b&w images. Fur Rendezvous 1979?]
  10.1-5 – [female musher portrait, blanket toss]
  10.6-10 – [blanket toss]
  10.11-16 – [sled dog races including mushers #2 and 4, football game, musher portrait]
  10.17-21 – [musher portraits]
     10.18-21 – Doc Lombard
  10.22-26 – [Doc Lombard]

Anaktuvuk Pass [see also slides]
  11.1-19 – 811113, 3, Bettles Lodge, Anaktuvuk aerials, sod house [19 b&w images]
     11.1-4 – [exterior of Bettles Lodge, aerials of Anaktuvuk Pass village]
     11.5-9 – [aerials of Anaktuvuk Pass village, man unloading box of diapers for Alice Ahgook from Britten-Norman Islander airplane tail number N59360, exterior of house in winter]
     11.7-9 – Elijah Kakinya
     11.7 – [identified in 2017 as Benjamin Hopson carrying box of diapers, Gilbert Lincoln man standing second from right under airplane wing]
.11.10-14 – Elijah Kakinya [exterior of house in winter, interior of house with baby playing on floor, double exposure of man inside store]
.11.15-19 – Elijah Kakinya [men inside store, woman at whiteboard with list “Alcohol Local Options”]

.11.15 – [identified in 2017 as Sheldon Adams in center, Elijah Kakinya at left]

Barrow

.12.1-5 – [women wearing parkas listening to testimony, woman giving testimony]
.12.6-10 – [women wearing parkas listening to testimony, Sadie Neakok giving testimony]

.12.8 – [At AFN 2017, women identified left to right as Alice Ahtuangaruak, Etta Ekoolook, Ruth Makpii Ipalook, Agpaluk Elisabeth Lampe, Irene Ittaaq]
.12.11-15 – [women wearing parkas listening to testimony, woman giving testimony]
.12.16-20 – [women wearing parkas listening to testimony, judge at bench, man sitting in audience]
.12.21-25 – [men sitting in audience, judge at bench]
.12.26-30 – [judge at bench, men giving testimony]
.12.31-33 – [judge at bench, man giving testimony]
.12.34-38 – [woman sitting in audience, man giving testimony]

.12.37 – [At AFN 2017, identified as Annie Hopson Brower]
.12.39-43 – [men conferring after testimony]


.13.1-5 – [seal head on ice, whaling camp on ice with umiak, sled, tent, and snowmachine]
.13.6-10 – [whaling camp on ice with umiak, sled, tent, and snowmachine, man riding snowmachine towing sled]
.13.11-15 – [whaling camp on ice with umiak, sled, tent, and snowmachine, Eugene Brower]
.13.16-20 – [Craig George portrait, Eugene Brower at whaling camp]
.13.21-23 – [Eugene Brower at whaling camp]
.13.24-28 – [Becky Gay and Eugene Brower at whaling camp]

.13.27 – Becky Gay

.13.29-33 – [Eugene Brower at whaling camp]


.14.1-5 – [woman inside igloo, interior of igloo. Igloo built by NARL researchers]
.14.1 – Becky Gay

.14.6-10 – [interior of igloo, Craig George lying on furs in igloo]
.14.11-15 – [interior of igloo, person crawling into igloo]
.14.16-20 – [interior of igloo]
.14.21-24 – [Becky Gay crawling into igloo, caribou leg furs on drying rack]
.14.25-29 – [children playing with freight sled on street, young girl wearing parka]
.14.30-34 – [young girl wearing parka, Durner dressed in cold weather gear]
.14.33-34 – Fran Durner
.15.1-30 – Brower camp on ice, 5-80 [30 b&w images. Cf. .13, .16. Prints for .15.1, .15.14, .15.29]
   .15.1-5 – [crew of Captain Harry Brower playing cards inside tent]
   .15.6-10 – [crew of Captain Harry Brower playing cards inside tent, whaling camp with tent, umiak, sled, tent and snowmachines]
   .15.11-15 – [whaling camp with tent, umiak, sled, tent and snowmachines, close-ups of boots on boat oars]
   .15.16-20 – [whaling camp with tent, umiak, sled, tent and snowmachines]
   .15.21-25 – [whaling camp with tent, umiak, sled, tent and snowmachines, Eugene Brower]
   .15.26-30 – [whaling camp with tent, umiak, sled, tent and snowmachines, Eugene Brower]
   .16.1-5 – [whalebone arch, Becky Gay walking on street]
   .16.6-10 – [whalebone arch, Becky Gay holding whalebone, umiak on sled outside Brower’s Café]
   .16.11-15 – [supplies laid inside umiak, children playing on tire swing]
   .16.16-20 – [children playing on tire swing]
   .16.21-25 – [children riding bicycles on snow, interior of igloo]
   .16.22-23 – [At AFN 2017, girl on bicycle identified as Vera Aiken Gibson]
   .16.26-30 – [interior of igloo, Becky Gay inside igloo, Fran Durner inside igloo]
   .16.31-36 – [interior of NARL housing, Becky Gay in leotard and ballet shoes using low shelves as barre, bed in background]
   .16.37-40 – [interior of igloo]
   .16.41-43 – [interior of igloo, Becky Gay inside igloo, Eugene Brower at whaling camp]
.17.1-30 – Barrow people, 5-80 [30 b&w images. Cf. .18]
   .17.1-5 – [people dancing at a beach-themed party]
   .17.6-10 – [people dancing at a beach-themed party, two children wearing parkas posed outside]
   .17.11-15 – [two children wearing parkas posed outside]
   .17.16-20 – [person riding snowmachine on road, man and woman holding small dog posed inside home]
   .17.21-25 – [man and Elizabeth Patkotak holding small dog posed inside home, man showing off jacket]
   .17.26-30 – [man inside home, man, Elizabeth Patkotak, and boy holding small dog posed on couch]
   .17.30 – [At AFN 2017, identified as Elizabeth Patkotak with her father Paul Patkotak and her grandson Ellis Patkotak]
.18.1-35 – ARF, Barrow, 5/80 [30 b&w images. Cf. .17. Print for .18.29]
   .18.1-5 – [woman sitting with child in crowd, Becky Gay exercising in NARL quarters]
   .18.2 – [At AFN 2017, woman identified as Dorcas Sovalik Ahvakana]
   .18.6-10 – [Becky Gay exercising in NARL quarters]
   .18.11-15 – [Becky Gay exercising and reading in NARL quarters]
.18.16-20 – [Becky Gay reading in NARL quarters]
.18.21-25 – [Craig George, Connie Carter, and Becky Gay sitting indoors; men on snowmachines moving umiak and supplies to whaling camp]
.18.26-30 – [men on snowmachines moving umiak and supplies to whaling camp]
.18.31-35 – [men on snowmachines moving umiak and supplies to whaling camp]
.19.1-62 – Barrow, ARF, Becky Gay [62 b&w images. NARL Animal Research Facility]
.19.1-5 – [meat in pans, researcher pulling sled with pans of meat]
.19.6-10 – [researcher pulling sled with pans of meat, wolf in pen]
.19.11-15 – [researcher feeding wolf in pen]
.19.16-20 – [wolf in pen]
.19.21-24 – [researcher feeding wolf in pen]
.19.25-26 – [wolf in pen]
.19.27-31 – [researcher feeding wolves in pen]
.19.32-36 – [researcher feeding wolves in pen]
.19.37-41 – [researcher feeding wolves in pen]
.19.42-46 – [researcher nuzzling wolf in pen]
.19.47-51 – [researcher nuzzling wolf in pen, pulling sled with pans of meat, marmot playing with cloth]
.19.52-56 – [marmot playing with cloth]
.19.57-60 – [marmot playing with cloth]
.19.61-62 – [men on snowmachines moving umiak and supplies to whaling camp. Cf. .18]
.20.1-28 – Barrow NARL, necropsy, 5/80 [28 b&w images. Animal Research Facility]
.20.1-5 – [bulldozer moving Quonset hut number 154, with sign on door reading “Abandoned, No Repairs Authorized, Department of the Navy”]
.20.6-10 – [bulldozer moving Quonset hut number 154, caribou leg furs hanging on drying rack. Cf. .14]
.20.11-15 – [Becky Gay on snowy slope, possibly roof of Quonset hut, Presbyterian Church in background; researchers conducting necropsy of wolf]
.20.16-20 – [researchers conducting necropsy of wolf]
.20.21-25 – [researchers conducting necropsy of wolf]
.20.26-28 – [researchers conducting necropsy of wolf]
.21.1-5 – [young boy walking, men with snowmachines in background; woman cutting meat with ulu]
.21.6-9 – [boy pulling meat across snow, people lined up outside of Captain Roxy Oyaguk’s house for meat]
.21.6 – [At AFN 2017, boy pulling meat identified as Tommy Olemaun, man standing in center background wearing sunglasses as Patrick Brower, two men wearing white parkas at right as Jonathan Aiken (left) and Eli Solomon (right)]
.21.10-14 – [people eating whale meat at captain’s house]
.21.10 – [At AFN 2017, woman holding plates of food identified as Frances Mongoyak, woman at right as possibly Ginger Ahmaogak or Molly Suvlu]
.21.11 – [At AFN 2017, people seated at table identified as left to right Shirley Phillips, Baxter Adams Sr., Rebecca Aiken Adams]
.21.13 – [At AFN 2017, women identified as left to right Margaret Panigeo, “Chicky” Vera Edwardsen Andrews, Jenny Felder]
.21.14 – [At AFN 2017, woman facing camera at left identified as Margaret Oyagak, woman at right as Nellie Suvlu]
.21.15-19 – [people eating whale meat at captain’s house, exterior of Arctic Slope Regional Corporation headquarters]
.21.15 – [At AFN 2017, woman putting meat on pan identified as Nellie Suvlu, woman at left as Helen Suvlu]
.21.16 – [At AFN 2017, identified as left to right Lora Oyagak (wife of Roxy), Margaret Oyagak, Nellie Suvlu, Baxter Adams Sr. eating nikipiaq (seal and walrus ribs)]
.21.18 – [At AFN 2017, woman second from left identified as Iqi, man as Richard Saganna, woman in center as Jenny Felder, woman at right as Margaret Oyagak]
.21.20-24 – [Barrow street scene with ASRC headquarters at left, Durner sleeping on floor in house, portrait of James Nageak]
.21.23-24 – James Nageak
.21.25-28 – [portrait of woman, portrait of James Nageak]
.21.25 – [At AFN 2017, identified as Anna Hugo Nageak of Anaktuvuk Pass]
.21.26-28 – James Nageak
.22.1-81 – Whaling, Kupak camp, May 1981, Eugene Brower [81 b&w images. Prints for .22.65, .22.72. See also strip transparencies, prints]
.22.1-5 – [biologist David Rugh and Ron Nalikak sitting in tent eating, tents at whaling camp]
.22.6-10 – [men on ice edge watching for whales]
.22.11-15 – [men at whaling camp]
.22.12 – [At AFN 2017, identified as left to right Harry K. Brower Jr., Charles Brower, Max Ahegeak]
.22.13 – Harry Brower Sr. [center], Eugene Brower [right] [At AFN 2017, man at left identified as Zacharias Ahmakak]
.22.16-20 – [men at whaling camp]
.22.21-25 – [men waiting with umiak on ice edge]
.22.26-29 – [man waiting with umiak on ice edge]
.22.30-31 – [men at whaling camp]
.22.32-36 – [men at whaling camp]
.22.37-41 – [men at whaling camp]
.22.42-46 – [distant view of whaling camp on ice edge, men at camp]
.22.47-51 – [men at whaling camp]
.22.52-56 – [men at whaling camp]
.22.57-61 – [men at whaling camp]
.22.62-64 – [men at whaling camp]
.22.65-69 – [Eugene Brower with umiak]
.22.70-74 – [Eugene Brower with umiak, men at whaling camp]
.22.75-79 – [men at whaling camp]
.22.80-81 – [men at whaling camp]
  .23.1-5 – [man cutting meat, man eating meat]
    .23.1-2 – Nate Olemann
    .23.3-5 – Delbert Rexford
  .23.6 – Delbert Rexford [man eating meat]
  .23.7-11 – [woman carrying tray of meat, men cutting meat, including Delbert Rexford]
    .23.7 – [At AFN 2017, woman carrying tray identified as Maria Brower, man to right of Brower as Perry Okpeaha, man eating at left as Leland Leavitt]
    .23.9 – [At AFN 2017, man holding cutting tool at center identified as Marchie Nageak]
  .23.12-16 – [people gathered around woman carrying tray of meat]
  .23.17-21 – [people cutting meat, two children lying on ice watching geese pass by]
    .23.19 – [two men cutting meat, man at left identified as Michael Jeffery. At AFN 2017, activity identified as cutting whale liver for drum cover]
  .23.22-26 – [two children lying on ice watching geese pass by]
  .23.27-31 – [distant views of people cutting meat on ice edge, people eating meat]
    .23.31 – [At AFN 2017, woman second from left identified as Cora Negovanna Vasquez, woman at right as Ms. Aishanna]
  .23.32-36 – [distant views of people cutting meat, people hauling meat]
    .23.36 – [three men hauling meat, man in white parka identified as Michael Jeffery]
  .23.37-41 – [people cutting meat, people hauling meat]
    .23.41 – [At AFN 2017, man at right identified as Thomas Okakok]
  .23.42-46 – [people hauling meat]

Chitina
  .24.1-4 – [interior of cabin with wood stove, cases of Olympia beer, and flowers]
  .24.5-10 – [interior of cabin with wood stove, ladder, cast iron pan and flowers]
  .24.11-16 – [close-up of ground with rocks and groundcover, dog portraits, interior of bathroom, street scene in Chitina]
  .24.17-22 – [street scenes and buildings in Chitina, aerials of landscape]
  .24.23-28 – [aerials of landscape]
.25.1-34 – Pipeline Pump 12, Adele French in pipeline, Bob & Adele French [at] Copper River, Chitina, 1975 [34 b&w images]
  .25.1-6 – [Trans Alaska Pipeline pipe yard, woman in pipe, landscape scenics]
  .25.7-12 – [landscape scenics, man and woman on hills above Copper River]
  .25.13-18 – [landscape scenic, exterior of Chitina Gospel Chapel]
  .25.19-24 – [abandoned automobiles in field, street scenes in Chitina. Strip damaged by glassine adhesion; see contact sheet filed with prints]
  .25.25-30 – [abandoned ice house or subterranean storage, tunnel or mine entrance]
.25.31-34 – [tunnel or mine entrance, pipe yard, pipeline construction]

Clam Gulch
.26.1-46 – Clam Gulch, 4-29-79 [46 b&w images]
   .26.1-5 – [sign for Clam Gulch Wayside, people digging for clams]
   .26.6-10 – [people digging for clams, people riding automobile on flats at low tide]
   .26.11-15 – [people riding automobile on flats at low tide, people digging for clams]
   .26.16-21 – [man with bucket of clams]
   .26.22-26 – [people clamming]
   .26.27-29 – [man with bucket of clams, man with clipboard talking to people on beach]
   .26.30-33 – [distant view of woman and dogs on beach]
   .26.34-38 – [automobiles and recreational vehicles parked at campground and along road]
   .26.39-43 – [automobiles parked along road, people clamming]
   .26.44-46 – [people clamming]

Homer
.27.1-21 – Homer, 4-29-79, 4 [21 b&w images]
   .27.1-5 – [ships at offshore oil rig in Kachemak Bay]
   .27.6-10 – [ships at offshore oil rig in Kachemak Bay]
   .27.11-15 – [small boat harbor, exterior of Land’s End Resort]
   .27.16-19 – [exterior of Land’s End Resort]
   .27.20-21 – [exterior of Land’s End Resort]

Ninilchik [see also oversize prints]
.28.1-61 – Ninilchik, 4-29-79 [61 b&w images]
   .28.1-5 – [two men repairing fishing nets]
   .28.6-10 – [two men repairing fishing nets, scenics of trees, bird’s eye view of town]
   .28.11-15 – [bird’s eye view of town, children riding bicycles]
   .28.16-20 – [man with wheelbarrow outside of house, cemetery and Transfiguration of Our Lord Chapel]
   .28.21-25 – [cemetery and Transfiguration of Our Lord Chapel]
   .28.26-30 – [Transfiguration of Our Lord Chapel and Army Corps of Engineers boat at dock]
   .28.31-35 – [Army Corps of Engineers boat at dock and Transfiguration of Our Lord Chapel]
   .28.36-40 – [grave at cemetery, view of town looking north, building and dry-docked boat Capricorn of Naknek]
   .28.41-45 – [building and dry-docked ship Capricorn of Naknek]
   .28.46-48 – [waterfowl along shoreline]
   .28.49-53 – [portraits of two men]
   .28.54-58 – [two men with town in background, people installing Ninilchik Village interpretive sign, view of boathouse and buildings with church on bluff above]
   .28.59-61 – [dry-docked boats, two people in canoe along shoreline]

Prudhoe Bay
.29.1-15 – Prudhoe Bay, aerial, May 1981 [15 b&w images]
   .29.1-5 – [aerials of Prudhoe Bay]
.29.6-10 – [aerials of Prudhoe Bay, Trans Alaska Pipeline]
.29.11-15 – [aerials of Trans Alaska Pipeline]

B2
Subjects
Alaska Federation of Natives
.30.1-30 – AFN, Wainwright dancing, 8010251 [see also oversize prints]
  .30.1-5 – [two dancers wearing mittens with puffin beaks, one dancer wearing beaded headband]
    .30.1 – [at AFN 2017, dancer identified as Earl Mayac of King Island]
  .30.6-10 – [dancer wearing beaded headband]
  .30.11-15 – [dancer wearing beaded headband, large group of dancers with drummers]
    .30.12 – [At AFN 2017, male dancer identified as Andrew Ekak, female dancer second from right as Hannah Matoomealuk, drummer in center as Billy Nashualook]
    .30.13 – [At AFN 2017, dancer in center tentatively identified as Roger Barger or Etok Charlie Edwardsen]
  .30.16-20 – [large group of dancers with drummers, dancer wearing beaded headband]
    .30.18 – [At AFN 2017, dancers identified as Mattie Bodfish and possibly Jim Allen Aveoganna]
    .30.20 – [At AFN 2017, dancer identified as Mary Ann Kittick]
  .30.21-25 – [dancer wearing beaded headband, Willie Hensley at podium]
  .30.26-30 – Willie Hensley [man at podium]

Alaska Sign & Lighting
  .31.1-6 – [Willow Park Apartments and Anchorage Memorial Park Cemetery, two workers posed in parking lot, workers inside shop]
  .31.7-12 – [workers inside shop]
  .31.13-15 – [workers inside shop]

.32.1-34 – Paxton Oborn, 2/4/78 [34 b&w images]
  .32.1-4 – [Oborn at desk]
  .32.5-8 – [Oborn at desk]
  .32.9-13 – [Oborn at desk, in shop]
  .32.14-18 – [Oborn in shop]
  .32.19-23 – [trucks in parking lot in front of shop at 7040 Homer Dr.]
  .32.24-28 – [trucks in parking lot in front of shop]
  .32.29-34 – [trucks in parking lot in front of shop, shop sign]

Ballooning [see also slides]
.33.1-86 – Mike Bauwens and hot air balloons, 5-3-77, over Anchorage & Mat-Su Valley [86 b&w images. Prints for .33.10, .33.19, .33.26, .33.33, .33.49, .33.80]
  .33.1-5 – [laying balloon out on ground]
  .33.6-10 – [laying balloon out on ground]
  .33.11-15 – [inflating balloon]
.33.16-20 – [inflating balloon]
.33.21-26 – [inflating balloon]
.33.27-31 – [Mike Bauwens in basket on ground]
.33.32-36 – [aerials of Matanuska Valley]
.33.37-41 – [aerials of Matanuska Valley]
.33.42-46 – [Mike Bauwens in basket in air]
.33.47-51 – [Mike Bauwens at controls, scenic of clouds]
.33.52-56 – [Mike Bauwens in basket in air]
.33.57-58 – [Mike Bauwens in basket in air]
.33.59-63 – [Mike Bauwens in basket in air, aerials of Matanuska Valley]
.33.64-68 – [aerials of Matanuska Valley, landing]
.33.69-73 – [Mike Bauwens, landing, slough on taiga]
.33.74-78 – [Mike Bauwens, balloon in air]
.33.79-83 – [balloon aloft, scencics of trees]
.33.84-86 – [scenics of trees]

Baskets
.34.1-35 – Alaska Native basket makers, 800325 [35 b&w images. Alaska Native Basketry Workshop sponsored by the Visual Arts Center]
  .34.1-5 – Belle Deacon [Belle Deacon weaving basket, Selina Peratrovich at table]
  .34.6-10 – [Selina Peratrovich at table, Belle Deacon weaving basket, unidentified women weaving baskets]
  .34.11-15 – [Belle Deacon weaving basket, Eunice Neseth weaving while Barbara Bland looks on]
  .34.16-20 – [Eunice Neseth weaving while Barbara Bland looks on]
  .34.21-25 – [Eunice Neseth weaving while Barbara Bland looks on, Evelyn Douglas weaving baskets]
  .34.26-30 – [Evelyn Douglas woman weaving baskets]
  .34.31-35 – [Evelyn Douglas weaving baskets]

Bear Creek Fire
.35.1-97 – Bear Creek Fire, 8/77 [97 b&w images. Cf. prints. Prints for .35.17, .35.26, .35.53, .35.73, .35.82, .35.89, .35.91. See also prints]
  .35.1-5 – [firefighting supplies piled in camp, man exiting Camp Boss tent, man standing in front of fire map]
  .35.6-10 – [men standing at fire map, tents in camp]
  .35.11-15 – [tents in camp, men gathered around camp fire]
  .35.16-19 – [tents in camp, men conferring in tent]
  .35.20-24 – [aerials of Alaska Range]
  .35.25-29 – [aerials of Alaska Range]
  .35.30-34 – [aerials of Alaska Range]
  .35.35-39 – [aerials of Alaska Range, smoke]
  .35.40-44 – [aerials of smoke, south fork of Kuskokwim River]
  .35.45-49 – [aerials of smoke, south fork of Kuskokwim River]
  .35.50-54 – [aerials of smoke, south fork of Kuskokwim River]
  .35.55-60 – [aerials of firefighters, trees, smoke]
.35.61-63 – [aerials of Alaska Range]
.35.64-68 – [aerials of smoke, trees]
.35.69-73 – [aerials of firefighters and bulldozers at lake]
.35.74-78 – [aerials of firefighters]
.35.79-83 – [aerials of bulldozer]
.35.84-88 – [aerials of bulldozer, firefighters]
.35.89-93 – [aerials of firefighters, trees]
.35.94-97 – [aerials of trees]

.36.1-13 – Fire briefing, 8-11-77, Sunday 9:00 am, BLM, 68th [and] Lake Otis, Hal Harvey weatherman, Frenchie Mallotte, 6 mis. from Nikolai, 185,000 acres, protect Farewell also, lost base camp 8/10/77 [13 b&w images]
  .36.1-5 – [man addressing people sitting at tables in room with maps on walls]
  .36.6-10 – [man standing at maps]
  .36.11-13 – [man standing at maps and addressing people sitting at tables]

Iditarod
.37.1-5 – Raine Hall, Exec. Director Iditarod, Tom Jensen, ALASCOM, Anch. to Nome [5 b&w images]
  .37.1-5 – [man and woman talking inside airplane]

International Women’s Year, 1977
.38.1-30 – At Camp Myer, Wasilla, #1 9-24-77 [30 b&w images. Prints for .38.23, .38.29]
  .38.1-3 – [portraits]
    .38.1-2 – Susan Iudicello [Suzanne Iudicello]
    .38.3 – Cara Peters
  .38.4-7 – [portraits]
    .38.4-5 – Nancy Anderson
    .38.6-7 – Carolyn Jones
  .38.8-11 – [portraits]
    .38.8-9 – Dorothy Jones
    .38.10-11 – Rosita Worl
  .38.12-15 – [portraits]
    .38.12-13 – Diane Carpenter
    .38.14-15 – Jane Yamashiro
  .38.16-20 – [portraits, group portrait]
    .38.18-20 – Dove Kull
  .38.21-25 – [group portraits]
  .38.26-30 – [group portraits]
.39.1-12 – #2 9-24-77 [12 b&w images]
  .39.1-4 – [portraits]
    .39.1-2 – Dorcas Rock
    .39.3-4 – Shari Gross
  .39.5-8 – [portraits]
    .39.7-8 – Lynne Woods
  .39-9-12 – Sandra Hollinshead [portraits]
.40.1-30 – #3 9-24-77 [30 b&w images]
Carolyn Jones [portraits]
Michelle Jacobs [portraits]
Lynne Woods [portraits]
Sandra Hollinshed [portraits]
Dove Kull [portraits]
Rosita Worl [portraits]

Dorothy Jones [portraits]
Dorcas Rock [portraits]
Cara Peters [portraits]
Jane Yamashiro [portraits]
Diane Carpenter [portraits]
Susan Ludicello [Suzanne Ludicello. Portraits]
Nancy Anderson [portraits]

T67642, 4/3/81, Judge Brian Shortell courtroom, for *Time* magazine [85 b&w images]

Jurors

prospective jurors

Sally Adams addressing prospective jurors
Sally Adams addressing prospective jurors
Sally Adams addressing prospective jurors
Sally Adams addressing prospective jurors
[prospective jurors assembled for instructions]
[prospective jurors watching video; lawyer and prospective juror in courtroom for jury selection]
[lawyer and prospective juror in courtroom for jury selection]
[lawyer and prospective juror in courtroom for jury selection]
[lawyer and prospective juror in courtroom for jury selection]
[administrative director Art Snowden posed in computer room]
[Art Snowden and woman looking at computer screen in computer room]

KSKA Bluegrass

KSKA Bluegrass, 820731 [8 b&w images]

[audience member wearing rooster mask, crowd on lawn watching musicians]

Ms. Alaska [see also oversize prints, ephemera]
.44.1-32 – Ms. Alaska, Fur Rendezvous, 81021503 [32 b&w images of female bodybuilding competition. Oversize print for .44.23]
   .44.1-5 – [Merialyis Stewart posing]
   .44.6-10 – [Merialyis Stewart posing, Carol Buchheit posing]
   .44.11-15 – [Carol Buchheit posing]
   .44.16-20 – [Georgann Coburn posing, T.J. “Pillow” Bell posing, group posing]
   .44.21-25 – [group posing, unidentified woman posing]
   .44.26-30 – [unidentified woman posing]
   .44.31-32 – [unidentified woman posing]

Mt. Marathon Race
.45.1-130 – Seward Mt. Marathon, 7-4-77, also July 4th parade [130 b&w images. Prints for .45.51, .45.99]
   .45.1-5 – [runners coming down flat stretch of trail]
   .45.6-10 – [runners coming down mountain]
   .45.11-15 – [runners coming into town past spectators]
   .45.16-20 – [runners coming into town past spectators]
   .45.21-25 – [Fourth of July parade, person dressed as owl, people dressed as mice]
   .45.26-30 – [parade, people dressed as mice, bears, and aliens, University of Alaska Marine Science float]
   .45.31-34 – [University of Alaska Marine Science float]
   .45.35-39 – [Tlingit or Haida dancers in parade. Cf. .899]
      .45.37 – [At AFN 2017, dancers identified left to right as Tommy Jimmie, Charlie Jimmie, and Diane Light from Haines]
   .45.40-44 – [Tlingit or Haida dancers in parade, musicians on float with sign “The Bloomin’ End”]
   .45.45-49 – [musicians on float. Cf. .893-898]
   .45.50-54 – [musicians on float, close-up of flowers]
   .45.55-59 – [runners at top of mountain with Seward below]
   .45.60-64 – [runners at top of mountain with Seward below]
   .45.65-68 – [runners at top of mountain with Seward below]
   .45.69-73 – [runners at top of mountain with Seward below]
   .45.74-78 – [runners at top of mountain with Seward below]
   .45.79-83 – [runners at top of mountain with Seward below]
   .45.84-88 – [runners at top of mountain with Seward below, line of runners silhouetted along mountainside]
   .45.89-93 – [line of runners silhouetted along mountainside, runners coming down mountain]
   .45.94-98 – [runners coming down mountain]
   .45.99-102 – [runners coming down mountain]
      .99 – 26, Bill Fejes; 46, Tom Bellinger [racers descending]
   .45.103-107 – [bird’s eye views of Seward and Resurrection Bay, bird’s eye views of runners coming down mountain]
   .45.108-112 – [bird’s eye views of runners coming down mountain]
   .45.113-117 – [bird’s eye views of runners coming down mountain]
.45.118-122 – [runners scrambling down steep section of mountain]
.45.123-127 – [runners scrambling down steep section of mountain]
.45.128-130 – [runners descending through brush]

Music [See also strip transparencies]
.46.1-123 – Thawing of Ice Curtain, Rondo [123 b&w images. Musical group Rondo from Moscow performing at concert in Anchorage, 1989]
.47.1-89 – Thawing of Ice Curtain, Stas Namin, Sasha [89 b&w images. Musicians Stas Namin and Sasha performing at concert in Anchorage, 1989]

.48.8 – Stas Namin, backstage [man playing guitar in locker room]

Prudhoe Bay oil startup, 6-20-77
.49.1-28 – Pump #1 and line start [28 b&w images. Aerials of Trans Alaska Pipeline Pump Station #1. Print for .49.5]
.50.1-19 – Pump 1 line start [19 b&w images. Aerials of Trans Alaska Pipeline Pump Station #1. Print for .50.5]

.50.5 – Aerial Pump 1, pipeline leaving station
.51.1-33 – [33 b&w images. Print for .51.24]

.51.1-5 – [aerials of Trans Alaska Pipeline Pump Station #1]
.51.6-10 – [aerials of Trans Alaska Pipeline Pump Station #1]
.51.11-15 – [aerials of Trans Alaska Pipeline Pump Station #1]
.51.16-20 – Pump 1 [aerials of Trans Alaska Pipeline Pump Station #1]
.51.21-25 – Start of line, Pump 1 [view down pipeline at Pump Station #1]

.51.24 – Beginning of pipeline, leaving Pump 1, valves & gauges. The pipeline leaves Pump Station 1 on the North Slope. Gauges check flow and temperature
.51.26-30 – Start of line, Pump 1 [view down pipeline at Pump Station #1]

.51.27-28 – H.V. Mowell [man wearing hard hat, piping inside station, tour group wearing hard hats]
.51.11-15 – [pipeline inside station, man leaning against pipe]
.51.12-15 – Unidentified worker with arm over crude oil sign on pipe
.51.16-20 – [piping inside station]
.52.21-25 – John Wernsdorfer in control room at control panel pointing at start button [man posed in front of instrument panel]
.52.26-30 – [man posed in front of instrument panel, man posed at desk, view down pipeline at Pump Station #1]

.52.26-29 – John Wernsdorfer in control room at control panel pointing at start button
.52.31-35 – [view down pipeline at Pump Station #1, men walking outside station, pig in pipe]

.52.31-33 – View from pipeline beginning
.52.36-38 – [pig in pipe]
.53.1-35 – [35 b&w images]
  .53.1-5 – [piping inside station, tour group wearing hard hats]
  .53.6-10 – [piping inside station, banks of gauges]
  .53.11-12 – Tour guide Leland Myers [man leading group wearing hard hats]
  .53.13-17 – [man leading group wearing hard hats, truck inside station, equipment inside station]
    .53.14-15 – Fire truck
  .53.18-22 – [men inside control room, close-up of instrument panel]
    .53.20-22 – Control room, John Wernsdorfer at panel
  .53.23-27 – Control room, John Wernsdorfer at panel
  .53.28-32 – [piping inside station, tour group wearing hard hats]
    .53.31-32 – Harry Robinson [man wearing hard hat]
  .53.33-35 – Harry Robinson [man wearing hard hat]
.54.1-26 – [26 b&w images. Prints for .54.2, .54.15]
  .54.1-5 – [people wearing hard hats standing next to pipe with sign “The Start, Trans Alaska Pipeline, Alyeska Pipeline”]
  .54.6-10 – [view into pipe, piping in station]
    .54.6-8 – Worker through ring [view into pipe]
  .54.11-15 – [piping in station, pipe curving out of ground outside station]
    .54.13-15 – Crude oil entering Pump 1
    .54.15 – Oil entering Pump 1 to be sent down line. The collector pipe from the Prudhoe Bay oil fields enters Pump Station 1 on the North Slope prior to the oil heading south in the pipeline.
  .54.16-20 – [people wearing hard hats standing next to pipe with sign “The Start, Trans Alaska Pipeline, Alyeska Pipeline”, view across water to drilling rig]
    .54.18-20 – Oil rig (background) J pad J6
  .54.21-26 – [view across water to drilling rig, two men standing next to valves outside]
    .54.22-25 – Well head (foreground), L John Goddey, R Jim Isturis
.55.1-30 – 11-20 oil rig, drill pad J, drilling J6 [30 b&w images]
  .55.1-5 – [close-ups of drilling rig, workers on drilling rig]
  .55.6-10 – [close-ups of drilling rig, workers on drilling rig]
  .55.11-15 – [distant view of pump station]
  .55.16-20 – [aerials of pad and pump station]
  .55.21-25 – [aerials of pad and pump station]
  .55.26-30 – [aerials of pad and pump station]
.56.1-26 – [26 b&w images. Men speaking at podium during press conference]
  .56.1-2 – H.V. Mowell, VP Alyeska
  .56.3-4 – Ken Keep, VP BP
  .56.5-7 – Alyeska [unidentified man]
  .56.8-11 – [unidentified man]
  .56.12-15 – William Darch, Pres. Alyeska
  .56.16-20 – William Darch, Pres. Alyeska
  .56.21-26 – William Darch, Pres. Alyeska
Radar [See also slides, ephemera]
.57.1-89 – Bethel, August 1984, VOR/TACAN, 1862 [89 b&w images]
  .57.1-5 – [cormorant on rocks, junked automobiles and other debris being used as breakwater along Bethel shoreline]
  .57.6-10 – [junked automobiles and other debris being used for erosion control along Bethel shoreline]
  .57.11-15 – [two men sitting outside Swanson’s store in Bethel. At AFN 2017, men identified as Tupakaq Jack Little of Oscarville and Issih Isaiah Egoak of Napaskiak. Cf. .987]
  .57.16-20 – [Bethel Cablevision dish antenna, exterior of Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta Regional Hospital]
  .57.21-25 – [exterior of Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta Regional Hospital]
  .57.26-30 – [exterior of Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta Regional Hospital, police boat patrolling slough with many boats anchored along shore]
  .57.31-35 – [police boat patrolling slough with many boats anchored along shore]
  .57.36-40 – [family sitting outside house in Bethel. At AFN 2017, adults identified as Pekaq Buckley Evan Patch, Xenia Patch, Uyarfran Louise Nick, child as possibly Magdalena Guy. Cf. .984]
  .57.41-45 – [family sitting outside house in Bethel, crane removing debris being used as erosion control along shoreline in anticipation of new breakwater construction]
  .57.46-50 – [crane removing debris being used as erosion control along shoreline]
  .57.51-54 – [crane removing debris being used as erosion control along shoreline, exterior of house with laundry on clothesline next to utilidor]
  .57.55-59 – [exterior of VOR/TACAN site in Bethel]
  .57.60-64 – [exterior of VOR/TACAN site in Bethel]
  .57.65-69 – [exterior of VOR/TACAN site in Bethel]
  .57.70-74 – [exterior of VOR/TACAN site in Bethel]
  .57.75-79 – [exterior of VOR/TACAN site in Bethel]
  .57.80-84 – [exterior of VOR/TACAN site in Bethel, interior of radar building with Supervisor Electronics Technician John Williford at diagnostic terminal]
  .57.85-89 – [interior of radar building with Supervisor Electronics Technician John Williford at diagnostic terminal]

58.1-107 – Anchorage International Airport, August 1984, Korean Airlines flight #017, air traffic control tower, duty-free shop, 1862 [107 b&w images. See also slides]
  .58.1-5 – [distant view of control tower with JAL airplane in front, distant view of control tower and terminal]
  .58.6-10 – [distant view of control tower and terminal]
  .58.11-15 – [control tower and terminal with American Airlines airplane in foreground, control tower and terminal with Knik Air airplane tail number N49936 taking off in foreground]
  .58.16-20 – [control tower and terminal with Knik Air airplane tail number N49936 taking off in foreground, control tower and terminal with JAL airplane in foreground]
  .58.21-24 – [control tower and terminal with JAL airplane in foreground, JAL Cargo and Korean Air Cargo airplanes on tarmac]
.58.25-29 – [exterior of airport with signs for various airlines]
.58.30-34 – [exterior of airport with signs for various airlines]
.58.35-39 – [interior of Anchorage Air Route Traffic Control Center, with controllers handling the King Salmon Sector]
.58.40-44 – [controllers inside Anchorage Air Route Traffic Control Center]
.58.45-49 – [controllers inside Anchorage Air Route Traffic Control Center]
.58.50-54 – [controllers inside Anchorage Air Route Traffic Control Center]
.58.55-59 – [controllers inside Anchorage Air Route Traffic Control Center]
.58.60-62 – [close-ups of instrument panels inside air traffic control]
.58.63-67 – [passengers from KAL flight #017 in the duty free shop at the Anchorage International Airport at 4:00 a.m.]
.58.68-72 – [passengers from KAL flight #017 in the duty free shop at Anchorage]
.58.73-77 – [passengers from KAL flight #017 in the duty free shop, bird’s eye view of passengers in terminal hallway]
.58.78-79 – [passengers from KAL flight #017 in the duty free shop]
.58.80-84 – [Korean Airlines 747 jet airplane flight #017 undergoing refueling and servicing at Anchorage International Airport]
.58.85-89 – [Korean Airlines 747 jet airplane flight #017 at Anchorage]
.58.90-94 – [Korean Airlines 747 jet airplane flight #017 at Anchorage]
.58.95-99 – [Korean Airlines 747 jet airplane flight #017 at Anchorage]
.58.100-104 – [Korean Airlines 747 jet airplane flight #017 at Anchorage]
.58.105-107 – [Korean Airlines 747 jet airplane flight #017 at Anchorage]

B3
Rodeo [see also oversize prints, ephemera]
.59.1-42 – #1, 7/2/77 at West High [42 b&w images]
 .59.1-5 – [rodeo events]
   .59.1-2 – Jr. Maricle, pickup
   .59.3-5 – Bruce Avera & Lorenzo the Clown
 .59.6-10 – [rodeo events]
   .59.6 – Lorenzo the Clown
   .59.7 – Jr. Maricle
   .59.8-10 – Jack Sheldon
 .59.11-15 – Rick Ellis roping calf [rodeo events]
 .59.16-20 – [rodeo events]
   .59.16 – Bob Schaefer
   .59.17-19 – Terry Swipe, Jr. bull riding
   .59.20 – Team roping, Randy Grant, Bob Schaefer
 .59.21-25 – [rodeo events]
   .59.21-22 – Jack Sheldon
   .59.24-25 – Gary Cowster, Jr. bull riding
 .59.26-28 – [rodeo events]
 .59.29-33 – [rodeo events]
   .59.29 – Team roping, Randy Grant, Bob Schaefer
.59.30 – Jim Norris, VP Rodeo Assoc.
.59.31 – Steve Hatch
.59.32 – Jim Norris
.59.34–38 – [rodeo events]
.59.36–37 – Bob Austin bareback on Goodtime Joe
.59.39–42 – [rodeo events]
.59.39–40 – Guy Smith on Gold Dust

.60.1-27 – #2, 7/2/77 at West High [27 b&w images]
.60.1-5 – [rodeo events]
.60.1 – Gino the Clown & Lorenzo
.60.2 – Ron Lackey
.60.3-5 – Getting John Presley ready on Jim Beam (bull)
.60.6-10 – [rodeo events]
.60.6 – John Presley on Jim Beam
.60.7-10 – Simpson on Kung Fu
.60.11-15 – [rodeo events]
.60.11-12 – Bruce Avera, L, Jr. Maricle, R, pickups
.60.13-15 – Guy Smith on Butcher
.60.16-20 – Bobby Baker on Wipeout, ½ yak never been ridden [rodeo events]
.60.21-25 – [rodeo events]
.60.23-25 – Gino the Clown & Lorenzo
.60.26-27 – [rodeo events]
.60.27 – Simpson on Kung Fu

Scenics
.61.1-32 – Anchorage aerials, 10-5-76 [32 b&w images]
.61.1-5 – [Turnagain Arm at low tide]
.61.6-10 – [Turnagain Arm at low tide]
.61.11-15 – [Turnagain Arm at low tide]
.61.16-18 – [Turnagain Arm at low tide, aerial of parking lot at Alaska Regional Hospital]
.61.19-22 – [aerials of Alaska Regional Hospital]
.61.23-27 – [aerials of Cook Inlet, aerials of Chevron tank farm in Nikiski]
.61.28-32 – [pilot in cockpit, aerials of Cook Inlet]

.62.1-17 – Anchorage, Bootleggers Cove group, 10-77 [17 b&w images. Views of downtown Anchorage from Bootleggers Cove area]

.63.1-23 – Anchorage, rainbow, 1977 [23 b&w images. Views of rainbow above residential area, Chugach Mountains, and downtown Anchorage. Print for .63.13]

.64.1-52 – Moonrise over Anchorage, Sept. 1978 [52 b&w images. Views of full moon above Chugach Mountains and downtown Anchorage]

.65.1-12 – Aerials from Anchorage to Talkeetna, 1977-78 [12 b&w images]
.65.1-6 – [aerials of downtown Anchorage, aerials of lakes]
.65.7-12 – [landscape aerials, hand-painted sign “Welcome to Beautiful Downtown Talkeetna”]

.66.1-18 – Matanuska Glacier, Jim Sykes, 1977 [18 b&w images]
66.1-5 – [Jim Sykes standing in shallow glacier crevasse]
66.6-10 – [scenics of glacier]
66.11-15 – [scenics of glacier]
66.16-18 – [grove of trees]
67.1-21 – Juneau, Mendenhall Glacier, 9-3-6-77 [21 b&w images. See also slides]
   67.1-5 – [bird’s eye view of group of tourists standing on shore of lake looking at glacier terminus]
   67.6-10 – [Juneau small boat harbor]
   67.11-15 – [close-up of staircase on side of storage tank, Juneau residential areas]
   67.16-21 – [Juneau residential areas]
68.1-35 – Juneau aerials, Mendenhall Glacier, 9.3-6.77, Paolo Greer [35 b&w images]
   68.1-5 – [landscape aerials]
   68.6-10 – [landscape aerials]
   68.11-15 – [landscape aerials]
   68.16-20 – [landscape aerials]
   68.21-25 – [landscape aerials, low aerial of glacier with hangar or warehouse in foreground]
   68.26-30 – [glacier terminus in background and buildings in foreground, Paolo Greer walking up steps up to visitor center]
   68.31-35 – [view from visitor center of group of tourists along lakeshore, tourists and park staff in visitor center]
   68.34 – Paolo Greer at right [men standing around table in visitor center]
69.1-30 – Old mines above Moose Pass, Kenai Lake at distance, Summer 1976, Peter Macksey & Nick (the dog) [30 b&w images. Possibly Case Mine]
Tennis
70.1-163 – Ilie Nastase, John Newcombe, 7-23-78, exhibition match at West High, Nastase-Bridges, Newcombe-Rowan [163 b&w images of tennis match. Prints for .70.60, .70.125]
Valdez Theatre Conference [see also strip transparencies, slides, ephemera]
71.1-59 – June 20-27, 1999 [59 color images. Prints for .71.13, .71.25, .71.46]
   71.1-18 – Patricia Neal [Neal seated at table talking with individuals]
   71.19-30 – Sacharow & Albee [Lawrence Sacharow and Edward Albee in panel discussion]
   71.31-35 – Catherine Stadem [Stadem and unidentified woman at microphone]
   71.36-40 – [Edward Albee getting out of automobile and being greeted by JoAnn McDowell and photographer]
   71.41-45 – McDowell & Albee [JoAnn McDowell and Edward Albee]
   71.46-50 – [five people taking curtain call on small stage]
   71.51-55 – [people taking curtain call, Albee and others talking in groups]
   71.56-59 – [Albee and others talking in groups]
72.1-60 – June 20-27, 1999 [60 color images. Prints for .72.11, .72.15, .72.18, .72.46]
   72.1-5 – [panelists in discussion, two men performing on stage]
   72.6-10 – [two men performing on stage]
   72.11-15 – [two men performing on stage]
   72.16-20 – [man speaking at podium]
.72.18 – Joseph Chaikin
.72.21-25 – Soo Hoo [Judy Soo Hoo listening to conversation]
.72.26-29 – [man wearing eyeglasses reading from document, possibly Arnold Wesker]
.72.30-34 – [two men talking, several people reading on stage]
    .72.30 – Wesker, Van Itallie [Arnold Wesker and Jean-Claude van Itallie talking]
.72.35-39 – [several people reading on stage, Edward Albee and Jack Gelber in panel discussion]
.72.40-44 – Albee, Gelber [Edward Albee and Jack Gelber in panel discussion]
.72.45-57 – [three men reading on stage]
.72.58-60 – Judy Soo Hoo
.73.1-86 – June 20-27, 1999 [86 color images. Prints for .73.16, .73.53]
    .73.1-14 – McDowell & Albee [JoAnn McDowell and Edward Albee in conversation]
.73.15-21 – Wesker, Albee, Gelber [Arnold Wesker, Edward Albee, and Jack Gelber in panel discussion]
.73.22-26 – [three people in conversation, audience discussion]
    .73.22-24 – Cathy Stadem [Catherine Stadem in conversation with two men]
.73.27-29 – [audience discussion]
.73.30-45 – Joel Vig [man at podium]
.73.46-50 – Neal & Gov. Knowles [Patricia Neal and Tony Knowles at podium]
.73.51-62 – [groups of people at podium]
.73.63-66 – [people reading on stage]
.73.67-71 – [three judges listening to reading]
.73.72-78 – [people reading on stage]
.73.79-85 – [judges and audience listening to reading]
.73.86 – [Catherine Stadem and possibly Arnold Wesker talking]
.74.1-79 – June 20-27, 1999 [79 color images. Prints for .74.24, .74.38, .74.40-42, .74.50]
    .74.1-15 – Neal [Patricia Neal and unidentified man on stage]
.74.16-20 – [men in conversation]
.74.21-25 – [men in conversation]
    .74.24 – Jack Gelber
.74.26-30 – [man in conversation, people reading on stage]
.74.31-35 – [panelists in discussion]
    .74.35 – Wesker [Arnold Wesker in panel discussion]
.74.36-40 – [panelists in discussion]
    .74.38 – Ellen Stewart
    .74.40 – L-R: Jack Gelber, Albee, William Hoffman
.74.41-45 – [panelists in discussion]
    .74.41 – Wesker [Arnold Wesker in panel discussion]
.74.42 – Chaikin [Joseph Chaikin in panel discussion. Print identifies man as Jean Claude Van Itallie]
.74.46-51 – [panelists in discussion]
    .74.49-50 – Wesker [Arnold Wesker in panel discussion, Jack Gelber at right]
.74.52-72 – [Catherine Stadem, Arnold Wesker, and unidentified man in panel discussion, audience listening]
.74.73-79 – [unidentified man in audience]
.75.1-54 – June 20-27, 1999 [54 color images. Print for .75.44]
  .75.1-6 – Wesker [Arnold Wesker in conversation]
  .75.7-10 – [people in conversation]
    .75.7-9 – Bullins [Ed Bullins in conversation]
    .75.10 – Gelber [Jack Gelber in conversation]
  .75.11-14 – Bullins [Ed Bullins in conversation]
  .75.15-21 – [woman sitting and writing at picnic table]
  .75.22-28 – [unidentified woman in conversation]
  .75.29-39 – [unidentified woman and man in panel discussion]
  .75.40-45 – [man reading on stage]
    .75.44 – Jean Claude Van Itallie
  .75.46-51 – [people reading on stage]
  .75.52-54 – [men including Edward Albee sitting outdoors and talking]
.76.1-17 – Bodily functions, June 17, 2000 [17 color images]
  .76.1-11 – [people reading on stage]
  .76.12-17 – [people in audience, possibly including Ed Bullins]
.77.1-30 – Albee-Foote, June 17, 2000 [30 color images]
  .77.1-17 – [Edward Albee and Horton Foote in panel discussion]
  .77.18-19 – [Foote and Albee in conversation]
  .77.20-27 – [JoAnn McDowell on stage, with Albee seated at table]
  .77.28-30 – [Albee at table on stage]
.78.1-27 – Letters-Hisey, June 17, 2000 [27 color images]
  .78.1-18 – [man and woman sitting at table on stage]
  .78.19-22 – [man speaking at podium]
  .78.23-27 – [JoAnn McDowell and handing award to man at podium]
.79.1-69 – Awards, Buckley Horton Award, June 17, 2000 [69 color images of people at podium during awards ceremony]
.80.1-30 – June 16-17, 2000, Tall [Women], Hog Heaven [30 color images]
  .80.1-5 – [woman speaking at podium]
  .80.6-10 – [Edward Albee and unidentified man at podium, actors taking curtain call]
  .80.11-15 – [actors taking curtain call]
  .80.16-18 – [three people in conversation]
  .80.19-28 – [people reading on stage]
  .80.29-30 – [unidentified woman sitting and talking on edge of stage]
.81.1-35 – June 17, 2000, Marian Seldes [35 color images]
  .81.1-12 – [Seldes and unidentified men on stage]
  .81.13-16 – [audience for Seldes]
  .81.17-18 – [Seldes watching performance]
  .81.19-25 – [Seldes working with people on stage]
  .81.26 – [man reading on stage]
  .81.27-35 – [Seldes addressing audience]

Whitney-Fidalgo Cannery
.82.1-74 – Ship Creek, Anchorage, 1974 [74 b&w images. Print for .82.3]
.82.1-2 – [interior of cannery, with crates labeled in Japanese]
.82.3-8 – [ship and storage tanks at dock, empty scows, workers in boats including the Totem, close-up of wooden doors including workers’ graffiti]
.82.9-14 – [scows at dock, interiors with workers at machinery]
.82.15-20 – [workers canning salmon]
.82.21-26 – [workers relaxing on dock, clouds over cannery]
.82.27-32 – [workers on dock, interiors with machinery, man and dog running on beach, scenic of sunset on Cook Inlet]
.82.33-38 – [sunset on Cook Inlet, man sitting on rocks on beach]
.82.39-44 – [scenics of Cook Inlet]
.82.45-50 – [scenics of Cook Inlet]
.82.51-56 – [Alaska Railroad tracks along Cook Inlet, cannery dock]
.82.57-62 – [cannery dock, mouth of Ship Creek]
.82.63-67 – [mouth of Ship Creek, workers relaxing on dock]
.82.68-71 – [workers relaxing on dock]
.82.72-74 – [interior of Egg House with roe on tables and crates labeled in Japanese]

People
Andrews, Ralph [see also ephemera]
.83.1-231 – Seward, 8006061-8006067 [231 b&w images for story that ran in the Anchorage Daily News on June 12, 1980]
.83.1-20 – [bird rookery in Resurrection Bay]
.83.21-25 – [people on boat Shaman in Resurrection Bay]
.83.26-34 – [people on boat Shaman in Resurrection Bay]
.83.35-48 – [bird rookery in Resurrection Bay]
.83.49-51 – [boat under way in Resurrection Bay]
.83.52-60 – [scenics of Resurrection Bay]
.83.61-63 – [boat under way in Resurrection Bay]
.83.64-69 – [two crew members unloading fish from boat at dock]
.83.70-75 – [Seward Chamber of Commerce Information Cache in Alaska Railroad car, with milepost for Seward, Nebraska, and sign for Mt. Marathon Race Trail]
.83.76-78 – [people petting pig in pen]
.83.79-81 – [St. Peter’s Episcopal Church in Seward]
.83.82-83 – [Van Gilder Hotel]
.83.84-89 – [street scenes of Fourth Avenue in Seward, with businesses including Yukon Bar, Bob’s Market, Pizza Apollo, Seward Drug, Urbach’s, Flamingo Lounge, Alaska Shop, Thorns Show Case Lounge]
.83.90-93 – [Pioneer Bar in Seward]
.83.94-95 – [Van Gilder Hotel]
.83.96-98 – [worker pulling net of fish out of boat hold, workers cleaning fish on dock]
.83.99-101 – [Seward small boat harbor]
.83.102-111 – [workers pulling fish out of boat hold]
.83.112-117 – [woman wearing Viking Seward Fisheries hat and apron with name “Nora Robbins” cleaning fish]
.83.118-119 – [Van Gilder Hotel]
.83.120 – [window display with floats, snowshoes, traps, and other items next to sign reading “Gifts”]
.83.121-122 – [bird rookery in Resurrection Bay]
.83.123-124 – [window display with floats, snowshoes, traps, and other items next to sign reading “Gifts”]
.83.125-126 – [Ralph Andrews in doorway of shop]
.83.127 – [man fishing from dock in Seward small boat harbor]
.83.128-131 – [ships and gantry cranes on Seward docks]
.83.132-140 – [scenics of shoreline around Resurrection Bay]
.83.141-146 – [sailboat in Resurrection Bay]
.83.147-149 – [abandoned gun emplacement in Resurrection Bay]
.83.150-161 – [bird rookery in Resurrection Bay]
.83.162-196 – [Ralph Andrews outside Quonset hut]
.83.197-203 – [portraits of Johnny Johnson]
.83.204 – [man smoking cigarette beneath No Smoking sign]
.83.205-208 – [portraits of Ray Gillespie]
.83.209-213 – [workers processing fish on dock]
.83.214-231 – [workers processing fish in plant]

Banish Misfortune [Band]
.84.1-23 – 800331, Left Rusty Sabella, Middle Lauren Pelon, Right Greg Lindelof [23 b&w images. Group portraits of band members]

Barker, Kerry
.85.1-69 – Attorney, 9/25/82 [69 b&w images. Kerry Barker with his Cessna 185 Skywagon II floatplane]

B4

Bolger, William
.86.1-57 – Postmaster General, 5/31/83 [57 b&w images. William Bolger and other postal service staff touring warehouse or sorting facility with bundles of crates and parcels, including food, produce, and other bulk goods to be flown out by Wien Airlines]

Brower, David Sr.
.87.1-18 – Barrow, May 1981 [18 b&w images. Portraits of David Brower, Sr., with grandchild and images of wife Marie Brower cooking whale meat in kitchen]

Dayan, Moshe
.88.1-13 – Anchorage, 1977 [13 b&w images. Moshe Dayan at podium]

Gaither, Vonnie
.89.1-31 – Artist, 6/77 [32 b&w images. Portraits of Vonnie Gaither]

Gustafson, Gary

Henry, Mary Ann
Hensley, Willie
.92.1-20 – 6/24/83 [20 b&w images. Willie Hensley in his office]

Krajcar, Steve

Kriste, George
.94.1-33 – CIRI V.P. [33 b&w images. Portraits of George Kriste]

Lowenfels, Jeff
.95.1-50 – Attorney, 9/24/82 [50 b&w images. Jeff Lowenfels at Resolution Park and in office]

McKinley, Lee [see also oversize prints, ephemera]
  .96.1-60 – [McKinley on Matanuska Valley homestead, tending to pigs and cattle]
  .96.61 – [McKinley in basement or outbuilding]
  .96.62-64 – [Doris McKinley in kitchen]
  .96.65-67 – [portraits of Lee and Doris McKinley in front of fireplace]
  .96.68-77 – [McKinley tending pigs]
  .96.78-99 – [McKinley on homestead]
  .96.100-102 – [McKinley making sausage]
  .96.103-119 – [McKinley on homestead]
  .96.120-122 – [McKinley in dental office]
  .96.123-130 – [McKinley outside dental building]
  .96.131 – [McKinley with antique farm equipment, Kubota tractor]
  .96.132-135 – [McKinley preparing food in kitchen]
  .96.136-142 – [McKinley seated at table]
  .96.143-157 – [Lee and Doris McKinley with patient in dental office]

Mitchell, Don

Nicholson, Earl
.98.1-22 – AK Laborers Training Hall [22 b&w images. Prints for .98.4, .98.8-9, .98.13]
  .98.1 – [double exposure, image of ladies’ restroom and image of Earl Nicholson outside training school]
  .98.2-4 – [Nicholson in office]
  .98.5-8 – [bird’s eye view of students in training school]
  .98.9 – [Nicholson smoking cigar and standing next to sign for The Earl G. Nicholson Memorial Alaska Laborers’ Training School, “My fruitful years are numbered”]
  .98.10-15 – [Nicholson in office]
  .98.16-18 – [homeless man sleeping on sidewalk]
  .98.19-22 – [man riding unicycle down street]

Norris, Earl
  .99.1-2 – [interior of house with houseplants]
.99.3-7 – [buildings and horses on horse farm]
.99.8-11 – [sled frame in outbuilding, leads tied to tree, downed tree]
.99.12-16 – [dog yard]
.99.17-18 – [Norris sitting on stoop of house]

Patkotak, Elizabeth
.100.1-10 – Barrow, May 1981 [10 b&w images. Portraits of Elizabeth Patkotak wearing fur parka]

Scott, Jim [see also strip transparencies]
.101.1-96 – Golden eagle, 791023 [96 b&w images]
  .101.1-69 – [veterinarian James Scott with golden eagle]
  .101.70-96 – [Scott with golden eagle in classroom with students]
.102.1-67 – Dr. Scott & hawk, 801002 [67 b&w images. Veterinarian James Scott with hawk]
.103.1-106 – Dr. Scott & eagle, 820501-106 b&w images]
  .103.1-27 – [Veterinarian James Scott with eagle in facility]
  .103.28-48 – [packing eagle for release into wild]
  .103.49-70 – [Scott with eagle indoors and outside]
  .103.71-80 – [Scott with small owl in cage]
  .103.81-99 – [Scott holding eagle]
  .103.100-106 – [Scott releasing eagle into wild]

Scramstad, Sharon
.104.1-26 – 8103002 [26 b&w images. Artist Sharon Scramstad making doll in Mountain View Public Library, children in background]

Tate, Fran
.105.1-41 – Barrow, May 1981 [41 b&w images. Print for .105.41]
  .105.1-29 – [portraits of Fran Tate]
  .105.30-37 – [Tate in freezer, pantry and kitchen of Pepe’s North of the Border Restaurant]
  .105.38-41 – [waitress serving customers in Pepe’s North of the Border Restaurant]

Weidner, Phil

Wernberg, Les and Ilene [see also slides, ephemera]
.107.1-99 – [99 b&w images]
  .107.1-24 – Bottom of Spenard Hill on Westchester Lagoon, 12/8/78 [Les Wernberg walking outside carrying traps, inside house with hunting trophies]
  .107.25-46 – In garden, 800820 [Les Wernberg tending cabbages, rhubarb, and other plants]
  .107.47-93 – Eggs, 4/21, 7904215, 7904216 [Ilene Wernberg collecting eggs, tending to chickens, cooking eggs]
  .107.95-99 – Ilene at home, 1932 Spenard Rd., right on Westchester Lagoon [portraits of Ilene holding egg]

Wright, Gordon
.108.1-10 – Composer/conductor, Fairbanks Symphony, 9/18/1982 [10 b&w images. Gordon Wright conducting symphony]
Strip transparencies
B5
Places
Anchorage
.109.1-35 – Fur Rendezvous, 1990? [35 color images. Fireworks over downtown Anchorage. See also strip negatives]
.110.1-11 – Town Square, PAC, 900818, 8/18/1990, Kobuk Coffee Co. [11 color images]
  .110.1-7 – [exterior of Performing Arts Center]
  .110.8-11 – [exteriors of business building with signs for Gold Pan Gifts, Kimball’s Dry Goods, Kobuk Coffee Co.]
Barrow [see also strip negatives]
  .111.1-4 – [men at whaling camp]
    .111.3 – [At AFN 2017, identified as Charles Nasuk Brower]
    .111.4 – [At AFN 2017, identified as Maligialuk Ahkivgak]
  .111.5-9 – [men with binoculars watching for whales, men with umiak on ice edge, Harry Brower Sr.’s harpoon on ice]
  .111.10-14 – [men with umiak on ice edge]
  .111.15-17 – [men at whaling camp, including Harry Brower Sr.]
  .111.18-22 – [men at whaling camp]
    .111.19 – [Harry Brower Sr.]
    .111.20 – [Eugene Brower]
Butte
.112.1-33 – 860417
  .112.1-5 – Ken and Darleen Whatley, Debbie Lee Demig (blue) (granddaughter) & friend Jacqueline Woods (lavender) [group standing in muddy yard during spring breakup, with sections of pipe and equipment, mountains in background]
  .112.6-12 – [Ken Whatley standing next to all-terrain vehicle]
  .112.13-21 – [pizza sign on building, with Linda Lloyd reading newspaper visible in window]
  .112.22-25 – Butte Pizza Cache, Fred & Linda Lloyd [couple standing next to restaurant sign]
  .112.26-29 – [pizza sign on building, with Linda Lloyd reading book visible in window]
  .112.30 – [exterior of Butte Café and Quik Shop, with automobile at Tesoro gasoline pumps]
  .112.31-33 – Eric Van Dusen, Marian Grape, Tony Jones [three people posed next to gasoline pumps at Butte Café and Quik Stop]
Homer
.113.1-127 – Eagles, Eagle Lady Jean Keene, 020407 [127 color images. See also slides]
  .113.1-32 – [Keene feeding eagles]
  .113.33-37 – [eagles in flight, distant view of man on beach photographing eagles]
  .113.38-39 – [eagles on beach]
  .113.40-47 – [Keene feeding eagles]
.113.48-96 – [eagles on beach]
.113.97-127 – [eagles on beach, some near sign “Dear Visitor, This eagle viewing area is provided as a public service...”]
.114.1-26 – Logging, 020407 [26 color images]
  .114.1-9 – [logging truck on road]
  .114.10-14 – [loader moving logs at lumber yard]
  .114.15-26 – [tug pulling barge Seaspan Forester full of logs in Kachemak Bay]
Juneau [see also slides]
.115.1-51 – 900630 [51 color images]
  .115.1-2 – Main St., Fair Princess anchored [view down street to cruise ship at dock]
  .115.3-10 – Governor’s Mansion [exterior]
  .115.11-15 – [Taku Glacier Lodge Cessna U206 floatplane tail number N732XR at dock, cruise ship Universe and floatplane in Gastineau Channel]
  .115.16-20 – [cruise ship Universe and floatplane in Gastineau Channel]
  .115.21-30 – [floatplane in Gastineau Channel, launch Monrovia from cruise ship Universe coming into dock]
  .115.31-37 – St. Nicholas Russian Orthodox Church [exterior]
  .115.38-46 – Capitol Building [exterior]
  .115.47-50 – [two workers on scaffolding painting building exterior]
  .115.51 – Ben Grussendorf, 3 time speaker of the House of Representatives [man posed with vintage Ford Mustang convertible automobile in parking lot]
Kennicott
.116.1-94 – 920607 [94 color images]
  .116.1-5 – [dilapidated buildings at Kennecott Copper Mine]
  .116.6-17 – Loy Green on trumpet [man playing trumpet inside building, paintings on display]
  .116.18-19 – [salvaged antique equipment made into art on display along road, tailings pile in background]
  .116.20-28 – [grave markers in Kennicott cemetery]
  .116.29-31 – [dilapidated mine buildings]
  .116.32-35 – [close-ups of rusted nails and equipment]
  .116.36-78 – [dilapidated mine buildings]
  .116.79-85 – [exterior of Kennicott Glacier Lodge]
  .116.86-92 – [tourists riding tram over Kennicott River to McCarthy]
  .116.93-94 – [gravel bar along river, with trucks and recreational vehicles, boat on trailer, and fish traps in water]
.117.1-117 – Kennicott, McCarthy, Sheep Mtn., Chitina, 920607 [61 color images]
  .117.1-3 – [gravel bar along river with trucks, recreational vehicles, and fish traps; distant view of several fishermen standing in river]
  .117.4-7 – [dilapidated railcar and railroad tracks at Kennicott, interior of mine building]
  .117.8-9 – [exterior of mine buildings, close-up of rusted equipment]
  .117.10-12 – [exterior of mine buildings]
  .117.13-17 – [exterior of mine buildings, tailings piles]
.117.18-21 – [exterior of mine buildings]
.117.22-26 – [exterior of Ma Johnson Hotel, McCarthy]
.117.27-31 – [exterior of Ma Johnson Hotel, people on horseback walking dog past hotel; tourist sitting on hotel porch]
.117.32-37 – [exterior of McCarthy Lodge and Store, interior of lodge]
.117.38-41 – [exterior of Spirit Mountain Artworks gallery, close-up of timber construction, pink flamingo in yard]
.117.42-44 – [pink flamingo in yard, people riding tram over Kennicott River to McCarthy]
.117.45-47 – [woman riding tram over Kennicott River to McCarthy, holding small dog and rifle]
.117.48-54 – [exterior of Sheep Mountain Lodge]
.117.55 – [man standing with young girl looking through observation binoculars]
.117.56-61 – [exterior of Sheep Mountain Lodge, caribou in brush, rusted equipment in field]

Kotzebue
.118.1-3 – [3 color images]
.118.1 – Kotzebue on the sound [young man filling gas can at gasoline pump, water in background]
.118.2 – [boat tied to speed limit sign on road paralleling water]
.118.3 – Caribou heads on a roof [close-up of antlers and jaws]

Matanuska River
.119.1-10 – 900918 [10 color images. Scenics of river]

Matanuska Valley
.120.1-86 – 900924, Estelle Farm [86 color images]
.120.1-23 – [man hitting golf balls on field, homestead with farm buildings and mountains in background]
.120.24-30 – [erosion along shoreline of Matanuska River]
.120.31-54 – [man hitting golf balls on field, homestead with farm buildings in background]
.120.55-59 – [homestead with farm buildings and mountains in background]
.120.60-71 – [close-ups of autumn fireweed with farm buildings in background]
.120.72-76 – [rows of farm crops with mountains in background]
.120.77-86 – [scenics of Matanuska River]

Sitka
.121.1-14 – May 1997 [14 color images]
.121.1-4 – St. Michael's Russian Orthodox Cathedral [exterior]
.121.5-6 – O'Connell Bridge to Japonski Island
.121.7-12 – Old Russian cemetery
.121.13-14 – Recreation of a Russian blockhouse

Valdez [see also slides]
.122.1-71 – 9006? [71 color images]
.122.1-21 – [tanker Exxon Benicia at Trans Alaska Pipeline terminal]
.122.22 – [Trans Alaska Pipeline pig with interpretive panel]
.122.23-24 – [campers and recreational vehicles parked in gravel lot along water, with sign “Welcome to Allison Point”]
.122.25-30 – [people fishing from shore and from boats anchored nearby]
.122.31-33 – [exterior of Hook Line and Sinker sporting goods and bait shop]
.122.34-35 – [bird’s eye view of Valdez]
.122.36 – [exterior of Exxon headquarters with flagpole]
.122.37-63 – [bird’s eye view of Trans Alaska Pipeline terminal, tanks, and docks]
.122.64-69 – [interpretive panel and tourists at gazebo overlooking Trans Alaska Pipeline terminal]
.122.70-71 – [bird’s eye view of Trans Alaska Pipeline terminal]

Subjects
Bear
.123.1-22 – Valdez, 000618 [22 color images]
  .123.1-17 – [bear next to small stream]
  .123.18-20 – [bear in brush]
  .123.21-22 – [vehicles stopped on highway to look at bear in brush]

Butte Bike Race
.124.1-22 – 890708 [22 color images of bicycle road race]

Campbell Creek Classic
.125.1-6 – [6 color images of people in canoes and inflatable rafts on Campbell Creek]

Music [see also strip negatives]
.126.1-59 – Thawing of Ice Curtain, Russian music stars Stas Namin & Rondo give a concert in Anchorage on Feb. 2, 1989, with Eddie Money at the Sullivan Arena, 890225 [59 color images of rock concert]

Prinsendam [see also slides]
.127.1-32 – 801005-1 [32 color images of shipwreck rescue]
  .127.1-2 – Color photos of Coast Guard cutter Boutwell entering Sitka Channel
  .127.3-32 – Passengers and crew of Prinsendam lined up on deck of Boutwell
  .127.30-32 – L-R Regina O’Malley, NYC; ship’s entertainer Peter Kapetan, curly blond; paramed Jose Rios; paramed John Cassidy

Spring Creek Prison
.128.1-10 – 9006 [10 color images]
  .128.1-7 – [exterior of correctional center]
  .128.8-10 – [buildings and trees, geese walking in road]

Valdez Theatre Conference [see also strip negatives, slides, ephemera]
.129.1-54 – June 20-27, 1999, Edward Albee [54 color images]
  .129.1-36 – [Edward Albee posed with puppy dog]
  .129.37-54 – [Edward Albee posed outdoors, docks in background]

.130.1-52 – June 20-27, 1999, Albee [52 color images]
  .130.1-8 – [man and woman sitting at picnic table outdoors]
  .130.9-11 – [guests at reception]
  .130.12-16 – [JoAnn McDowell and Edward Albee arriving at reception]
.130.17-30 – [Edward Albee talking to guests at reception]
.130.31-37 – [man and woman talking in stairwell]
.130.38-47 – [bird’s eye view of entrance to Valdez Convention & Civic Center, with banner for Prince William Sound Community College Theatre Conference]
.130.48-52 – [Zoe Durner standing next to Horsetail Falls]

People
Hayenga, Janna and Jo Michalski
.131.1 – Hayenga standing, Michalski sitting, Classic Quilts, 6/23/1980 [1 color image. Portrait of two women posed with quilted items]
Hickel, Walter [see also slides]
Litton, Debbie
.133.1 – 12/9/80, Bells? [1 color image. Portrait of Debbie Litton with poinsettia plants in greenhouse. See also slides]
Mapson, JoAnn
Peck, J. C.
Rasmuson, Mary Louise
Scott, Jim [see also strip negatives]
.137.1-12 – Veterinarian Dr. Jim Scott & eagles, 5-1-82 [12 color images. Scott with bald eagle]
Sheridan, Jim [see also prints]

35mm slides
B6/B1
Places
Alaskaland
.139 – [Sternwheeler Nenana with interpretive sign; print date Sep 82]
.140 – The sternwheeler “Nenana” at Alaskaland in Fairbanks [close-up of paddlewheel; print date Sep 82]
.141 – The paddle wheel of the sternwheeler “Nenana” at Alaskaland in Fairbanks [print date Sep 82]
.142 – [close-up of paddlewheel; print date Sep 82]
.143 – Alaskaland, Fairbanks [interpretive sign for Wickersham House on picket fence; print date Sep 82]
.144 – The original First Presbyterian Church of Fairbanks, Alaska, at Alaskaland, Fairbanks [exterior, with sign “Church Meeting House”; print date Sep 82]
Anaktuvuk Pass [see also strip negatives]
Anaktuvuk Pass, Alaska, school in foreground, November 1981 [bird’s eye view of village]
School in foreground, Anaktuvuk Pass, AK, November 1981 [bird’s eye view of village]
Anaktuvuk Pass, Alaska, school in foreground, November 1981 [bird’s eye view of village]
Anaktuvuk Pass, Alaska, school in foreground, November 1981 [bird’s eye view of village]
Anaktuvuk Pass, Alaska, November 1981 [exterior of house, all-terrain vehicle at right, pair of dogs sitting on sled in center, caribou hides drying at right]
Sod house, Anaktuvuk Pass, AK, November 1981 [exterior of house, plywood entry at left]
Elijah Kakinya, Anaktuvuk Pass, Alaska, November 1981 [portrait]
Elijah Kakinya, Anaktuvuk Pass, Alaska, November 1981 [portrait]
Elijah Kakinya, Anaktuvuk Pass, Alaska, November 1981 [portrait]

Anchorage

Anchorage from Merrill Field, 1979 [airplanes on tarmac in foreground, city skyline in middle ground, mountains in background; print date Sep 1979]
Anchorage skyline, May 1982 [aerial, sunset, looking west, Cook Inlet in background]
Downtown Anchorage, Cook Inlet, 1982 aerial, sunset, looking west, with Cook Inlet in background; print date May 82
Anchorage, Alaska, looking east, 1982 [city skyline and mountains at sunset as seen from coastal trail; print date Oct 82]
Downtown Anchorage from midtown, 1984 [bird’s eye view of city in winter; print date Jan 84]
Midtown Anchorage, West No. Lights Blvd, 1984 [bird’s eye view of city, with Mall at Sears in foreground; print date Jan 84]
Anchorage, Alaska, looking west, Sears Mall [bird’s eye view of city, with Mall at Sears in foreground and Mount Susitna in background; print date Jan 84]
Midtown Anchorage, downtown in background, 1984 [view from Sohio building under construction at Benson Blvd. and the Seward Highway, with Mall at Sears at left and Fred Meyer at right; print date Jan 84]
Hunt Bldg., Anchorage, AK, 1984, now State of Alaska office bldg. [view of top of Atwood Building, with clouds; print date Oct. 84]

Anchorage – Fur Rendezvous [see also strip negatives, strip transparencies]

Fur Rondy Grand Prix, 1979 [flagman standing next to several racing flags set into traffic cones, race car passing; print date Feb 79]
Fur Rondy Grand Prix accident, 1979 [people standing around race car crashed into snowbank, name “Brady” on windshield; print date Feb 79]
Fur Rondy Grand Prix, 1979 [race cars being led by marshal; print date Feb 79]
Fur Rondy Grand Prix, 1979 [race car driver with hand out window to wipe windshield; print date Feb 79]
Fur Rondy Grand Prix, 1979 [flagman waving green start flag, race cars coming off hill, automobiles parked at right]
Fur Rondy Grand Prix, 1979 [race cars passing flagman waving green flag]
.169 – Fur Rondy Grand Prix, 1979 [race cars passing flagman waving yellow caution flag]
.170 – Fur Rondy Grand Prix, 1979 [driver Paul Palmer wiping windshield with paper towels, men standing nearby, federal building in background]
.171 – Fur Rondy Grand Prix, 1979 [man using portable heater to warm tented race car]
.172 – Fur Rondy Grand Prix, 1979 [tented race car being warmed in parking lot]
.173 – Sat. 2/10/79, Fur Rondy dog pull [English bulldog in harness, spectators in background; print date Feb 79]
.174 – Sat. 2/10/79, Fur Rondy dog pull [man wearing bunny boots hitching bulldog to weighted sled; print date Feb 79]
.175 – Sat. 2/10/79, Fur Rondy dog pull [husky dog in harness, hitched to sled loaded with bags labeled “Baroid”; print date Feb 79]
.176 – Fur Rondy 1979, “Bozo”, lt. wgt. dogs winner? [Labrador retriever pulling loaded sled; print date Feb 79]
.177 – Fur Rondy 1979 [spectators watching husky dog pull loaded sled; print date Feb 79]
.178 – “Comanche”, Fur Rondy 1979 [spectators watching large dog pull loaded sled; print date Feb 79]
.179 – Sat. 2/10/79, Fur Rondy dog pull [dog Comanche pulling loaded sled; print date Feb 79]
.180 – Sat. 2/10/79, Fur Rondy dog pull [man petting bulldog in harness; print date Feb 79]
.181 – Doc Roland Lombard, 1979 Fur Rondy Sled Dog Championships [musher wearing bib #20, sponsored by Prinz Brau, holding dog by collar; print date Feb 79]
.182 – Doc Roland Lombard, 1979 Fur Rondy [musher sitting on sideways sled frame, drinking Coca-Cola]
.184 – Doc Roland Lombard, Cordova Hill, 1979 Fur Rondy Sled Dog Championships [musher wearing bib #7 leading team down street]
.185 – Crystal Fantasy, Fur Rondy 1979 [fireworks bursting over spectators viewing ice sculptures at night]
.186 – Fur Rondy circa 1980 [people viewing ice sculptures at night, taxidermied polar bear atop sculpture at left]
.187 – Fur Rondy circa 1980 [people viewing ice sculptures at night. Cf. .185]
.188 – Ice sculpture, fireworks, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, Alaska, circa 1980 [woman standing next to ice sculpture at night, fireworks in distance. Cf. .185]
.189 – Fur Rondy circa 1980 [two people standing under ice sculpture at night, with sign “Crystal Fantasy in Anchorage”]
.190 – Anchorage Fur Rondy 198? [fireworks over downtown Anchorage as seen from coastal trail]
.191 – Downhill canoe race, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, AK, 1983 [teams paddling canoes down hill; print date Feb 83]
.192 – Canoe race, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, Alaska, 1983 [teams paddling canoes down hill; print date Feb 83]
.193 – Downhill canoe race, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, AK, 1983 [teams paddling canoes down hill; print date Feb 83]
.194 – Downhill canoe race, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, AK, 1983 [two men in canoe paddling down hill; print date Feb 83]
.195 – 1983 [Fur Rendezvous canoe race team celebrating at bottom of hill, Lidia Selkregg Chalet in background, Russian Jack Springs Park; print date Feb 83]
.196 – 1983 [Fur Rendezvous canoe race teams at starting line; print date Feb 83]
.197 – 1983 [Fur Rendezvous canoe race teams pulling canoes up hill; print date Feb 83]
.198 – Grand Prix, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, Alaska, 1983 [race cars on street; print date Feb 83]
.199 – Grand Prix, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, Alaska, 1983 [race cars on street; print date Feb 83]
.200 – Fur Rondy Grand Prix, 1983 [race cars on street, Bowden Co. Realtors car in lead; print date Feb 83]
.201 – Grand Prix, ’83 [race cars passing flagman waving yellow caution flag at bottom of hill]
.202 – Sven Johansson Ski Race, Fur Rondy, 1983 [hot air balloons flying above skiers at starting line of race, Goose Lake Park; print date Feb 83]
.203 – Sven Johansson Ski Race, Fur Rondy, 1983 [hot air balloons rising behind field of skiers racing; print date Feb 83]
.204 – Sven Johansson Ski Race, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, AK [hot air balloons rising behind field of skiers racing; print date Feb 83]
.205 – Andy Hess, fox fur, Fur Rendezvous Fur Auction, Anchorage, AK [auctioneer holding pelt up for bidders; print date Feb 83]
.206 – Andy Hess, Fur Auction, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, Alaska [auctioneer wearing fur pants and fur coat holding up bundles of pelts; print date Feb 83]
.207 – Andy Hess, martin pelts, Fur Rendezvous Fur Auction, Anchorage, AK [auctioneer holding up bundles of pelts; print date Feb 83]
.208 – Hess & Sons Fur Auction, Fur Rondy, 1983 [auctioneer wearing fur parka talking into microphone, second auctioneer holding up stiff beaver pelt, row of furs behind them; print date Feb 83]
.209 – Hess & Sons Fur Auction, Fur Rondy, 1983 [auctioneer wearing fur parka talking into microphone, second auctioneer holding up stiff beaver pelt, third man at right, row of furs behind them; print date Feb 83]
.210 – Harris Dunlap, Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Race, Anchorage, Alaska [musher wearing bib #1 leading team on trail; print date Feb 83]
.211 – Harris Dunlap, Fur Rendezvous Sled Dog Championships, Anchorage, AK [portrait of musher wearing Alpo baseball cap; print date Feb 83]
.212 – Rick Swenson, Iditarod Sled Dog Race champion, Fur Rondy 1983 [portrait of musher with earphones around his neck; print date Feb 83]
.213 – Rick Swenson during 1983 Fur Rondy Sled Dog Championships [musher wearing bib #9 and handlers leading dog team to starting line, dog trucks behind, 4th Avenue Theatre in background; print date Feb 83]
.214 – Rick Swenson during 1983 Fur Rondy Sled Dog Championships [musher smoking cigarette, sitting on fender of dog truck listening to radio; print date Feb 83]
.215 – Rick Swenson, 1983 Fur Rondy Sled Dog Championships, Cordova Hill [musher wearing bib #9 leading team past spectators on street; print date Feb 83]
George Attla, world champion dog sled racer, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, Alaska [musher wearing bib #3 leading team past spectators on trail; print date Feb 83]

George Attla [musher kicking sled past sign on Campbell Airstrip; print date Feb 83]

Charlie Champaine, 1983 Fur Rondy Sled Dog Championships [musher wearing bib #2 leading team on trail; print date Feb 83]

George Attla during the 1983 Fur Rondy Sled Dog Championships [portrait of musher; print date Feb 83]

Fur Rendezvous world champion musher George Attla [portrait of musher, 1983?]

Jane Cosgrove, Women’s Race, Fur Rondy ’83 [female musher wearing bib #1 leading team on trail; print date Feb 83]

Jane Cosgrove, Women’s Race, Fur Rondy ’83 [female musher wearing bib #1 leading team on trail; print date Feb 83]

Fur Rondy 1983 [female musher leading team on trail, World Championship Women’s Sled Dog Race; print date Feb 83]

Women’s Sled Dog Championship, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, AK, 1983 [female musher leading team on trail; print date Feb 83]

Women’s Sled Dog Championship, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, AK, 1983 [female musher leading team on trail; print date Feb 83]

Roxy Wright during the 1983 Fur Rondy Sled Dog Championships [female musher leading team down Fourth Avenue; print date Feb 83]

Roxy Wright, champion sled dog racer, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, AK [portrait of musher, 1983?]

Roxy Wright during the 1983 Fur Rondy Sled Dog Championships [portrait of musher; print date Feb 83]

Eskimo blanket toss, Fur Rondy, 1983, Reggie Joule? [man wearing parka, mukluks, and fur hat, with ribbons on his chest, preparing to be tossed; print date Feb 83]

Eskimo blanket toss, Fur Rondy, 1983, Reggie Joule? [man being tossed, Ferris wheel in background; print date Feb 83]

Eskimo blanket toss, Fur Rondy, 1983, Reggie Joule? [spectators watching man being tossed, Ferris wheel at left; print date Feb 83]

Eskimo blanket toss, Fur Rondy, 1983, Reggie Joule? [spectators watching man being tossed, Ferris wheel at left; print date Feb 83]

Fur Rondy 1983 [woman being tossed in blanket toss, Anchorage Westward Hotel tower in background]

Fur Rondy 1983 [riders on amusement park ride Round Up]

Fur Rondy fireworks over Anchorage, 1983 [print date Feb 83]

Fur Rondy fireworks over Anchorage, 1983 [print date Feb 83]

Actor James B. Sikking of Hill Street Blues as Grand Marshal of Fur Rondy parade escorted by Anchorage Police Dept., 1983 [man wearing fur parka riding in cage mounted to front of police vehicle; print date Feb 83]

Actor James B. Sikking of Hill Street Blues, Grand Marshal of Fur Rondy parade escorted by Anchorage Police Dept., 1983 [man wearing fur parka riding in cage mounted to front of police vehicle; print date Feb 83]
.239 – Actor James B. Sikking of Hill Street Blues as Grand Marshal of Fur Rondy parade escorted by Anchorage Police Dept., 1983 [man wearing fur parka riding in cage mounted to front of police vehicle; print date Feb 83]

.240 – [Wild About Anchorage float in Fur Rendezvous parade; print date Feb 83]

.241 – [Wild About Anchorage float in Fur Rendezvous parade; print date Feb 83]

.242 – [people in costume on horseback passing Ellen’s Jewelers on Fourth Avenue, Fur Rendezvous parade; print date Feb 83]

.243 – [man in bear costume on float passing Ellen’s Jewelers on Fourth Avenue, Fur Rendezvous parade; print date Feb 83]

.244 – [Alaska Natives in traditional dress riding float, Fur Rendezvous parade; print date Feb 83]

.245 – 1983 Fur Rondy parade [Bartlett Golden Bears Symphonic Band marching on Fourth Avenue; print date Feb 83]

.246 – [children and gingerbread men cutouts on float, Fur Rendezvous parade; print date Feb 83]

.247 – 1983 Fur Rondy parade [dogs pulling children in sleds on Fourth Avenue past Stewart’s Photo Shop, Downtown Deli, Zales, and Seidenverg and Kay’s; print date Feb 83]

.248 – 1983 Fur Rondy parade, llamas [man dressed as Arab sheikh leading llama on Fourth Avenue, Club 25 in background; print date Feb 83. Cf. .250]

.249 – 1983 Fur Rondy parade [automobile pulling float shaped like shoe, with banner reading “There was an old woman who lived in a mukluk, had so many kids she ran out of muktuk, but in times of need Alaskans came thru with a “Camai” for you”; print date Feb 83. Cf. .251]

.250 – 1983 Fur Rondy parade, llamas [people wearing Arab costumes leading llamas on Fourth Avenue; print date Feb 83. Cf. .248]

.251 – Fur Rondy parade, 1983 [children riding “Camai” shoe float; print date Feb 83. Cf. .249]

.252 – Fur Rendezvous parade, Anchorage, AK [vintage automobiles on parade, Antique Auto Mushers of Alaska; print date Feb 83]

.253 – [vintage automobiles on parade, Antique Auto Mushers of Alaska; print date Feb 83]

.254 – [vintage automobile with Alaska 67 Exposition logo on parade, Antique Auto Mushers of Alaska; print date Feb 83]

.255 – Fur Rendezvous parade, Anchorage, AK [people riding in vintage fire truck in parade; print date Feb 83]

.256 – [two women carrying Alaska Permanent Fund Dividend check in parade; print date Feb 83]

.257 – Cordova Ice Worm, Fur Rendezvous parade, Anchorage, AK [print date Feb 83]

.258 – [spectators watching Fur Rendezvous parade; print date Feb 83]

.259 – 1983 Fur Rondy parade, Muppets [parade float; print date Feb 83]

.260 – Teresa Murton, 1983 Fur Rendezvous Queen, Anchorage, AK [woman wearing crown riding on float; print date Feb 83]

.261 – Fur Rendezvous parade, Anchorage, Alaska [Native American man wearing war bonnet on parade; print date Feb 83]

.262 – Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, Alaska [portrait of two clowns; print date Feb 83]

.263 – Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, Alaska [portrait of clown; print date Feb 83]
.264 – Keystone Kops, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, AK, 1983 [portrait of three men dressed as University Kiwanis Keystone Kops; print date Feb 83]
.265 – Keystone Kops & victim, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage, AK, 1983 [three men dressed as University Kiwanis Keystone Kops leading woman down street; print date Feb 83]
.266 – Fur Rondy fireworks over Anchorage, 1986 [print date Mar 86]
.267 – Fur Rondy fireworks over Anchorage, 1986 [print date Mar 86]
.268 – Fur Rondy 1988 [prizes on display at midway carnival game booth]

Anchorage – Anchorage International Airport [see also strip negatives]
.269 – Moonrise, control tower, Anchorage Int’l. Airport, Sept. 1983

Barrow [see also strip negatives, ephemera]
.272 – [Becky Gay riding snowmachine near pressure ridge; print date May 80]
.273 – [Becky Gay on snowmachine talking to Craig George; print date May 80]
.274 – [Becky Gay and Craig George with snowmachine; print date May 80]
.275 – George-Gay [Becky Gay on snowmachine with Craig George walking behind; print date May 80]
.276 – George-Gay [Becky Gay on snowmachine with Craig George walking behind; print date May 80]
.277 – [Becky Gay on snowmachine with Craig George walking behind with camera and rifle; print date May 80]
.278 – [Craig George riding Skidoo Elan snowmachine without using his hands; print date May 80]
.279 – Snowmachine on Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [Craig George riding Skidoo Elan snowmachine]
.280 – Whale watching on the Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [man leaning on umiak. Cf. .286. At AFN 2017, identified as Charles Nasuk Brower]
.281 – Whale watching on the Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [three men with umiak on ice edge, man at right Eugene Brower]
.282 – Whale watching on the Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [group of men with umiak on ice edge, two men sitting behind windbreak, supplies piled on ice]
.283 – Whale watching on the Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [group of men with umiak on ice edge, two men sitting behind windbreak, supplies piled on ice]
.284 – Whale watching on the Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [group of men with umiak on ice edge, one man pointing out to sea, Eugene Brower second from left]
.285 – [umiak on ice edge, whaling camp]
.286 – [man leaning on umiak. Cf. .280. At AFN 2017, identified as Charles Nasuk Brower]
.287 – Nat’l. Marine Fisheries Service whale counter, Barrow, Alaska [man standing on top of pressure ridge behind windbreak made of snow blocks]
.288 – Nat’l. Marine Fisheries Service whale counter, Barrow, Alaska [man standing on top of pressure ridge behind windbreak made of snow blocks]
.289 – Nat’l. Marine Fisheries Service whale counter, Barrow, Alaska [man standing on top of pressure ridge behind windbreak made of snow blocks]
.290 – Nat’l. Marine Fisheries Service whale counter, Barrow, Alaska [man standing on top of pressure ridge behind windbreak made of snow blocks]
.291 – NMFS [man standing on top of pressure ridge behind windbreak made of snow blocks; print date May 80]
.292 – NMFS [man standing on top of pressure ridge behind windbreak made of snow blocks; print date May 80]
.293 – Craig George, biologist [man with camera and rifle sitting on freight sled on ice, Ski-doo and Moto-ski snowmachines in background; print date May 80]
.294 – Craig George, Becky Gay [man and woman on ice, man with camera around neck; print date May 80]
.295 – [three people on ice behind snow block windbreak, one person taking photograph with camera; print date May 80]
.296 – [three people on ice behind snow block windbreak, one person taking photograph with camera; print date May 80]
.297 – [harpoons, rifle, and rope on snow at ice edge; print date May 80]
.298 – [blocks of ice set up for windbreak or blind at ice edge, ocean in background; print date May 80]
.299 – Sunset, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [scenic]
.300 – Whaling camp, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [close-up of umiak with boots drying on oars]
.301 – [four people in cold weather gear standing on ice, sled in background; print date May 80]
.302 – [four people in cold weather gear standing on ice, sled and snowmachine in background; print date May 80]
.303 – [two people whale watching from on top of large cable spools at docks; print date May 80]
.304 – [two people whale watching from on top of large cable spools at docks; print date May 80]
.305 – [two people whale watching from on top of large cable spools at docks; print date May 80]
.306 – [close-up boots drying on oars in umiak; print date May 80]
.307 – [close-up boots drying on oars in umiak; print date May 80]
.308 – [umiak next to tent at whaling camp, person walking in background; print date May 80]
.309 – [umiak and freight sled next to tent at whaling camp; print date May 80]
.310 – [umiak, freight sled, and snowmachine next to tent at whaling camp; print date May 80]
.311 – Dec. AM 3960, Sandi intro [umiak, freight sled, and snowmachine next to tent at whaling camp; print date May 80]
.312 – [seal head on block of ice; print date May 80]
.313 – [umiak next to tent at whaling camp, sun rising in background; print date May 80]
.314 – [umiak next to tent at whaling camp, sun rising in background; print date May 80]
.315 – Whaling camp, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [distant view of tent, sled, and snowmachines at camp, sun low on horizon in background]
.316 – Whaling camp, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [distant view of tent, sled, and snowmachines at camp, sun low on horizon in background]
.317 – Whaling camp, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [distant view of tent, sled, and snowmachines at camp, sun low on horizon in background]
.318 – Whaling camp, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [distant view of tent, sled, and snowmachines at camp, sun low on horizon in background]
.319 – Whaling camp, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [distant view of tent, sled, and snowmachines at camp, sun low on horizon in background]
.320 – Whaling camp, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [distant view of tent, sled, and snowmachines at camp, sun low on horizon in background]
.321 – Whaling camp, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [distant view of tent, sled, and snowmachines at camp, sun low on horizon in background]
.322 – Whaling camp, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [distant view of tent, sled, and snowmachines at camp, sun low on horizon in background]
.323 – Whaling camp, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [distant view of tent, sled, and snowmachines at camp at dusk]
.324 – [whaling camp silhouetted at sunset, with tent at right and person standing at left. See also oversize prints]
.325 – Whaling camp, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [whaling camp silhouetted at sunset, with tent at right and person standing at left]
.326 – Whaling camp, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [whaling camp silhouetted at sunset, with tent at right and person standing at left]
.327 – [whaling camp silhouetted at sunset, with tent at right and person standing at left; print date May 80]
.328 – [whaling camp silhouetted at sunset; print date May 80]
.329 – [whaling camp silhouetted at sunset; print date May 80]
.330 – Whaling camp, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [whaling camp silhouetted at sunset, with tent at right and person standing at left]
.331 – Whaling camp, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [whaling camp silhouetted at sunset, with tent at right and person standing at left]
.332 – Whaling camp, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [whaling camp silhouetted at sunset, with tent at right and person standing at left]
.333 – Whaling camp, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [whaling camp silhouetted at sunset, with tent at right and person standing at left]
.334 – Whaling camp, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [whaling camp silhouetted at sunset, with tent at right and person standing at left]
.335 – Whaling camp, Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [whaling camp silhouetted at sunset, with tent at right and person standing at left]
.336 – Sunset over the Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [scenic; print date May 80]
.337 – Sunset over the Arctic Ocean, Barrow, Alaska [scenic]

B6/B2
.338 – [people cutting whale on ice edge, baleen visible; print date Jun 81]
.339 – [people cutting whale on ice edge, baleen visible; print date Jun 81]
.340 – [people cutting whale on ice edge, baleen visible; print date Jun 81]
.341 – Harvesting whale blubber and baleen, Barrow, Alaska [people cutting whale on ice edge; print date Jun 81. At AFN 2017, man standing second left Billy Burnell, man third right as possibly Morgan Sakeagak, man at right holding onto baleen as possibly Billy Oyagak, man behind Oyagak as possibly Donald Williams]
.342 – [people cutting whale on ice edge, baleen visible; print date Jun 81. At AFN 2017, man in left foreground holding cutting tool identified as Nate Olemaun]
.343 – [people cutting whale on ice edge, baleen visible; print date Jun 81]
.344 – [people cutting whale on ice edge, baleen visible; print date Jun 81]
.345 – [two men hauling whale meat from ice edge; print date Jun 81. At AFN 2017, men hauling meat identified as Thomas Okakok (left) and Donald Peters (right)]
.346 – [two men hauling whale meat from ice edge; print date Jun 81]
.347 – [two men hauling meat to pile, snowmachines in background; print date Jun 81]
.348 – [two men hauling meat to pile, snowmachines in background; print date Jun 81]
.349 – [people gathered for whale harvest, meat pile in foreground, tent at right with flag flying and supplies piled outside, men sitting on snowmachine at left; print date Jun 81]
.350 – [people gathered for whale harvest, meat pile in foreground, tent at right with flag flying and supplies piled outside, men sitting on snowmachine at left; print date Jun 81]
.351 – [people gathered for whale harvest, dog walking past meat pile in foreground, tent at right with flag flying and supplies piled outside; print date Jun 81]
.352 – [people gathered for whale harvest, meat pile in foreground, tent at right with flag flying and supplies piled outside, men sitting on snowmachine at left; print date Jun 81]
.353 – [people gathered for whale harvest, meat pile in foreground, tent at right with flag flying and supplies piled outside, men sitting on snowmachine at center; print date Jun 81]
.354 – [man hauling meat to pile, people standing around tent in background; print date Jun 81]
.355 – [man hauling meat to pile, people standing around tent in background; print date Jun 81. At AFN 2017, man identified as Charlie Ohgeak]
.356 – [people hauling meat on ice; print date Jun 81]
.357 – [two men hauling meat on ice; print date Jun 81. At AFN 2017, man in foreground identified as Leland Leavitt]
.358 – [people hauling meat on ice; print date Jun 81]
.359 – [people hauling meat on ice; print date Jun 81]
.360 – [people cutting whale on ice edge; print date Jun 81]
.361 – [people cutting whale on ice edge; print date Jun 81]
.362 – [people cutting whale on ice edge, baleen visible; print date Jun 81]
.363 – Becky Gay, animal caretaker, ARF NARL, Barrow [portrait; print date May 80]
.364 – ARF at NARL, Becky Gay, wolf pups [woman sitting on snow with box of puppies; print date Aug 80]
.365 – [portrait of Becky Gay; print date May 80]
.366 – [portrait of Becky Gay; print date May 80]
.367 – [portrait of Becky Gay; print date May 80]
.368 – [portrait of Becky Gay; print date May 80]
.369 – [portrait of Becky Gay; print date May 80]
.370 – Wolf necropsy, Becky Gay at left [scientists dissecting wolf; print date May 80]
.371 – [scientists dissecting wolf; print date May 80]
.372 – [scientists dissecting wolf; print date May 80]
.373 – [scientists dissecting wolf; print date May 80]
.374 – [man leaning over bucket outside building at NARL; print date Jun 81]
.375 – Moving wolves at the Animal Research Facility now closed at the Naval Arctic Research Lab in Barrow [scientists moving a wolf in a pen]
.376 – [scientists moving a wolf in a pen; print date May 80]
.377 – [scientists moving a wolf in a pen; print date May 80]
.378 – [scientists moving a wolf in a pen; print date May 80]
.379 – [scientists moving a wolf in a pen; print date May 80]
.380 – [woman at wolf pens, ARF at NARL; print date May 80]
.381 – [scientists moving a wolf in a pen; print date May 80]
.382 – [scientists moving a wolf in a pen; print date May 80]
.383 – [scientists moving a wolf in a pen; print date May 80]
.384 – Interior of igloo made by ice scientists, Barrow, Alaska
.385 – Interior of igloo made by ice scientists, Barrow, Alaska
.386 – [interior of igloo; print date May 80]
.387 – [interior of igloo; print date May 80]
.388 – [interior of igloo; print date May 80]
.389 – [interior of igloo; print date May 80]
.390 – [Harry Brower Sr. wearing white parka with fur ruff standing inside house, baleen on wall, birdcage on dresser at left; print date May 80]
.391 – Harry Brower Sr., Becky Gay [woman inspecting man’s parka inside house; print date May 80]
.392 – [Harry Brower Sr. standing inside house; print date May 80]
.393 – [portrait of Harry Brower Sr.; print date May 80]
.394 – [portrait of Harry Brower Sr.; print date May 80]
.395 – [portrait of Harry Brower Sr.; print date May 80]
.396 – [portrait of Harry Brower Sr.; print date May 80]
.397 – [portrait of Harry Brower Sr.; print date May 80]
.398 – [portrait of Harry Brower Sr.]
.399 – Elizabeth Patkotak [portrait; print date Jun 81]
.400 – [portrait of Elizabeth Patkotak; print date Jun 81]
.401 – [portrait of Elizabeth Patkotak; print date Jun 81]
.402 – Elizabeth Patkotak [portrait; print date Jun 81]
.403 – Elizabeth Patkotak [portrait; print date Jun 81]
.404 – [portrait of Elizabeth Patkotak; print date Jun 81]
.405 – [portrait of Elizabeth Patkotak; print date Jun 81]
.406 – [portrait of Elizabeth Patkotak; print date Jun 81]
.407 – Elizabeth Patkotak, Barrow, Alaska [portrait; print date Jun 81]
.408 – [portrait of Elizabeth Patkotak; print date Jun 81]
.409 – Police station, Barrow, AK [building under construction, with workers in hard hats]
.410 – Police station, Barrow [building under construction, with workers in hard hats; print date May 80]
.411 – Police station, Barrow, AK [building under construction, with workers in hard hats]
.412 – Police station, Barrow, AK [building under construction, with workers in hard hats]
.413 – Police station, Barrow [building under construction, with workers in hard hats; print date May 80]
.414 – Stuakpak, Barrow, AK [people outside Stuaqpak store, Moto-Ski snowmachine at left, boy on bicycle at right]
.415 – Stuakpak, general store, Barrow, AK [people outside Stuaqpak store, Moto-Ski snowmachine at left, boy on bicycle at right]
.416 – Stuakpak, Barrow [people outside Stuaqpak store, boy on bicycle at right; print date May 80]
.417 – Stuakpak, Barrow [people outside Stuaqpak store, boy on bicycle at right; print date May 80]
.418 – Umiak in front of Brower’s Café, Barrow, Alaska [umiak on freight sled, whalebone arch at left, “Closed” sign in window]
.419 – Barrow [wooden cutout of Jesus Christ; print date May 80]
.420 – Barrow [wooden cutout of Jesus Christ; print date May 80]
.421 – Whalebone arch on ocean shore; print date May 80
.422 – Whalebone arch on ocean shore; print date May 80
.423 – Whale bone monument, Barrow, Alaska [whalebone arch on ocean shore]

Cordova
.424 – Cannery, Cordova, AK, summer 1980 [fishing boats at docks in foreground, Orca Cannery]
.425 – Cannery, Cordova, Alaska [docks and Orca Cannery buildings as seen from water]
.426 – Cordova, summer 1980 [Orca Cannery bunkhouse and small dock; print date Aug 80]
.427 – Cordova, summer 1980 [docks, with Orca Cannery buildings at right; print date Aug 80]
.428 – Cannery, Cordova, Alaska, summer 1980 [fishing boats at docks in foreground, Orca Cannery; print date Aug 80]
.429 – Cordova, summer 1980 [docks, with Orca Cannery buildings in background; print date Aug 80]
.430 – Cordova, Alaska, summer 1980 [view looking out over small boat harbor, fishing boat anchored in inlet; print date Aug 80]
.431 – Cordova, summer 1980 [exterior of building with sign for “The Crows”; print date Aug 80]
.432 – Cordova, summer 1980 [exterior of building with Masonic symbol under eaves, Mt. McKinley Lodge No. 5; print date Aug 80]
.433 – Cordova, summer 1980 [ship crew member throwing rope over side to man waiting on dock; print date Aug 80]
.434 – Cordova, 1980 [crewman tying rope on ship deck; print date Aug 80]
.435 – Cordova, summer 1980 [loaded barges and tug in inlet]
.436 – Cordova, summer 1980 [loaded barge in inlet; print date Aug 80]
.437 – Seals on a buoy, Prince William Sound [print date Aug 80]

Diomede Islands
.438 – Little Diomede Island, Alaska, March 1981 [distant view of village in winter]
.439 – Little Diomede Island, Alaska, March 1981 [distant view of village in winter, people walking in foreground; print date Mar 81]
.440 – Little Diomede Island, Alaska, March 1981 [distant view of village in winter, people walking in foreground]
.441 – Little Diomede Island, Alaska, March 1981 [distant view of village in winter, people walking in foreground]
.442 – Little Diomede Island, Alaska, March 1981 [distant view of village in winter, people walking in foreground. At AFN 2017, men identified as (front to back) Vincent Ahkinga, Riley Ahkvaluk, Michael Soolook, buildings at right as Inalik Native Corporation building and Catholic Church, buildings at left as water tank with elementary school on left and City Hall on right]
.443 – Little Diomede Island, Alaska, March 1981 [houses in village; print date Mar 81]
.444 – Little Diomede Island, Alaska, March 1981 [pile of snow blocks between houses; print date Mar 81]
.445 – Little Diomede Island with Big Diomede, Russia, March 1981 [view across ice to island, snowmachines next to boats along shoreline below, storage tank in foreground; print date Mar 81]
.446 – Snowmachine on Bering Straits, Alaska, Big Diomede Island, Russia, in background, March 1981 [view from sled being pulled by snowmachine]
.447 – Snowmachines on Bering Strait, Alaska, Big Diomede Island, Russia, in background, March 1981 [view from sled being pulled by snowmachine; print date Mar 81]
.448 – Little Diomede Island, Alaska, March 1983 [distant view of village in winter, airplane on ice at left; print date Apr 83]
.449 – Little Diomede Island, Alaska, March 1983 [three people walking up steps carved in snow between buildings, storage tank at left with “marine gasoline,” small sign reading “Dump your trash only south and north side of village”; print date Apr 83]
.450 – Little Diomede Island, Alaska, March 1983 [village houses, person standing in doorway of house in center background; print date Apr 83]
.451 – Little Diomede Island, Alaska, March 1983 [houses, with umiak and outboard motor on rack on foreground, child at left; print date Apr 83]
.452 – Polar bear skin on Little Diomede Island, Big Diomede in background, March 1983 [skin on drying rack in foreground; print date Apr 83]
.453 – Polar bear hide, Little Diomede Island, Alaska, Big Diomede Island, Russia, in background, March 1983 [skin on drying rack; print date Apr 83]
.454 – Children swinging over sea ice, Little Diomede Island, March 1983 [child suspended in rope harness from house, second child sitting at left; print date Apr 83. At AFN 2017, second child identified as Daniel Soolook, building as Inalik Native Corporation building]
.455 – Children swinging over frozen Bering Strait, Little Diomede Island, Alaska [child suspended in rope harness from house, second child climbing on house stilts at right; print date Apr 83]
.456 – Artifact, baleen and hair doll found on Little Diomede Island, Alaska, March 1983, Thomas Menadelook, donated to Smithsonian? [man holding doll in hands; print date Apr 83]
.457 – Thomas Menadelook holding baleen doll artifact found on Little Diomede, made of baleen & hair, March 1983, donated to Smithsonian [man holding doll in hands; print date Apr 83]
.458 – Connie Betsy Kiminuk telling a ghost story, Little Diomede Is. [young girl standing on snow; print date Apr 83]
.459 – Melton Ozenna with nephew Peter, 6 mos., Little Diomede Island, March 1983 [man holding infant indoors; print date Apr 83]
.460 – “Tuktook” Moses Milligrock, Little Diomede Island, Alaska, March 1983 [portrait; print date Apr 83]
.461 – “Tuktook” Moses Milligrock, Little Diomede Island, Alaska, with Eskimo drum, March 1983 [portrait; print date Apr 83]
.462 – Evelyn Omiak with baby Patrick, 1, Little Diomede Island, Alaska, March 1983 [woman carrying baby in parka; print date Apr 83]
.463 – Evelyn Omiak w/ baby Patrick, 1 yr., Little Diomede, Alaska, March 1983 [woman carrying baby in parka; print date Apr 83]

**Hatcher Pass**
.464 – Hatcher Pass, AK, July 1984 [Hatcher Pass Lodge in foreground; print date Jul 84]
.465 – Independence Mine, Hatcher Pass, AK, July 1984 [mine buildings; print date Jul 84]

**Juneau** [see also strip negatives, strip transparencies]
.466 – Aurora Basin, Juneau, 1977 [small boat harbor; print date Sep 77]
.467 – Aurora Basin harbor, Juneau, Alaska, summer 1977 [small boat harbor]
.468 – Governor’s Mansion, Juneau, Alaska, 1977 [houses below mansion in foreground; print date Sep 77]
.469 – Governor’s Mansion, Juneau, Alaska, 1977 [houses below mansion in foreground; print date Sep 77]
.470 – Mendenhall Glacier, Juneau, AK, 1977 [view from visitors’ center, tourists overlooking lake in middle ground; print date Sep 77]
.471 – Mendenhall Glacier, Juneau, AK, 1977 [view from visitors’ center, tourists overlooking lake in middle ground; print date Sep 77]
.472 – Mendenhall Glacier, Juneau, 1977 [close-up of marking for “Ice Limit, 1936”; print date Sep 77]

**Kachemak Bay** [see also strip transparencies]
.473 – Snagging lagoon, Homer, 020407 [distant view of people fishing along shoreline, Nick Dudiak Fishing Lagoon]
.474 – Homer eagles, FO 020407 [eagle]
.475 – Kachemak Bay chiton [print date Sep 82]
.476 – Kachemak Bay sea urchin [print date Sep 82]
.477 – Kachemak Bay [mussels; print date Sep 82]
.478 – Kachemak Bay sea stars [starfish; print date Sep 82]
.479 – Kachemak Bay, Geoff Feiler [man holding starfish; print date Sep 82]

**Matanuska Valley**
.480 – Pioneer Peak, Matanuska Valley, Palmer, July 1982 [man riding tractor in foreground; print date Jul 82]
.481 – Pioneer Peak, Matanuska Valley, Palmer, July 1982 [man riding tractor in foreground; print date Jul 82]
.482 – Palmer RR depot, September 1983 [Alaska Railroad locomotive 1512 next to Palmer station; print date Sep 83]
.483 – Sunrise over Pioneer Peak, winter, October 1985 [scenic]
.484 – Fog over Mat River, Pioneer Peak, 9/18/1990 [scenic]

McKinley Park
.485 – Mt. McKinley [winter scenic; print date Sep 83]
.486 – Mt. McKinley, McKinley Park, Alaska [winter scenic; print date Sep 83]
.487 – McKinley Park campers, Toklat area [two men with cameras and large zoom lenses on top of Tioga motorhome, bicycles on top at right; print date Sep 83]
.488 – Mt. McKinley from Toklat area, McKinley Park [scenic; print date Sep 83]
.489 – Toklat area, McKinley Pk, AK [tourists parked along river at left; print date Sep 83]
.490 – Toklat area, McKinley Pk, AK [scenic; print date Sep 83]
.491 – Wonder Lake campground, McKinley Pk, AK [three men eating at picnic table, small tent in background, grill at left; print date Sep 83]
.492 – Wonder Lake campground, Mt. McKinley, McKinley Park, Alaska [two men next to tent in foreground, one man taking photograph with camera; print date Sep 83]
.493 – Mt. McKinley from highway pass, McKinley Pk, AK [winter scenic, road sign in foreground; print date Sep 83]
.494 – Highway pass, tour bus, Mt. McKinley, McKinley Pk, AK [people standing next to school bus in foreground; print date Sep 83]
.495 – Mt. McKinley, tour bus, highway pass, McKinley Park [bird’s eye view of school bus on road; print date Sep 83]
.496 – Tour bus, McKinley Pk [bird’s eye view of school bus on road; print date Sep 83]
.497 – Eielson Center, McKinley Pk [automobiles parked next to Eielson Visitor Center in winter; print date Sep 83]
.498 – Eielson Center, McKinley Pk [automobiles parked next to Eielson Visitor Center in winter; print date Sep 83]
.499 – Eielson Center, Mt. McKinley, McKinley Pk [automobiles parked next to Eielson Visitor Center in winter; print date Sep 83]
.500 – Eielson Center, McKinley Pk [park ranger standing at information desk inside center, animal bones on display in foreground; print date Sep 83]
.501 – Eielson Center, McKinley Pk [park ranger standing at information desk inside center, animal bones on display in foreground; print date Sep 83]
.502 – Eielson Center, McKinley Pk [text panels with dated milestones on display inside center; print date Sep 83]
.503 – Eielson Center, McKinley Pk [text panels inside center; print date Sep 83]
.504 – Picnicader at Eielson Center, Mt. McKinley, McKinley Park, Alaska [man bending over cooler on picnic table silhouetted in foreground, mountain in background; print date Sep 83]
.505 – [marmot; print dated Sep 79]
.506 – [marmot; print dated Sep 79]
.507 – [Dall sheep on tundra; print dated Sep 79]
.508 – [Dall sheep on snowy hillside; print date Sep 83]
509 – [Dall sheep on ridge overlooking valley; print date Sep 82]
510 – [tourists standing next to Dall sheep on ridge next to highway; print date Sep 82]
511 – [Dall sheep on ridge overlooking valley; print date Sep 82]
512 – [Dall sheep on ridge overlooking valley; print date Sep 82]
513 – Grizzly, McKinley Pk [bear scratching against tree in river valley; print date Sep 83]
514 – Grizzly, McKinley Pk [bear scratching against tree in river valley; print date Sep 83]
515 – [brown bear scratching against tree in river valley; print date Sep 83]
516 – Grizzly, McKinley Pk [bear scratching next to tree in river valley; print date Sep 83]
517 – Grizzly, McKinley Pk [bear on tundra; print date Sep 83]
518 – Grizzly, McKinley Pk [bear on tundra; print date Sep 83]
519 – Grizzly, McKinley Pk [bear on tundra; print date Sep 83]
520 – Cranes flying overhead [distant view of birds in formation; print date Sep 83]
521 – [moose on tundra; print date Sep 79]
522 – [blueberry bushes in autumn; print date Sep 79]
523 – Jay, Linda Billington [two people holding cameras standing on tundra, mountains in background; print date Sep 79]

Nome
524 – Front Street, Nome, Alaska, end of Iditarod, March 1983 [children wearing paper hats and holding sign reading “Nome Child Care” standing on street; print date Apr 83]
525 – Board of Trade Saloon, Front Street, Nome, Alaska, March 1983 [exterior of bar, with signs for Olympia Beer and CBS Sports; print date Apr 83]
526 – Front Street, Nome, Alaska, March 1983 [child on bicycle riding on boardwalk past businesses including Tropical Touch, Lions Mane, and Arctic Tern Weaving Supplies, polar bear statue on gift shop at left; print date Apr 83]
527 – Nome Nugget newspaper, Nome, Alaska, March 1983, Front Street [bicycles parked outside building, parking meter in foreground; print date Apr 83]
528 – Nome Nugget newspaper, Front Street, Nome, Alaska, March 1983 [paperboys coming out of building to get on bicycles, parking meter in foreground; print date Apr 83]
529 – Front Street, Nome, Alaska, March 1983 [three women walking past businesses, polar bear statue in background, sign at left for “Bunks for Rent, $12.50 a night”; print date Apr 83]
530 – Front Street, Nome, Alaska, March 1983 [three women walking past businesses, polar bear statue in background, sign at left for “Bunks for Rent, $12.50 a night”; print date Apr 83]
531 – Bering Sea Saloon, Nome, AK, Front Street Follies, March 1981 [dancers performing on stage; print date Mar 81]
532 – Bering Sea Saloon, Nome, AK, Front Street Follies, March 1981 [dancers performing on stage; print date Mar 81]
533 – Bering Sea Saloon, Nome, Front Street Follies, March 1981 [singer and dancers performing on stage]
534 – Bering Sea Saloon, Nome, AK, Front Street Follies, March 1981 [dancers performing on stage; print date Mar 81]
535 – Bering Sea Saloon, Front Street Follies in Nome, Alaska, March 1981 [singer and dancers performing on stage; print date Mar 81]
536 – Bering Sea Saloon, Nome, AK, Front Street Follies, March 1981 [singer and dancers performing on stage, audience seated at left; print date Mar 81]
Bering Sea Saloon, Nome, AK, Front Street Follies, March 1981 [singers performing on stage; print date Mar 81]

Bering Sea Saloon, Nome, AK, Front Street Follies, March 1981 [singer performing on stage, audience seated at left; print date Mar 81]

B6/B3

Pribilofs/St. Paul [see also prints]

St. Paul Island, Pribilofs, AK [view of village from water; print date Nov 83]
St. Paul Island, Pribilofs, AK [view of village from water; print date Nov 83]
St. Paul Island, Pribilofs, AK [view along shoreline, village at left; print date Nov 83]
St. Paul Island, Pribilofs, AK [view along shoreline, village at left; print date Nov 83]
St. Paul Island, Pribilofs, AK [bird’s eye view of village, Sts. Peter and Paul Church in center; print date Nov 83]
St. Paul Island, Pribilofs, AK [bird’s eye view of village, storage tanks on hill at right; print date Nov 83]
St. Paul Island, Pribilofs, AK [village buildings, windmill in center; print date Nov 83]
St. Paul Island, Pribilofs, AK [village buildings; print date Nov 83]
St. Paul Island, Pribilofs, AK [view down road to village in distance, man riding three-wheeler in foreground, storage tanks on hill in background; print date Nov 83]
St. Paul Island, Pribilofs, AK [bird’s eye view of village buildings; print date Nov 83]
St. Paul Island, Pribilofs, AK [village buildings; print date Nov 83]
Alice Philamanoff, St. Paul [exterior of Burger Palace restaurant, Alice Philemonoff visible in window; print date Nov 83]

Lupines & arctic poppies, St. Paul, Pribilofs, AK [flowers next to church; print date Jul 84]

St. Paul Island, Pribilofs, AK [bird’s eye view of woman walking on road, buildings in background; print date Nov 83]
St. Paul Island, Pribilofs, AK [bird’s eye view of children playing outside house, fire hydrant across the street at left, Sts. Peter and Paul Church in center; print date Jul 84]
St. Paul Island, Pribilofs, AK [village houses, storage tanks in background; print date Jul 84]
St. Paul Island, Pribilofs, AK [village houses, St. Paul Volunteer Rescue Squad ambulance at left, storage tanks in background; print date Jul 84]

[men riding in fire truck with chains on tires, children standing at right; print date Nov 83. At AFN 2017, man wearing sunglasses on fire truck identified as Nekifer Kochutin]

St. Paul Island [view down road in winter, one building at left, one building in background right]


St. Paul, Pribilofs, AK [grave markers in cemetery, village in distance; print date Jul 84]

[grave markers in cemetery; print date Nov 83]
563 – [grave markers in cemetery; print date Nov 83]
564 – [grave markers in cemetery, village in right background; print date Nov 83]
565 – [people gathered around large rock with memorial plaque next to church, dedication to survivors of World War II relocation of Aleut citizens; print date Nov 83. At AFN 2017, many people in scene identified, including Leeland Dishman, Gabriel Fratis, Mayor Michael Zacharof, Galena Zacharof Mandregan, Frank Shane, David Fratis, Andy Kochutin, Alice Philemonoff, Tyrenty Philemonoff, Larry Merculief. See sheet with IDs in accession file]
566 – [bird’s eye view of long line of automobiles on road, including fire truck and ambulance, cemetery at right; print date Nov 83]
567 – [bird’s eye view of long line of automobiles on road, including fire truck and ambulance, cemetery at right; print date Nov 83]
568 – Wrecked oil barge, St. Paul, AK [bird’s eye view of ship stranded next to coastline; print date Nov 83]
569 – Perfenia Pletnikoff, Richard Zacharof, wreck oil barge, St. Paul, AK [two men standing on cliff looking down on stranded ship below, village in right background; print date Nov 83]
570 – Passenger, St. Paul, AK [Reeve Aleutian Airways airplane landing at airstrip, blowing up snow; print date Nov 83]
571 – Passenger, St. Paul, AK [Reeve Aleutian Airways airplane on airstrip; print date Nov 83]
572 – Cargo plane, St. Paul, AK [automobiles and three-wheeler parked next to airplane on airstrip; print date Nov 83]
573 – Cargo plane, St. Paul, AK [automobiles and three-wheeler parked next to airplane on airstrip; print date Nov 83]
574 – John & Darlene Melovidov & 260 lb. halibut, St. Paul, Pribilofs, AK [man and woman standing next to fish; print date Jul 84]
575 – John Melovidov & 260 lb. halibut, St. Paul, Pribilofs, AK [man standing next to fish; print date Jul 84]
576 – Halibut, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [fish laid out on shore, men standing around Munson fishing boat, boat ramp in background; print date Jul 84]
577 – Halibut, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [men working on fish laid out on shore; print date Jul 84]
578 – Halibut fishing, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [men unloading halibut from fishing boat; print date Jul 84. At AFN 2017, man at left identified as Phillip Lestenkof]
579 – Halibut boat, St. Paul, Pribilofs, AK [men tying fishing boat to shore, boat ramp in background; print date Jul 84]
580 – Halibut boats, St. Paul, Pribilofs, AK [men tying fishing boat to shore, boat ramp in background; print date Jul 84. At AFN 2017, man in boat pilothouse identified as Austin Philemonoff]
581 – [aluminum fishing boat Bering Sea Princess on trailer parked next to house, floats visible on deck; print date Nov 83]
582 – Haretina Kochutin, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [portrait; print date Jul 84]
583 – Haretina Kochutin, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [portrait; print date Jul 84]
584 – Haretina Kochutin, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [portrait; print date Jul 84]
585 – Vlass Shabolin and “Iusta,” St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [man holding salted seal flipper; print date Jul 84]
586 – Vlass Shabolin and “Iusta,” St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [man holding pan containing salted seal flipper; print date Jul 84]
587 – Arthur Sapoff, sea lion hunting, St. Paul, AK [portrait; print date Nov 83]
588 – Arthur Sapoff, sea lion hunting, St. Paul, AK [portrait of man holding rifle; print date Nov 83]
589 – Arthur Sapoff, sea lion hunting, St. Paul, AK [portrait of man holding rifle and pointing out to sea; print date Nov 83]
590 – Arthur Sapoff, sea lion hunting, St. Paul, AK [man standing on hill holding rifle; print date Nov 83]
591 – Larry Merculieff, St. Paul, AK [portrait; print date Nov 83]
592 – Larry Merculieff, St. Paul, AK [portrait; print date Nov 83]
593 – Letha & Marissa Merculieff, w/ Halloween hats, St. Paul, AK [two young girls wearing inflatable hats; print date Nov 83]
594 – Martha Krukoff, St. Paul, Pribilofs, AK [portrait of woman wearing apron and sitting at kitchen table, bowl of meat and electric mixer on table; print date Jul 84]
595 – Benjy Fratis & pets, Nov. ‘83, St. Paul Island [young boy feeding geese and ducks, older man behind, buildings in background]
596 – Benjy Fratis & pets, St. Paul [young boy feeding geese and ducks, buildings in background; print date Nov 83]
597 – St. Paul, Pribilofs, AK [young boy preparing to fly kite; print date Aug 84]
598 – St. Paul, Pribilofs, AK [young boy preparing to fly kite; print date Jul 84. At AFN 2017, identified as Nicholia Kozolof Jr.]
599 – Aleut biologist Pat Kozloff making a seal count, St. Paul in background, Pribilofs, AK [man standing on shore holding long pole; print date Jul 84]
600 – Aleut biologist Pat Kozloff making a seal count, St. Paul in background, Pribilofs, AK [man standing on shore holding long pole; print date Jul 84]
601 – Aleut biologist Pat Kozloff making a bull seal count, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [man standing near herd of seals, holding long pole; print date Jul 84]
602 – Aleut biologist Pat Kozloff making a bull seal count, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [man holding long pole walking on elevated wooden walkway along beach; print date Jul 84]
603 – Aleut biologist Pat Kozloff making a bull seal count, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [man holding long pole walking on elevated wooden walkway above herd of seals; print date Jul 84]
604 – Aleut biologist Pat Kozloff making a bull seal count, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [man holding long pole walking on elevated wooden walkway along beach; print date Jul 84]
605 – Aleut biologist Pat Kozloff making a bull seal count, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [man holding long pole walking on elevated wooden walkway above herd; print date Jul 84]
606 – Aleut biologist Pat Kozloff making a bull seal count, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [man holding long pole standing atop wooden ladder above herd; print date Jul 84]
607 – Herding the seals, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [three people herding seals on killing field; print date Aug 84]
608 – Herding the seals, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [two people herding seals on killing field; print date Aug 84]
609 – Herding the seals, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [four people herding seals on killing field; print date Aug 84]
.610 – Charles Melovidov, pod cutter, moving the pod, Pribilof Is., AK [man herding seals on killing field; print date Jul 84]  
.611 – Charles Melovidov, pod cutter, moving the pod, Pribilof Is., AK [man herding seals on killing field; print date Jul 84]  
.612 – Iliodor Merculieff, Jr., pod cutter, moving the pod, Pribilof Is., AK [man herding seals on killing field; print date Jul 84]  
.613 – Pribilof Is. Seals, immature males [man herding seals on killing field; print date Jul 84]  
.614 – Pribilof Is. Seals, 3-4 yr. old immature males [man herding seals on killing field; print date Jul 84]  
.615 – Minding the herded seals, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [girl watching seals on killing field; print date Aug 84]  
.616 – Joe Scordino catching seal for research, Pribilof Is., AK [one man with snare and three men wearing hard hats surrounding seal on field; print date Jul 84]  
.617 – Joe Scordino catching seal for research, Pribilof Is., AK [one man with snare and two men wearing hard hats surrounding seal on field; print date Jul 84]  
.618 – Joe Scordino with seal for research, Pribilof Is., AK [one man with snared seal on field, second man approaching from left; print date Jul 84]  
.619 – Stunners & seals, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [men wearing hard hats clubbing seals on killing field; print date Aug 84]  
.620 – Stunners & seals, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [men wearing hard hats clubbing seals on killing field; print date Aug 84]  
.621 – Stunners & seals, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [men wearing hard hats clubbing seals on killing field; print date Aug 84]  
.622 – Stunner & seal, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [man wearing hard hat clubbing seal on killing field; print date Aug 84]  
.623 – Skinning the seals, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [men pulling skins off seal carcasses, Sealer Bus in background; print date Aug 84]  
.624 – Skinning the seals, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [men pulling skins off seal carcasses, Sealer Bus in background; print date Aug 84]  
.625 – “Pullers” skinning the seal, Pribilof Is., AK [men pulling skins off seal carcasses; print date Jul 84]  
.626 – “Pullers” skinning the seal, Pribilof Is., AK [men pulling skins off seal carcasses; print date Jul 84]  
.627 – Throwing the seal skins into the truck, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [group of men next to carcasses at right, truck at left, one skin airborne in center; print date Aug 84]  
.628 – Throwing the seal skins into the truck, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [group of men next to carcasses at right, truck at left, two skins airborne in center; print date Aug 84]  
.629 – Throwing seal skins into truck, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [group of men next to carcasses at right, truck at left, skins airborne; print date Aug 84]  
.630 – Throwing seal skins into truck, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [group of men next to carcasses at right, truck at left, one skin airborne; print date Aug 84]  
.631 – Throwing the seal skins into the truck, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [group of men next to carcasses at right, truck at left, one skin airborne in center, two other trucks in background; print date Jul 84]
.632 – Throwing the seal skins into the truck, St. Paul Is., Pribilofs, AK [group of men next to carcasses at right, truck at left, one skin airborne in center, two other trucks in background; print date Jul 84]
.633 – Throwing the skins into the truck, Pribilof Is., AK [group of men next to carcasses at right, truck at left, one skin airborne in center; print date Jul 84]
.634 – Throwing the seal skins into the truck, Pribilof Is., AK [group of men next to carcasses at right, truck at left, one skin airborne in center, two other trucks in background; print date Jul 84]
.635 – Throwing the seal skins into the truck, Pribilof Is., AK [group of men next to truck, one man carrying two skins; print date Jul 84]
.636 – Throwing the seal skins into the truck, Pribilof Is., AK [group of men next to truck, one skin airborne; print date Jul 84]
.637 – Picking meat off the killing fields, Pribilof Is., AK [man and woman carrying plastic garbage bag walking between carcasses; print date Jul 84]
.638 – Picking seal meat off the killing fields, Pribilof Is., AK [man with plastic bucket bending over carcasses, trucks in background; print date Jul 84]
.639 – Picking seal meat off the killing fields, Pribilof Is., AK [man with plastic bucket bending over carcasses, trucks in background; print date Jul 84. At AFN 2017, activity identified as collecting seal oosik]
.640 – Picking seal meat off the killing fields, Pribilof Is., AK [men with plastic buckets bending over carcasses, trucks in background; print date Jul 84]
.641 – [seals on beach; print date Nov 83]
.642 – [seals on beach]
.643 – [seals on beach; print date Nov 83]
.644 – [seals on beach; print date Nov 83]
.645 – [seals on beach; print date Nov 83]
.646 – [seals on beach; print date Nov 83]
.647 – [seals on beach; print date Nov 83]
.648 – [seals on beach; print date Nov 83]
.649 – Beachmaster & his harem, Pribilof Is., AK [seals on beach; print date Jul 84]
.650 – Beachmaster & his harem, Pribilof Is., AK [seals on beach; print date Jul 84]
.651 – Beachmaster & his harem, Pribilof Is., AK [seals on beach; print date Jul 84]
.652 – Beachmaster & his harem, Pribilof Is., AK [seals on beach; print date Jul 84]
.653 – Horned puffin, Pribilos, AK [bird on rocks; print date Jul 84]
.654 – Horned puffin, Pribilos, AK [bird on rocks; print date Jul 84]
.655 – Tufted puffin, Pribilos, AK [bird on rocks; print date Jul 84]
.656 – Tufted puffin, Pribilos, AK [bird on rocks; print date Jul 84]
.657 – Parakeet auklets, Pribilos, AK [birds on rocks; print date Jul 84]
.658 – Parakeet auklets, Pribilos, AK [birds on rocks; print date Jul 84]
.659 – Parakeet auklets, Pribilos, AK [birds on rocks; print date Jul 84]
.660 – Parakeet auklet, Pribilos, AK [bird on rocks; print date Jul 84]
.661 – Murre eggs, Pribilof Is., AK [close-up of eggs in bowl; print date Jul 84]
.662 – Thick billed murres, Pribilof Is., AK [birds on rocks; print date Jul 84]
Common murres, fish tenders, Pribilof Is., AK [birds on rocky shore in foreground, ships in distance; print date Jul 84]

Common murres, fish tenders, Pribilof Is., AK [birds on rocky shore in foreground, ships in distance; print date Jul 84]

Arctic blue fox kit, Pribilof Is., AK [print date Jul 84]

Arctic blue fox kit, Pribilof Is., AK [print date Jul 84]

Arctic blue fox kit, Pribilof Is., AK [print date Jul 84]

Arctic blue fox kit, Pribilof Is., AK [print date Jul 84]

Arctic blue fox kit, Pribilof Is., AK [print date Jul 84]

Shishmaref reindeer herders, building & camouflaging the corral at 40 below, January 1986 [distant view of men working on tundra, man riding snowmachine at left; print date Jan 86. Per email with donor, possibly Weyiouanna herd]

Shishmaref reindeer corral at 40 below, January 1986 [men building snow walls around fence of enclosures; print date Jan 86]

Shishmaref reindeer corral at 40 below, January 1986 [men building snow walls around fence of enclosures; print date Jan 86]

Shishmaref reindeer corral, January 1986 [men building snow walls around fence of enclosures; print date Jan 86]

Shishmaref reindeer corral at 40 below, January 1986 [men building snow walls around fence of enclosures; print date Jan 86]

Shishmaref reindeer herd, 40 below, January 1986 [distant view of large herd of reindeer huddled together on the tundra; print date Jan 86]

Stebbins [see also ephemera]

Stebbins, Alaska, on Norton Sound, April 1983 [bird’s eye view of village; print date Apr 83]

Rudy Mike of Stebbins, Alaska, w/driftwood, April 1983 [man using power saw to cut wood outdoors, snowmachine in background; print date Apr 83]

Rudy Mike of Stebbins, Alaska, w/driftwood, April 1983 [man using power saw to cut wood outdoors, snowmachine in background; print date Apr 83]

Fishing for tomcod on Norton Sound, Stebbins, April 1983, Minnie Aluska, daughter Stephanie, Don (big), Herbert & nephew Michael Pete [woman and four children ice fishing; print date Apr 83]

Fishing on Norton Sound, Stebbins, Alaska, for tomcod, April 1983, Minnie Aluska, daughter Stephanie, Don (big), Herbert & nephew Michael Pete [woman and four children ice fishing; print date Apr 83]

Minnie Aluska & kids, fishing for tomcod, Norton Sound, Stebbins, Alaska [woman and four children ice fishing; print date Apr 83]

Fishing for tomcod on Norton Sound, Stebbins, Alaska, April 1983, Minnie Aluska & daughter Stephanie, sons Don (big), Herbert & nephew Michael Pete [woman and four children ice fishing; print date Apr 83]
.686 – Fishing for tomcod on Norton Sound, Stebbins, Alaska, April 1983, Minnie Aluska & daughter Stephanie & sons Don (big), Herbert & nephew Michael Pete [woman and four children ice fishing; print date Apr 83]
.687 – Mary Pete of Stebbins, Alaska, April 1983 [woman hanging laundry including blue jeans on clothesline outdoors; print date Apr 83]
.688 – Mary Pete of Stebbins, AK, hanging laundry outside in winter, April 1983 [woman hanging laundry on clothesline, buildings in background; print date Apr 83]
.689 – Stebbins, Alaska, April 1983 [young girl posed on snowmachine; print date Apr 83]
.690 – Stebbins, Alaska, April 1983 [portrait of young girl posed outdoors; print date Apr 83]

Valdez [see also strip transparencies]
.691 – Valdez, 1980 [view of Trans Alaska Pipeline terminal from water, tanker Exxon Baton Rouge at dock; print date Aug 80]
.692 – Valdez, 1980 [view of Trans Alaska Pipeline terminal from water, fishing boat in foreground; print date Aug 80]
.693 – Welcome to Valdez, 1990 [tourists standing next to downtown map; print date Jul 90]
.694 – Welcome to Valdez, 1990 [tourists coming out of Visitor Information Center; print date Jul 90]
.696 – Valdez Chamber of Commerce, 1990 [exterior of building, with recycling bin at left; print date Jul 90]
.697 – Valdez Shop Rite, 1990 [automobiles and campers parked underneath business sign; print date Jul 90]
.698 – Valdez Shrine Club buckle, 1990 [handwritten sign selling belt buckles for $35.00, buckle caption “Exxon’s Alaska Oil Spill, 1989, Prince William Sound, Alaska”; print date Jul 90]
.699 – Hook, Line, and Sinker Sporting Goods, Valdez, 1990 [man walking through parking lot to store, fuel wood pile at left, automobile parked next to business sign with fish statue at right; print date Jul 90]
.700 – Hook, Line, and Sinker Sporting Goods, Valdez, 1990 [exterior with fuel wood pile at left, automobiles parked next to business sign with fish statue at right; print date Jul 90]
.701 – Last Frontier Gallery and Gifts, Valdez, 1990 [bear statue underneath store sign; print date Jul 90]
.702 – Valdez 1990, silver salmon run [campers and recreational vehicles parked in gravel lot along water, with sign “Welcome to Allison Point”; print date Jul 90]
.703 – Valdez 1990, silver salmon fishing [people camping in gravel lot along water, people fishing from shore below; print date Jul 90]
.704 – Valdez 1990, silver salmon fishing [bird’s eye view of people fishing from shore, boats in water, canoe on beach in foreground; print date Jul 90]
.705 – Valdez 1990, silver salmon fishing [bird’s eye view of people fishing from shore, boats in water, tanker at terminal in background; print date Jul 90]
.706 – Valdez harbor, Port of Valdez, 1990 [two men talking on pay phones in parking lot, sign at right reading “Dead End,” boats in background; print date Jul 90]
.707 – Port of Valdez, 1990 [small boat harbor; print date Jul 90]
.708 – Port of Valdez, 1990 [small boat harbor; print date Jul 90]
.709 – Port of Valdez, 1990 [man riding bicycle past small boat harbor; print date Jul 90]
.710 – Port of Valdez, 1990 [small boat harbor; print date Jul 90]
.711 – Valdez, 1990 [gravel truck on road passing sign for Marine Terminal Trans Alaska Pipeline, people going fishing walking on both sides of road, motorhomes parked at right; print date Jul 90. Cf. .713]
.712 – Valdez 1990 [Bear Paw RV Park, camper office at left; print date Jul 90]
.713 – Marine Terminal, TAP, Valdez 1990 [man and boy with fishing poles standing next to motorhomes parked along road in foreground, terminal tanks on hill in background; print date Jul 90]
.714 – Valdez 1990 [bird’s eye view of town; print date Jul 90]
.715 – Pipeline pig, Valdez, 1990 [pig with interpretive sign; print date Jul 90]
.716 – Valdez Marine Terminal, TAP, 1990 [map at visitor viewpoint; print date Jul 90]
.717 – Valdez Marine Terminal, TAP, oil response, 1990 [man sitting in pilothouse of boat with sign for Alyeska Pipeline Oil Spill Response; print date Jul 90]
.718 – Valdez oil tank farm, TAP marine terminal, 1990 [bird’s eye view; print date Jul 90]
.719 – TAP marine terminal, Valdez 1990 [bird’s eye view of tank farm, tourist holding video camera standing at left; print date Jul 90]
.720 – Valdez oil tank farm, 1990 [bird’s eye view of terminal; print date Jul 90]
.721 – Valdez oil tank farm, Exxon Benicia, 1990 [bird’s eye view of terminal with tanker at dock; print date Jul 90]
.722 – Exxon Benicia, 1990, Port of Valdez, TAP Marine Terminal [close-up of hull of tanker at dock; print date Jul 90]
.723 – Exxon Benicia, 1990, Valdez, TAP Marine Terminal [tanker at dock, small boats at docks in foreground; print date Jul 90]
.724 – Exxon Benicia, 1990, Port of Valdez, TAP Marine Terminal [close-up of hull of tanker at dock, spill booms in water; print date Jul 90]
.725 – Exxon Benicia, Valdez, 1990 [close-up of stern of tanker at dock; print date Jul 90]
.726 – Exxon Benicia, Valdez, 1990 [tanker at dock, terminal buildings above; print date Jul 90]
.727 – Exxon Benicia, Valdez, 1990 [bird’s eye view of tanker at dock; print date Jul 90]
.728 – Exxon Benicia, Valdez, 1990 [bird’s eye view of tanker at dock; print date Jul 90]
.729 – Valdez oil tank farm, Exxon Benicia, 1990 [bird’s eye view of terminal, tanker in background at right; print date Jul 90]
.730 – Exxon Valdez operations, 1990 [exterior of company headquarters, with American flag; print date Jul 90]

Subjects

Alaska Native Culture
.731 – Tlingit Haida dancers, Karoline Dundas, AFN, Oct. 1984, Anch. [young woman wearing regalia on stage, Alaska Federation of Natives convention; print date Oct 84]
.734 – Walter Williams, Tlingit storyteller, Anchorage Museum, March 1995 [sic] [portrait of man wearing regalia; print date Mar 85]
.735 – Walter Williams, Tlingit storyteller, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [portrait of man wearing regalia; print date Mar 85]
.736 – Walter Williams, Tlingit storyteller, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [portrait of man wearing regalia and holding drum; print date Mar 85]
.737 – Charlie Steve, Eskimo dancer, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [portrait of man sitting and holding dance fans; print date Mar 85]
.738 – Julia Steve, Eskimo dancer, performing the itching song, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [portrait of woman dancing; print date Mar 85]
.739 – Julia Steve, Eskimo dancer, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [portrait of woman holding dance fans, drummers and other women in background; print date Mar 85]
.740 – Alice Pete, Eskimo dancer, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [portrait of Yupik woman dancing, second woman with drum in background; print date Mar 85. At AFN 2017, identified as Stebbins Dance Group, with Alice Pete dancing, Roseann Dan Wagiyu drumming, and Jean Ferris sitting at right]
.741 – Rose Anna Dan, Eskimo dancer, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [portrait of woman holding dance fans; print date Mar 85]
.742 – Desiree Dan, Eskimo dancer, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [portrait of young girl holding dance fans; print date Mar 85]

Alaska Railroad [see also oversize prints]
.743 – [abandoned railroad station, horses in paddock in foreground; print date May 83]
.744 – Old railroad station, Alaska [horses in paddock in foreground; print date May 83]
.745 – [abandoned railroad station; print date May 83]
.746 – [abandoned railroad station, rubber tires on tarp at right, automobiles parked at left; print date May 83]
.747 – Old railroad station, Alaska [abandoned railroad station; print date May 83]
.748 – Old railroad station, Alaska [abandoned railroad station; print date May 83]

B6/B4
Art/Artists
.749 – Alvin Amason, Aleut artist, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [man sketching at table; print date Mar 85]
.750 – Alvin Amason, Aleut artist, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [man sketching at table; print date Mar 85]
.751 – Alvin Amason, Aleut artist, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [man sketching at table; print date Mar 85]
.752 – Alvin Amason, Aleut artist, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [man sketching at table; print date Mar 85]
.753 – Nick Charles, Eskimo mask maker, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [man using hammer on mask; print date Mar 85]
.754 – Nick Charles, Eskimo mask maker, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [man showing mask to young girl; print date Mar 85]
.755 – Belle Deacon of Grayling, AK, Athabascan basket maker, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [woman working at table, baskets on table in front of her; print date Mar 85]
.756 – Dolly Spencer, Eskimo doll maker, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [portrait of woman holding two dolls; print date Mar 85]
.757 – Dolly Spencer, Eskimo doll maker, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [portrait of woman holding two dolls; print date Mar 85]
.758 – Dolly Spencer, Eskimo doll maker, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [portrait of woman holding doll; print date Mar 85]
.759 – Barbara Svarny/Carlson, traditional Aleut tattoo designs, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [portrait of woman drawing tattoos on her face with makeup pencil; print date Mar 85]
.760 – Barbara Svarny/Carlson, traditional Aleut tattoo designs, Anchorage Museum, March 1985 [portrait of woman drawing tattoos on her face with makeup pencil; print date Mar 85]
.761 – Ken Gray, fluorescent heart, 860204 FD [man wearing only underpants with fluorescent paint on chest]

**Aviation**
.762 – Wind damage, Birchwood Airport, November 1979 [man kneeling on tarmac next to wrecked airplanes, including tail number N2683]
.763 – Ultralight race between Anchorage & Fairbanks, August 1983 [five ultralight aircraft lined up for takeoff]
.764 – Ultralight race between Anchorage & FBX, August 1983 [pilot in ultralight aircraft]
.765 – Ultralight race between Anch. & FBX, August 1983 [ultralight aircraft in flight; print date Aug 83]

**Ballooning** [see also strip negatives, prints, ephemera]
.766 – Hot air balloon, Palmer, AK, 1978 [crew inflating balloon in winter]
.767 – Fur Rondy, 1978 [balloon aloft, people watching at right; print date Mar 78. See also oversize print]
.768 – Hot air balloons, Anchorage, AK, Fur Rondy, 1979 [man standing on truck to reach up to inflated balloon]
.769 – Interior, hot air balloon, Anchorage, AK, Fur Rondy, 1979 [view inside partially inflated balloon]
.770 – Fur Rondy, Feb. 1979 [crowds of people around several inflated balloons, Totem Theater sign in background; print date Feb 79]
.771 – Hot air balloons, Matanuska Valley, Palmer, AK, 1979 [bird’s eye view of four inflated balloons on ground]
.772 – Hot air balloons, Pioneer Peak, Matanuska Valley, Palmer, AK, 1979 [two balloons aloft, Bodenburg Butte in background]
.773 – Hot air balloons, Matanuska Valley, Palmer, AK, 1979 [bird’s eye view of eight inflated balloons on ground]
.774 – Hot air balloon, Pioneer Pk, Matanuska Valley, Palmer, AK, 1979 [balloon aloft over farm, mountains in background]
.775 – Hot air balloons, Pioneer Peak, Matanuska Valley, Palmer, Alaska, 1979 [two balloons aloft, Bodenburg Butte in background]
.776 – Hot air balloon, Palmer, AK, 1979 [balloon aloft]
.777 – Hot air balloon, Palmer, AK, 1979 [balloon aloft]
.778 – Hot air balloon, Matanuska Valley, Palmer, AK, 1979 [bird’s eye view of inflated balloon on ground. See also oversize print]]

Constitutional Convention Reunion, 1984
.779 – Senator Ted Stevens, FBX [Stevens at podium addressing guests; print date Jan 84]  
.780 – Dr. Wm. R. Wood/ Sen. Frank Murkowski [Murkowski at podium presenting framed certificate and photograph to Wood; print date Jan 84]  
.781 – Dr. Wm. R. Wood/ Sen. Frank Murkowski [Murkowski at podium presenting framed certificate and photograph to Wood; print date Jan 84]  
.782 – Wm. R. Wood/ Gov. Bill Sheffield/Dorothy Awes Haaland/Sen. Ted Stevens [Stevens at right of Haaland, who is wearing a medal, two other men standing at left; print date Jan 84]  
.783 – Judge Seaborn Buckalew/ Sen. Ted Stevens [Buckalew wearing medal; print date Jan 84]  
.784 – Gov. Bill Sheffield/Jack Coghil/Sen. Ted Stevens [Coghill at center wearing medal; print date Jan 84]  
.785 – Gov. Bill Sheffield/George Cooper/Sen. Ted Stevens [Cooper at center wearing medal; print date Jan 84]  
.786 – Gov. Bill Sheffield/James Doogan/Sen. Ted Stevens [Doogan at center wearing medal; print date Jan 84]  
.787 – Gov. Bill Sheffield/Gov. Wm. Egan/Sen. Ted Stevens FBX [Egan at center wearing medal; print date Jan 84]  
.788 – Gov. Bill Sheffield/Vic Fischer/Sen. Ted Stevens [Fischer at center wearing medal; print date Jan 84]  
.789 – Dr. Wm. R. Wood/Helen Fischer/Gov. Wm. Sheffield FBX [Fischer at center wearing medal; print date Jan 84]  
.790 – Gov. Bill Sheffield/John Hellenthal/Sen. Ted Stevens [Hellenthal at center wearing medal; print date Jan 84]  
.791 – Gov. Bill Sheffield/Herb Hilscher/Sen. Ted Stevens FBX [Hilscher at center wearing medal; print date Jan 84]  
.792 – Gov. Bill Sheffield/Jack Hinckel/Sen. Ted Stevens FBX [Hinckel at center wearing medal; print date Jan 84]  
.793 – Jack Coghil/George Cooper/Ada Wien/Leslie Nerland/James Doogan [group posed around table holding rolled certificates; print date Jan 84]  
.794 – Jack Coghil/George Cooper/Ada Wien/Leslie Nerland/James Doogan FBX [group posed around table holding rolled certificates; print date Jan 84]

Erickson Gold Mine
.795 – Erickson Gold Mine, Girdwood, AK, circa 1980 [flower garden and Alaska state flag in front of building, with gold pan, oil lanterns, wagon wheels, antlers, and other paraphernalia]  
.796 – Cynthia Toohey, Erickson Gold Mine, Girdwood, Alaska, circa 1980 [woman holding dog looking out doorway of building]

Fishing
.797 – Halibut fishing, Homer, Kachemak Bay, 1983 [sic] [man on deck of fishing boat half hidden by large ocean swell; print date Jul 82]  
.798 – Halibut fishing, Homer, Kachemak Bay, 1983 [sic] [man throwing float off deck of boat Pegasus; print date Jul 82]
.799 – Halibut fishing, Homer, Kachemak Bay, 1983 [sic] [two men on ship deck inspecting rope, second boat in background; print date Jul 82]
.800 – Halibut fishing, Homer, Alaska, July 1982, Clint Swett, Cindy Shallit [man and woman holding fish on ship deck; print date Jul 82]
.801 – Sonny Olsen & son Matt, 14, on board the Arizona, driftnetting for salmon in Bristol Bay, Alaska, July 1979 [man and boy on deck, salmon airborne in center above spool of net]
.802 – Sonny Olsen, red salmon run, July 1979, on board the Arizona in Bristol Bay [man on deck, salmon airborne in center above spool of net; print date Aug 79]
.803 – Sonny Olsen on board Arizona catching salmon in Bristol Bay, Alaska, July 1979 [man pulling fish out of net on deck]
.804 – Sonny Olsen & son Matt, 14, on Arizona, Bristol Bay, July 1979 [man and boy relaxing on deck, salmon in hold in center; print date Aug 79]
.805 – Sonny Olsen on the Arizona, driftnetting for salmon in Bristol Bay, Alaska, July 1979 [man pulling fish out of net on deck]
.806 – Sonny Olsen & son Matt, 14, on board Arizona, driftnetting for salmon in Bristol Bay, Alaska, July 1979 [view from second boat of man and boy pulling net into fishing boat]
.807 – Red salmon, July 1979 [fish in hold; print date Aug 79. See also oversize print]

Flowers/Gardens
.808 – Bells Nursery 1984 [two women with hanging basket in nursery; print date May 84]
.809 – Bells Nursery 1984 [woman with cart full of flowers in nursery; print date May 84]
.810 – Hanging baskets, 4th Ave., Anchorage, AK, 1984 [man and woman walking on sidewalk underneath flowers on light poles, automobiles parked along curb, sign for E Street in background; print date Aug 84]
.811 – Mr. Larry Campbell tending a basket of fuchsia in front of his home in Anchorage, 1984 [man standing with flowers on stool in yard, flower boxes and hanging baskets along house at left; print date Jun 84]
.812 – Mr. & Mrs. Larry Campbell & hanging baskets [man and woman standing in yard, flower boxes and hanging baskets along house in background; print date Jun 84]

Glaciers
.813 – Columbia Glacier, 1980 [terminus; print date Aug 80]
.814 – Columbia Glacier, 1980 [terminus; print date Aug 80]
.815 – Columbia Glacier, 1986 [sic] [calving; print date Aug 80]
.816 – Columbia Glacier, 1980 [close-up of terminus; print date Aug 80]
.817 – Columbia Glacier, 1980 [close-up of terminus; print date Aug 80]
.818 – Seals on iceberg, Columbia Glacier, 1980 [terminus, seals in foreground; print date Aug 80]
.819 – Seals on iceberg, Columbia Glacier, 1980 [terminus, seals in foreground; print date Aug 80]
.823 – Columbia Glacier, 1980 [view from ship deck of tourists looking at terminus, several with cameras taking photographs; print date Aug 80]
.824 – 1980 [tourists sleeping on ferry deck; print date Aug 80]
.825 – 1980 [tourist sleeping underneath chairs on ferry observation deck; print date Aug 80]
**Iditarod** [see also ephemera]
.826 – Iditarod, musher Susan Butcher in Ruby on the Yukon [Butcher posed next to log building, sled behind her]
.827 – Butcher, Yukon, Kaltag [bird’s eye view of musher leading team on trail; print date Mar 80]
.828 – Butcher, Yukon, Kaltag [musher with team on trail; print date Mar 80]
.829 – Butcher, Yukon, Kaltag [close-up of musher on sled; print date Mar 80]
.830 – Butcher, Kaltag [musher handling team at checkpoint, laundry on clothesline between buildings in background; print date Mar 80]
.831 – Butcher, Kaltag [musher resting team at checkpoint, laundry on clothesline between buildings in background; print date Mar 80]
.832 – Donna Gentry [dog licking musher’s face; print date Mar 80]
.833 – Joe Redington, Sr. [portrait of musher wearing fur hat and headlamp; print date Mar 80]
.834 – Bruce Johnson [portrait of musher holding Styrofoam coffee cup; print date Mar 80]
.835 – Lee Gardino [musher leading team on trail, one dog in basket; print date Mar 80]
.836 – DeeDee Jonrowe [musher leading team on trail; print date Mar 80]
.837 – Duke Bertke [musher leading team on trail, second team in background at right, spectators at left; print date Mar 80]
.838 – Dick Peterson [musher leading team on trail; print date Mar 80]
.839 – Joe May, McGrath [portrait of musher; print date Mar 80]
.840 – Joe May, McGrath [portrait of musher; print date Mar 80]
.841 – Ernie Baumgartner, son Rhone [musher leading team on street, young boy in basket; print date Mar 80]
.842 – Mike Harrington, McGrath [spectators watching musher coming into checkpoint, one woman with camera taking photograph]
.843 – Mike Harrington, McGrath [musher coming into checkpoint, two young boys riding in basket, another boy running alongside]
.844 – Mike Harrington, McGrath [musher coming into checkpoint, two young boys riding in basket, another boy running alongside, with snowmachine, building, and storage tanks in background]
.845 – Dick Mackey [portrait of musher; print date Mar 80]
.846 – Mackey, Kaltag [musher resting dogs at checkpoint, other teams behind, laundry on clothesline between village buildings in background; print date Mar 80]
.847 – Emmitt Peters, Kaltag [musher leading team on trail; print date Mar 80]
.848 – Iditarod, Jerry Austin arrives in Kaltag on the Yukon [bird’s eye view of musher on trail]
.849 – Swenson, Unalakleet [musher riding on sled runners; print date Mar 80]
.850 – Iditarod, musher Dr. Terry Adkins on the Bering Sea [musher leading team on trail]
.851 – Ace Dodson, Shaktoolik, ‘80 [aircraft accident, Cessna 185 airplane upside down in trees; print date Mar 80]
.852 – Yukon, Galena [musher leading team on trail]
.853 – An Iditarod musher on the Skwentna River, Alaska [musher leading team on trail]
.854 – Skwentna [dog wearing booties in harness resting on snow; print date Mar 80]
.855 – Kaltag ‘80 [child sliding down snow pile on sled, church steeple in background; print date Mar 80]
.856 – Kaltag, ’80 [two young boys carrying packages outdoors; print date Mar 80]
.857 – Kaltag, ’80 [laundry hanging on clothesline; print date Mar 80]
.858 – McGrath [woman posed next to railing with moose antlers; print date Mar 80. At AFN 2017, identified as Anna Egrass from Kaltag]
.859 – Rick Mackey, Nome, ’81 [musher wearing bib sponsored by Rainier Beer kneeling down with dog and speaking into microphone; print date Mar 81]
.860 – Rick Mackey, Nome, ’81 [musher leading team down street past automobile traffic, Nome Volunteer Fire Department vehicle at left; print date Mar 81]
.861 – Kathy Mackey, wife of Rick, Nome, 1981 [woman kneeling next to two dogs in harness at finish line; print date Mar 81]
.862 – L ?, M Tony Knowles Anch. mayor, R Leo Rasmussen Nome mayor [woman and two men cutting ribbon at starting line, Anchorage Fourth Avenue; print date Mar 83]
.863 – [woman and two men cutting ribbon at starting line, Anchorage Fourth Avenue; print date Mar 83]
.864 – Susan Butcher 3 time winner at start of 83 Iditarod in Anchorage, Alaska [musher with team at starting line on Fourth Avenue, spectators on both sides; print date Mar 83]
.865 – Duane Halverson [musher with sled at starting line, with race staff, spectators and cameraman; print date Mar 83]
.866 – Iditarod race Emmitt Peters with wife Edna, son Sunny and brother Joe, Anchorage, AK [group portrait, musher wearing bib #11 sponsored by Olympia Beer, young boy wearing hat reading “Yukon Fox,” Fourth Ave. Building in background with signs for Frame Factory, Camp Fire Girls, and Alaskan Supply & Stationers; print date Mar 83]
.867 – Emmitt Peters & brother Joe, Anchorage [musher leading team on trail, pulling second sled; print date Mar 83]
.868 – Herbie Nayokpuk, Anch. [musher wearing bib #14 leading team on trail with passenger in basket; print date Mar 83]
.869 – Herbie Nayokpuk, Anchorage [musher wearing bib #14 leading team on trail with passenger in basket; print date Mar 83]
.870 – Herbie Nayokpuk, Cordova Hill, Anch. [musher leading team past spectators on bare street; print date Mar 83]
.871 – Iditarod musher coming into Eagle River, ’83 [musher wearing bib #13 leading team on trail pulling second sled, highway traffic at right; print date Mar 83]
.872 – Iditarod race crosses Cook Inlet on way to Knik checkpoint, Alaska [distant view of musher leading team on trail, passenger in basket, mountains in background; print date Mar 83]
.873 – Osmar family w/mushing trophies, Dean, Tim, Neva, front Jocelyn, Leif, Clam Gulch, AK [group portrait of family posed on lawn, young girl holding dog; print date Oct 84]
.874 – Tim Osmar, Clam Gulch, AK [musher holding harnesses walking out of plywood building; print date Sep 84]
.875 – Tim Osmar, Clam Gulch, AK [man reading indoors, Coleman lantern hanging from ceiling, small stove at right, boom box on shelf along wall, pistol and other gear hanging from walls; print date Sep 84]
.876 – Tim Osmar, Clam Gulch, AK [musher harnessing dog on beach, motorbike laying down at right; print date Sep 84]
.877 – Tim Osmar, Clam Gulch, AK [musher riding motorbike on beach with team harnessed to bike; print date Sep 84]
.878 – Tim Osmar, Clam Gulch, AK [musher riding motorbike on beach with team harnessed to bike; print date Sep 84]
.879 – Tim Osmar, Clam Gulch, AK [musher riding motorbike on beach with team harnessed to bike, boats and buildings in background; print date Sep 84]
.880 – Tim Osmar, Clam Gulch, AK [musher riding motorbike on beach with team harnessed to bike; print date Sep 84]
.881 – Tim Osmar, Clam Gulch, AK [musher riding motorbike on beach with team harnessed to bike; print date Sep 84]
.882 – Tim Osmar, Clam Gulch, AK [musher riding motorbike on beach with team harnessed to bike; print date Sep 84]
.883 – Tim Osmar, Clam Gulch, AK [musher riding motorbike on beach with team harnessed to bike; print date Sep 84]
.884 – Iditarod start, Emmitt Peters, brother Joe [musher with passenger in basket at starting line in Willow; print date Mar 85]
.885 – Emmitt Peters, Iditarod [musher with passenger in basket leading team on trail, mountains in background; print date Mar 85]
.886 – Emmitt Peters, Iditarod [musher wearing bib #26 with passenger in basket leading team on trail, two spectators at right, mountains in background; print date Mar 85]
.887 – Rick Mackey, Iditarod [musher wearing bib #27 leading team on trail, mountains in background; print date Mar 85]
.888 – Joe Redington, Sr., Iditarod [musher wearing bib #30 leading team past spectators, passenger on second sled, spectators standing at left, mountains in background; print date Mar 85]
.889 – David Aisenbrey, Iditarod [musher wearing bib #2 leading team on trail pulling second sled, mountains in background; print date Mar 85]

Mount Marathon Race [see also strip negatives, prints, ephemera]
.890 – Brian Stanley [young man descending scree slope; print date Jul 77]
.891 – Brian Stanley [young man descending scree slope; print date Jul 77]
.892 – July 4, 1977, Seward [people in Minnie and Mickey Mouse costumes passing spectators in parade; print date Jul 77]
.893 – Donna & Marty Kowalski & Bill Sweck at 4th of July parade, Seward, Alaska [musicians on float in parade. Cf. .45.45-49]
.894 – Donna Kowalski, July 4th, Seward [portrait of woman holding rose; print date Jul 77]
.895 – [portrait of Donna Kowalski; print date Jul 77]
.896 – [musicians on float in parade; print date Jul 77]
.897 – [musicians on float in parade; print date Jul 77]
.898 – [musicians on float in parade; print date Jul 77]
Nature

- Charlie Jimmy, July 4, Seward [print date Jul 77. Cf. .45.35-39]

Old Believers [see also Oversize prints]

- Nikolaevsk, 1979, naturalization ceremony [people gathered in gymnasium with hands raised, taking oath]
- Russian Old Believers take oath of allegiance, Anchor Point, Alaska, May 1979 [people gathered in gymnasium with hands raised]
- Nikolaevsk, 1979, naturalization ceremony [close-up of two young women talking in crowd]
- Nikolaevsk, 1979 [portrait of bearded man]
- Nikolaevsk, 1979 [portrait of bearded man]
- Nikolaevsk, 1979 [young women standing outside in parking lot]
- Nikolaevsk, 1979 [young mother walking outside building with children]
- Nikolaevsk, 1979 [women next to pickup truck in parking lot]
- Nikolaevsk, 1979 [woman carrying crockpot into building]
- Nikolaevsk, 1979 [man and woman walking in parking lot]
- Russian Old Believer, Anchor Point, Alaska, Nikolaevsk, 1979 [young girl sitting on railing in parking lot]
- Nikolaevsk, 1979 [young boy walking in parking lot]
- Russian Old Believer children, Anchor Point, Alaska, Nikolaevsk, 1979 [five young boys sitting on wooden bench]
- Nikolaevsk, 1979 [women walking into building]
- Nikolaevsk, 1979 [young girls standing outside]
- Nikolaevsk, 1979 [young woman holding bowl of painted eggs]
- Nikolaevsk, 1979 [woman holding infant]
- Russian Old Believer women, Anchor Point, Alaska, Nikolaevsk, 1979 [women standing around table]
- Nikolaevsk, 1979 [women standing around table preparing food]
- Nikolaevsk, 1979 [women standing around table preparing food]
- Paul Fefelov holding prayer book inside Church of St. Nicholas, Nikolaevsk [man standing inside church; print date Jan 85]
- Inside church of St. Nicholas, Nikolaevsk, Paul Fefelov holding prayer book [man standing inside church; print date Jan 85]
- Inside church of St. Nicholas, Nikolaevsk [interior of church; print date Jan 85]
- Church of St. Nicholas, Nikolaevsk [exterior of church; print date Jan 85]
- School at Nikolaevsk [child riding bicycle with training wheels in foreground, building in background; print date Jan 85]
.931 – Nikolaevsk [girls skating on large frozen puddle, one girl in foreground lacing up skates, buildings in background; print date Jan 85]
.932 – Nikolaevsk school [young girls climbing on soccer goal net; print date Jan 85]
.933 – Maria Martushev 23, Anatoli 5 mos., Ludmilla 3, Klavde (girl), 1½, Nikolaevsk [woman and children in living room, rocking horse in background; print date Jan 85]
.934 – Akulina Polushkin, Old Believer, rinsing clothes in lake, Willow, AK [woman standing on dock with baskets full of laundry; print date Oct 84]
.935 – Old Believer Akulina Polushkin rinsing clothes in lake, Willow, AK [woman standing on dock with baskets full of laundry; print date Oct 84]
.936 – Old Believer Akulina Polushkin rinsing clothes in lake, Willow, AK [woman standing on dock with baskets full of laundry; print date Oct 84]
.937 – Old Believer Akulina Polushkin rinsing clothes in lake, Willow, AK [woman standing on dock with baskets full of laundry; print date Oct 84]
.938 – Akulina Polushkin, Willow [woman standing on dock with baskets full of laundry; print date Jan 85]
.939 – Akulina Polushkin, Willow [woman hanging laundry to dry on dock; print date Jan 85]
.940 – Akulina Polushkin, Willow [woman hanging laundry to dry on dock; print date Jan 85]
.941 – Akulina Polushkin, Willow [woman hanging laundry to dry on dock; print date Jan 85]
.942 – Russian Old Believer Grigori Reutov, Willow, AK [man and young child standing outside house, another child visible in window; print date Oct 84]
.943 – Russian Old Believer Grigori Reutov, Willow, AK [man and young child standing outside house, another child visible in doorway, another child visible in window; print date Oct 84]
.944 – Russian Old Believer Grigori Reutov, Willow, AK [man and young child standing outside house, another child visible in window; print date Oct 84]
.945 – Russian Old Believer Grigori Reutov, Willow, AK [man and young child standing outside house, another child visible in window; print date Oct 84]

B6/B5
Prinsendam [see also strip transparencies]
.946 – Prinsendam, 10/8/80 [Coast Guard helicopter taking off from deck of ship]
.947 – Prinsendam, 10/8/80 [close-up of bow of Prinsendam]
.948 – Prinsendam, 10/8/80 [aerial of fire damage to Prinsendam]
.949 – Prinsendam, 10/8/80 [aerial of fire damage to Prinsendam]
.950 – Prinsendam, 10/8/80 [aerial of Prinsendam]
.951 – Prinsendam, 10/8/80 [aerial of Coast Guard helicopter hovering above Prinsendam]
.952 – Prinsendam, 10/8/80 [aerial of Prinsendam, lifeboat dangling off side]
.953 – Prinsendam, 10/8/80 [aerial of fire damage to Prinsendam]
.954 – Prinsendam, 10/8/80 [aerial of Prinsendam]
.955 – Prinsendam, 10/8/80 [aerial of fire damage to Prinsendam]

Radar [see also strip negatives, ephemera]
.956 – Shoreline, Bethel, AK [junk automobiles piled along shore for erosion control; print date Sep 84]
.957 – Shoreline, Bethel, AK [junk automobiles piled along shore for erosion control; print date Sep 84]
.958 – Shoreline, Bethel, AK [junk automobiles piled along shore for erosion control; print date Sep 84]
.959 – Shoreline, Bethel, AK [junk automobiles piled along shore for erosion control]
.960 – Cleaning the shoreline, Bethel, AK [excavator removing junk automobiles piled along shore; print date Sep 84]
.961 – Cleaning the shoreline, Bethel, AK [excavator removing junk automobiles piled along shore, man sitting on bluff at right; print date Sep 84]
.962 – Cleaning the shoreline, Bethel, AK [excavator removing junk automobiles piled along shore, man sitting on bluff at right; print date Sep 84. At AFN 2017, barge in background identified as belonging to Bruce Crow]
.963 – Cleaning the shoreline, Bethel, AK [excavator loading debris into dump truck; print date Sep 84]
.964 – Cleaning the shoreline, Bethel, AK [excavator loading debris into dump truck; print date Sep 84]
.965 – Cleaning the shoreline, Bethel, AK [excavator loading debris into dump truck; print date Sep 84]
.966 – Bethel, AK, BWC, 935 [boats parked along slough, buildings in background; print date Sep 84]
.967 – Bethel, AK [boats parked along slough, buildings in background; print date Sep 84]
.968 – Bethel, AK [boats parked along slough, buildings in background; print date Sep 84]
.969 – Bethel, AK [police boat patrolling slough, with boats parked along slough, buildings in background; print date Sep 84]
.970 – Bethel, AK [police boat patrolling slough; print date Sep 84]
.971 – Bethel, AK [police boat patrolling slough; print date Sep 84]
.972 – Bethel Cablevision, Alaska [dish antenna; print date Sep 84]
.973 – Bethel Cablevision, Alaska [dish antenna; print date Sep 84]
.974 – Bethel Cablevision, Alaska [dish antenna; print date Sep 84]
.975 – Public Health Service Hospital, Bethel, AK [exterior of Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta Regional Hospital]
.976 – Public Health Service Hospital, Bethel, AK [exterior of Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta Regional Hospital; print date Sep 84]
.977 – Public Health Service Hospital, Bethel, AK [sign for Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta Regional Hospital; print date Sep 84]
.978 – Public Health Service Hospital, Bethel, AK [sign for Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta Regional Hospital; print date Sep 84]
.979 – Public Health Service Hospital, Bethel, AK [sign for Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta Regional Hospital; print date Sep 84]
.980 – Public Health Service Hospital, Bethel, AK [sign for Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta Regional Hospital; print date Sep 84]
.981 – Public Health Service Hospital, Bethel, AK [sign and exterior, Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta Regional Hospital; print date Sep 84]
.982 – Bethel, AK [two people walking on gravel road in foreground, laundry hanging to dry on utilidors between houses in background; print date Sep 84]
.983 – Bethel, AK [two people walking on gravel road in foreground, laundry hanging to dry on utilidors between houses in background; print date Sep 84]
.984 – Native Alaskans, Bethel, AK [elder holding toddler, sitting outside house; print date Sep 84. At AFN 2017, identified as Uyarfran Louise Nick, child as possibly Magdalena Guy. Cf. .57.36]
.985 – Native Alaskans, Bethel, AK [elder holding toddler, sitting outside house; print date Sep 84]
.986 – Native Alaskans, Bethel, AK [elder holding toddler, sitting outside house; print date Sep 84]
.987 – Native Alaskan, Bethel, AK [man sitting on bench; print date Sep 84. Cf. .57.11. At AFN 2017, man identified as Tupakaq Jacob Little of Oscarville]
.988 – Native Alaskan, Bethel, AK [man sitting on bench; print date Sep 84]
.989 – Visual Omni Radar, Bethel, AK [exterior of VOR/TACAN building; print date Sep 84]
.990 – Visual Omni Radar, Bethel, AK [exterior of VOR/TACAN building; print date Sep 84]
.991 – Visual Omni Radar, Bethel, AK [exterior of VOR/TACAN building; print date Sep 84]

Sports
.992 – Rock climbing on Seward Highway, Alaska, 4/16/81 [climber on rock face]
.993 – Rock climbing on Seward Highway, Alaska, 4/16/81 [climber abseiling]
.994 – Ice climbing on Seward Highway, Alaska, 1/19/82 [climber on ice wall]
.995 – Ice climbing on Seward Highway, Alaska, 1/19/82 [climber using ice axe, belayer below]
.996 – Robert Brewster, biathlete, Anchorage, Alaska, 1983 [portrait; print date Nov 83]
.997 – Biathlete Robert Brewster, 1983 [portrait; print date Nov 83]
.998 – Goose Lake Triathlon, Anchorage, AK, 1984 [swimmers preparing to start; print date Jul 84]
.999 – Goose Lake Triathlon, Anchorage, AK, 1984 [swimmers starting; print date Jul 84]
.1000 – Goose Lake Triathlon, Anchorage, AK, 1984 [swimmers in water, spectators on shore; print date Jul 84]
.1001 – Goose Lake Triathlon, Anchorage, AK, 1984 [swimmers in water, kayaker in foreground; print date Jul 84]
.1002 – 60 min. challenge, Anchorage, Alaska, 1983 [runners on street passing Novosel’s Jewelry near Fourth Avenue and E Street; print date Sep 83]
.1003 – Rugby, Anchorage, 6/3/81 [men in scrum]

Tourism
.1004 – Blueberry picking, mile 100 Glenn Hwy., 1977, Christina Smith of NYC [woman holding cans of berries; print date Sep 77]

Valdez Theatre Conference [see also strip negatives, strip transparencies, ephemera]
.1005 – Albee, FD 990624 [Edward Albee playing with puppy dog]
.1006 – Edward Albee, FD 990624 [Albee posed outdoors]
.1007 – Dr. McDowell & Albee [JoAnn McDowell and Edward Albee talking. Mounted color negative]
.1008 – Albee & Jack Gelber, Albee Theatre Conf., FD 990624 [Edward Albee and Gelber in panel discussion. Mounted color negative]
.1009 – Jean Claude Van Itallie [man reading on stage. Mounted color negative]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1010</td>
<td>“Texas” play lab, Albee Theatre Conf., FD 990624 [people reading on stage. Mounted color negative]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1011</td>
<td>Texas [people reading on stage. Mounted color negative]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1012</td>
<td>Play lab react, Duxbury, FD 990624 [people seated in audience. Mounted color negative]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1013</td>
<td>Play lab, Albee Theatre Conf., 990624 [audience listening to people reading on stage. Mounted color negative]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1014</td>
<td>Play lab winners, Albee Theatre Conf., FD 990624 [five people standing behind podium on stage. Mounted color negative]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1015</td>
<td>Judy Soo Hoo, Albee Theatre Conf., FD 990624 [woman applauding. Mounted color negative]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1016</td>
<td>Arnold Wesker, Catherine Stadem [man and woman talking across table, audience in background. Mounted color negative]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**People**

**Bush, George H.W.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1017</td>
<td>Vice President George Bush [man speaking at podium]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1018</td>
<td>Vice President George Bush [man speaking at podium]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Carter, Jimmy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1019</td>
<td>Pres. Jimmy Carter in Anchorage, AK, 7/10/80 [president waving from steps of Air Force One]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1020</td>
<td>Pres. Jimmy Carter in Anchorage, AK, 7/10/80 [portrait of president]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dickerson, Mahala**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1021</td>
<td>Attorney Mahala Ashley Dickerson [portrait]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Doc Schultz Band**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1022</td>
<td>Doc Schultz Band, Dana Cox, Doc Shultz [folk musicians on stage; print date Sep 79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1023</td>
<td>Doc Schultz Band, Dana Cox, Doc Shultz [folk musicians on stage; print date Sep 79]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evans, Charles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>Diphtheria musher survivor, Charles Evans, 1983 [portrait of Charlie Evans]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Flood, Jim**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1025</td>
<td>Jim Flood, Wien Air, 198? [portrait next to Wien airplane]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Gregory, Albro** [see also ephemera]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1026</td>
<td>Albro Gregory, former publisher Nome Nugget, Nome, Alaska, March 1980 [portrait of man posed with parking meter in front of Nome nugget building; print date Mar 80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1027</td>
<td>Albro Gregory, former publisher Nome Nugget, Nome, Alaska, March 1980 [portrait of man posed with parking meter in front of Nome nugget building; print date Mar 80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1028</td>
<td>Albro Gregory, former publisher Nome Nugget, Nome, Alaska, March 1980 [portrait of man posed in front of Nome nugget building; print date Mar 80]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hensley, Willie**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1029</td>
<td>Willy Hensley, 7/17/81 [portrait of Willie Hensley underneath airplane]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hermiller, James**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1030</td>
<td>James Hermiller, July 1990 [portrait of Alyeska Pipeline president, Cook Inlet in background]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1031</td>
<td>James Hermiller, July 1990 [portrait at Potter Marsh]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
.1032 – James Hermiller, 8/6/90 [portrait at Potter Marsh]

Hammond, Jay

Hickel, Walter [see also strip transparencies]
.1034 – Hickel, Walter, 4-13-92 p. 68 [portrait of man sitting on park bench along coastal trail in winter]
.1035 – Gov. Walter Hickel on the coastal trail near his Anchorage home [on park bench]
.1036 – Gov. Walter Hickel on coastal trail near his Anchorage home [on park bench]
.1037 – Gov. Walter Hickel near Anchorage, Cook Inlet [on park bench]
.1038 – Gov. Walter Hickel, Cook Inlet, Anchorage [standing]
.1039 – Gov. Walter Hickel on coastal trail near his Anchorage home [standing]
.1040 – Gov. Walter Hickel, Cook Inlet, Anchorage, outside [standing]
.1041 – Gov. Walter Hickel on coastal trail near his Anchorage home, Seattle [standing]
.1042 – Gov. Walter Hickel on coastal trail near his Anchorage home, Seattle [standing with Anchorage skyline in background]
.1043 – Gov. Walter Hickel in Anchorage [standing with Anchorage skyline in background]
.1044 – Gov. Walter Hickel on coastal trail in Anchorage [standing with Anchorage skyline in background]
.1045 – Hickel, Walter [wearing fur coat, with Anchorage skyline in background]
.1046 – Hickel, Walter [wearing fur coat, standing next to ice chunk]
.1047 – Hickel, Walter [wearing fur coat, with Anchorage skyline in background]
.1048 – Hickel, Walter [wearing fur coat, standing next to ice chunk]
.1049 – [Wally Hickel wearing fur coat, with Anchorage skyline in background]

Hurley, Francis
.1050 – Archbishop Francis Hurley, Anchorage, Alaska [portrait. See also oversize prints]

Moldovan, Gena
.1051 – Dr. Gena Moldovan, 1984 [Georgene Moldovan wearing medical coat and stethoscope standing next to sign for North Care Minor Emergency Center; print date Jul 84]
.1052 – Dr. Gena Moldovan, 1984 [Georgene Moldovan wearing medical coat and stethoscope standing next to sign for North Care Minor Emergency Center; print date Jul 84]

Nelson, Willie
.1053 – Willie Nelson opened the Sullivan Arena, 2/8/83 [singer and band on stage]
.1054 – Willie Nelson opened the Sullivan Arena, 2/8/83 [singer on stage]
.1055 – Willie Nelson opened the Sullivan Arena, 2/8/83 [singer on stage]

Nemiroff, Martin
.1056 – Dr. Martin Nemiroff, Kodiak, 1981 [flight surgeon in uniform with USCG Kodiak hat in hand posed on deck of Coast Guard ship]

Persons, Jean
.1057 – Dr. Jean Persons & husband Dr. Robert Whaley [portrait of physician couple; print date Aug 84]
.1058 – Dr. Jean Persons, 1984 [portrait; print date Aug 84]
.1060 – Dr. Jean Persons rides her motorcycle to work on Wednesdays, 1984 [woman on motorcycle outside medical office, with signs for Persons, Robert Whaley, and W. Dunn; print date May 84]
.1061 – Dr. Jean Persons & husband Dr. Robt. Whaley ride their motorcycles to work on Wednesdays, 1984 [couple on motorcycles outside medical office; print date May 84]

Predeger, David
.1062 – David Predeger, Anchorage photographer, January 1978 [man holding camera kneeling in snow next to backpack and tripod]
.1063 – David Predeger, Anchorage photographer, January 1978 [man holding camera kneeling in snow next to backpack and tripod]

Scott, Jim
.1064 – [veterinarian James Scott with bald eagle]

Sheffield, William
.1065 – Alaskan Gov. Bill Sheffield hosts author James Michener for lunch at the gov. mansion in Juneau, AK, Jan. '85 [two men eating at table, poinsettias on window sill; print date Feb 85]
.1066 – Alaskan Gov. Bill Sheffield hosts author James Michener for lunch at the gov’s mansion in Juneau, AK, Jan. '85 [two men eating at table, poinsettias on window sill; print date Feb 85]

Tillion, Clem and Diana
.1067 – Clem & Diana Tillion, rebuilding home after fire, Halibut Cove, 5/14/81 [couple posed in foreground, large group of workers behind, house under construction in background]

Tiulana, Paul
.1068 – Paul Tiulana launching umiak in Anch., 9/12/80 [people paddling umiak]

Watt, James
.1069 – 1981 [Secretary of the Interior James G. Watt with Senator Ted Stevens and Frank Murkowski at conference]
.1070 – 1981 [Secretary of the Interior James G. Watt holding jar of jelly beans, with Jay Hammond at left, Alaska Chamber of Commerce president Bob Penney standing center, Senator Ted Stevens at right]

Weir, J.B. and Lois
.1071 – J.B. & Lois Weir, mile 188 Parks Hwy., Sept. 1983 [man on horseback and woman driving horse-drawn cart of highway shoulder; print date Sep 83]
.1072 – J.B. & Lois Weir, Parks Hwy. mi. 188, Alaska, Sept. 1983 [man on horseback and woman driving horse-drawn cart of highway shoulder; print date Sep 83]
.1073 – J.B. & Lois Weir @ mile 188 Parks Highway, Sept. 1983 [man on horseback and woman driving horse-drawn cart of highway shoulder; print date Sep 83]
.1074 – J.B. & Lois Weir @ mi. 188 Parks Highway, Sept. 1983 [man on horseback and woman driving horse-drawn cart of highway shoulder; print date Sep 83]

Wernberg, Les & Ilene [see also strip negatives]
.1075 – Lew & Ilene Wernberg home at bottom of Spenard on Westchester Lagoon [flower garden in front of house; print date Sep 83]
.1076 – Ilene Wernberg [woman in flower garden; print date Sep 83]

Print photographs
B7
Places
.1077 – Katie Albrite, Bethel, Mary Anaruk, squirrel with wolverine ruff, Fur Rondy 1978 [two women wearing fancy parkas, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous. See also strip negatives]
.1078 – Homer [interior of outhouse, with can from Tang. Mounted print]
.1079 – Hope, c. 1975 [distant view of town in fall, termination dust on mountains in background. Has 4 x 5 neg]
.1081 – Portage iceberg #1, c. 1975 [scenic of Portage Lake and glacier. Has 4 x 5 neg]
.1082 – Portage iceberg #2, c. 1975 [scenic of Portage Lake and glacier. Has 4 x 5 neg]
.1083 – Portage Garage, c. 1975 [exterior of building damaged in 1964 Alaska Earthquake, flooded area in foreground. Has 4 x 5 neg]
.1084 – Portage earthquake houses, c. 1975 [buildings damaged in 1964 Alaska Earthquake, flooded area in foreground. Has 4 x 5 neg]
.1085 – Larry Merculieff, an official of the Native Regional Corporation, near the harbor area of St. Paul Island, Alaska. At left, homes of the native Aleuts and, below, the fur seals that are the main source of employment on the island [three images printed on one sheet. See also slides]
.1086 – Stove, Tonsina cabin, near Pump 12, 1975, f32 3 min., D76 10 min. [interior of cabin with stove. Has 4 x 5 neg. See also strip negatives]
.1087 – Doorknob, Tonsina cabin, near Pump 12, 1975, f32 3 min., D76 9 min. [close-up of door in cabin. Has 4 x 5 neg. See also strip negatives]
.1088 – [distant view of log cabin in wooded area, mountains in background]
.1089 – [close-up of exterior of log cabin seen in .1088]

Subjects
.1090 – A convection column rises behind Farewell landing strip 16 miles from the fire. (at 185,000 acres) [airplanes at airstrip in middle ground, Bear Creek Fire, 1977. See also strip negatives]
.1091 – Morris Kilbuck of Alakanuk takes a break in base camp near the fire line. The firefighters live in Visqueen tents and eat C-rations while on the line. To the right is a row of pulaskis, a type of pick used to break up the smoldering ground. [man sitting next to tent, supplies on ground, Bear Creek Fire, 1977. See also strip negatives]
.1092 – A native village crew from Nondalton, known as the “Hot Shots,” work at mopping up the fire. [firefighters in wooded area, Bear Creek Fire, 1977. See also strip negatives]
.1093 – Sarah Balluta, left, and Natalia Balluta, two of four women on the Nondalton village crews, dig a fire break trench in a contained area. These small trenches are often enough to prevent the fire from spreading. It is not uncommon to see women firefighters among the crews. [two women wearing hard hats using shovels in wooded area, Bear Creek Fire, 1977. See also strip negatives]
.1094 – [same image as .1093]
.1095 – Tom Cheemuk, left, and Vincent Otten of St. Michael’s village crew, spray water from five gallon backpacks on still smoking brush. The crews are constantly rotated, working 21 days on and 3 days off. [one man spraying water, one man holding pulaski, Bear Creek Fire, 1977. See also strip negatives]
Kinilia Wise prepares a bundle of hose before carrying it out along the fire line where it will be joined to a water pump or the end of another hose. [man kneeling in field with hose, Bear Creek Fire, 1977. See also strip negatives]

[firefighters sitting in circle on ground, tents of base camp in background, Bear Creek Fire, 1977. See also strip negatives]

[man mapping fire or wind direction on equipment at headquarters, Bear Creek Fire, 1977. See also strip negatives]

[man speaking into dispatch microphone at equipment bank in headquarters, Bear Creek Fire, 1977. See also strip negatives]

[aerial of fire, Bear Creek Fire, 1977. See also strip negatives]

Day in the Life [see also ephemera]

Tebay Lake 1975 [contact sheet, 31 b&w images. Scenes of Cindy Zabel and Jim Taggart living at Tebay Lakes in the winter of 1975]

[contact sheet, 37 b&w images. Scenes of Cindy Zabel and Jim Taggart living at Tebay Lakes in a cabin in the winter of 1975]

Roger Cowles, Jim Taggart, Tebay Lake, January 1975 [two men posed on frozen lake]

[portrait of Cindy Zabel and Jim Taggart]

Jim Taggart & Cindy Zabel #1, 1975 [portrait. Has 4 x 5 neg]

Jim Taggart & Cindy Zabel #2, 1975 [portrait. Has 4 x 5 neg]

Tebay Lake, f32 1 sec, D26 10 min, Jan. 1975 [skis set in snow, mountains in background. Has 4 x 5 neg]

Pancakes, f32 10 s, D76 9 min [still life inside cabin, cast iron skillet with pancake on stove, coffee pot at right. Has 4 x 5 neg]

[still life inside cabin, cast iron skillet with pancake on stove, coffee pot at right]


Fran Durner, Advanced Photo. “Day in the Life” #2 [Jim Taggart holding fish, standing on frozen lake. Mounted print]

Fran Durner, Advanced Photo. “Day in the Life” #3 [Jim Taggart cleaning fish inside cabin. Mounted print]

Fran Durner, Advanced Photo. “Day …” #4 [Cindy Zabel at stove in cabin, laundry hanging to dry above. Mounted print]

Fran Durner, Advanced Photo. “Day …” #5 [Jim Taggart removing bones from cooked fish at table in cabin. Mounted print]

Fran Durner, Advanced Photo. “Day …” #6 [Cindy Zabel playing the recorder in cabin. Mounted print]

Fran Durner, Advanced Photo. “Day …” #7 [Cindy Zabel bathing in a tub in cabin. Mounted print]

Fran Durner, Advanced Photo. “Day …” #8 [Jim Taggart holding light, standing on frozen lake at night, two people holding lights standing next to tripod in background. Mounted print]
.1118 – Jim Taggart, Cindy Zabel, Tebay Lake [man ice fishing in frozen lake, woman on snowshoes at right, cabin in distance. Mounted print]
.1119 – Two Big Eyes, 1981 [nature, frog poking head out of pond. See also mounted print]
.1120 – Inside FAA central tracking station, Anchorage, Alaska [radar, air traffic controller at terminal]
.1121 – A Japanese traveler buying an Alaskan souvenir at the duty free ship in the International Terminal at Anchorage International Airport [tourism, woman wearing kimono standing next to shelves of stuffed toys]
.1122 – [tourism, woman wearing kimono standing next to shelves of stuffed toys]

People
.1123 – Jim Sheridan, a special agent in Anchorage with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service displays some illegal walrus ivory confiscated by the Service. He holds a walrus head mount consisting of the walrus’ skull and attached tusks [man posed with walrus skull. See also strip transparencies]
.1124 – Jim Sheridan, a special agent in Anchorage with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service sits in the evidence room with confiscated walrus ivory. He is holding a walrus head mount consisting of the skull and attached tusks [man holding walrus skull sitting next to shelves full of tusks]
.1125 – Hilda and Moshe Lenske, of Portland, Oregon, look over walrus ivory tusks that have been scrimshawed and made into cribbage boards for sale at a native arts and crafts store [carved ivory items in display case in foreground, couple looking through glass in background]
.1126 – Cribbage boards made of scrimshawed walrus ivory tusks lay in the display case of a native arts and crafts store in Anchorage, Alaska [carved ivory items on display]

Oversize photographs
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Unmounted
.1127 – [portrait of Joe Redington Sr., Iditarod Race. See also mounted prints]
.1128 – [close-up of musk ox]
.1129 – [Transfiguration of Our Lord Chapel at Ninilchik, mountains in background. Color print]
.1130 – Old Believers, 1-20 feature [Akulina Polushkin rinsing clothes in lake in Willow, standing on dock with baskets full of laundry]
.1131 – Brian Hooks pulls himself off his steer during the steer riding event at the 4-C’S Ranch Little Britches Rodeo near Palmer. Hooks tied for 1st in the event. 5/18/85 [young boy hanging onto gate with bull bucking below]
.1132 – [scenic of boat on water, Sadie Cove]
.1133 – Sadie Cove, 8/7/87. A skiff rides gentle ripples made by the wake of another boat in the early morning at Sadie Cove [scenic of boat on water]

Mounted

.1134 – This fence, like many others in Muldoon, was blown flat and now is nothing but a series of gates.

.1135 – Before the winds blew, this truck and trailer were parked neatly next to each other behind St. Patrick’s Cathedral, 2111 Muldoon Road. Now, they give new meaning to the term semi-trailer.

.1136 – Boots Nelson is understandably upset. Her front yard is now littered with the roof of her house and the wreckage of her son’s motorcycle. And behind her home in the trailer park at DeBarr and Muldoon are the remnants of a shed taken by the wind, too.

.1137 – Municipal workmen were out on the job Friday, replacing telephone lines ripped down by the gale-force winds.

.1138 – Street signs without street sign poles were a common sight in the wake of Thursday’s storm. This one is in Muldoon, where the worst damage is.

.1139 – A slender lass pumps some heavy iron. Official Entry, Best Sports Photo, Alaska Press Club Competition 1980 [Pam Dawson lifting weights in gym. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]

.1140 – There’s no second chance. Official Entry, Best Feature Photo, Alaska Press Club Competition 1980 [Alaska Railroad locomotive 1504 after deliberately ramming an automobile. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]

.1141 – Oh yeah ma, it’s a llama. Official Entry, Best Feature Photo, Alaska Press Club Competition 1980 [baby llama with mother, both owned by Dr. Joe Harmon. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]

– Joe Redington Sr. Official Entry, Best Portrait, Alaska Press Club Competition 1980 [Same as .1127. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]


.1144 – Surprise shower. Official Entry, Best Feature Photo, Alaska Press Club Competition 1981 [Nancy Thomas using hose at municipal garden at 19th and C Street. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]

– Two big eyes. Official Entry, Best Feature Photo, Alaska Press Club Competition 1981 [frog in pond. Same as .1119. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]


.1145 – The pope’s audience. … [bird’s eye view of crowd on park strip, hot air balloon aloft at right]

.1146 – Pope John Paul II had some special words for a group of youngsters.
John Paul II makes an offering of wine during the celebration of the mass.

Security personnel kept close company with the visiting pope, so close, in fact, that at least one of them remained ever-ready to bat away objects that might be thrown at him.

Pope John Paul II in Anchorage [standing and waving]

All ruffled up. Official Entry, Best Pictorial Photo, Alaska Press Club Competition 1981 [swan at Alaska Zoo. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]

Beauty and the bicep. Official Entry, Best Sports Photo, Alaska Press Club Competition 1981 [Women bodybuilders on stage. Print of .44.23. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]


Whale watch. Official Entry, Best Color Photo, Alaska Press Club Competition 1981 [whaling camp at sunset, with man next to tent silhouetted in foreground. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]


The lone whaler. Official Entry, Best Magazine Photo B&W, Alaska Press Club Competition 1982 [umiak on ice edge, person standing in background. Print of .22.65. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]


Raven ice wind. Official Entry, Best Scenic, Alaska Press Club Competition 1982 [raven playing in wind. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]

Teacher’s greatest challenge. Official Entry, Best Photo Series, Alaska Press Club Awards 1985 [Trifold mount. Seven images from We Alaskans article. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]

The school, built last year, is the large, dark building in the center. In the background is the creek from which the village got its name. [aerial]

The workday can be an exhausting experience for Birch Creek’s teacher, Donna Van Wechel.

Van Wechel helps Weston with his math as Wynne enjoys creative playtime under the desks and Cindy listens to words at the learning center.
.1160 – The Pledge of Allegiance starts the school day, along with show and tell and exercises. Reciting the pledge are, from left, Cindy, Van Wechel, Mary, Wynne and Weston.
.1161 – Wynne works on words with the aid of flashcards.
.1162 – Learning to print the letter N at the blackboard under Van Wechel’s tutelage are Mary, Wynne and Cindy.
.1163 – Wynne has her boots tied by Van Wechel before she leaves school for the day.
.1164 – Shades of summer, I. Official Entry, Best Photo Illustration, Alaska Press Club Awards 1985 [five pairs of sunglasses hanging from woman’s shirt neckline. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]
.1166 – Vinegar. Official Entry, Best Color Photo, Alaska Press Club Awards 1985 [still life with glass bottles on glass shelves. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]
.1169 – Olympic effort (from Alaska’s natives). Official Entry, Best Sports Photo, Alaska Press Club Awards 1986 [Denise Titus and Judy Laurie competing in the head pull, Alaska Native Youth Olympics. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]
.1170 – Jennifer Sonneborn: eccentric grad. Entry, Portrait/Personality, 43rd Pictures of the Year [1986]. Jennifer Sonneborn is not your average high school graduate, and fixing her own pickup truck is only one of her many talents [portrait of young woman sitting on truck engine.]
.1171 – Heading in a different direction. Official Entry, Best Portrait, Alaska Press Club Awards 1986 [Jennifer Sonneborn sitting on truck engine. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]
– Steering towards the fence. Official Entry, Best Sports Photo, Alaska Press Club Awards 1986 [Brian Hooks hanging onto gate with bull bucking below, 4-C’s Ranch Little Britches Rodeo. Same as .1131. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]
.1172 – Manning the smoke machine. Official Entry, Best Black & White Photo, Alaska Press Club Awards 1986 [Sgt. Steve Kincade using a smoke machine during a mass casualty drill on Elmendorf Air Force Base, with Chief Master Sgt. Roy Gulledge playing a victim in the background. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]
.1173 – Business as usual? Official Entry, Best Black & White Photo, Alaska Press Club Awards 1986 [Carolyn Hathaway answers phones at Land Title Company dressed in a tiger costume for Halloween. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]
.1174 – Acting your age. Official Entry, Best Black & White Photo, Alaska Press Club Awards 1986 [Raymond Wiberg preparing backstage for theater show. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]

.1175 – A salute to U.S. veterans. Official Entry, Best Portrait, Alaska Press Club Awards 1987 [Henry Futor saluting the flag during Veterans Day ceremonies. Entry blank and original clipping adhered to back of mount.]

.1176 – Energy: don’t let your day zap you. Entry, Category 26, Pacific Northwest Excellence in Journalism Competition [woman manipulating electronic device. Entry blank adhered to back of mount. Original clipping missing.]

– Homer outhouse, 1975 [interior of outhouse, with can from Tang. Same as .1078]

.1177 – Annie Andrews & daughter Marie Ann of Kwethluk, 1981 [portrait of woman and daughter]

– [Shawn Garcia of Bartlett High School wrestling against Bob Jones of Chugiak High School. Same as .1142]

.1178 – [group of men playing football]

.1179 – [rider on motorbike silhouetted on bluff above Cook Inlet, Mount Redoubt in distance, Tim Osmar?]
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.1180 – Tan Alaska [woman inside tanning booth]

– A slender lass pumps some heavy iron. [Pam Dawson lifting weights in gym. Same as .1139]

– Smoke in Alaska Range, Bear Creek Fire. [aerial of mountains, 1977. Print of .35.26]

– Igloo I. [interior of igloo. Print of .16.24]

– Igloo II. [interior of igloo. Print of .16.27]

– Joe Redington [portrait of Joe Redington Sr. Same as .1127]

– Untitled [dilapidated building in Chitina. Same as .24.17]

– [salmon in hold. Same as .807]
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– Baby llama [baby llama with mother. Same as .1141]

– Whale camp, midnight [whaling camp with tent, umiak, and sled. Print of .13.3]

– Balloon ride [hot air balloon aloft. Same as .776]

– [bird’s eye view of inflated balloon on ground. Same as .778]

.1181 – [view inside partially inflated hot air balloon.]

Ephemera
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Places

– Anchorage – Fur Rendezvous. Notes

– Barrow. Notes, clippings

  - “Arguments heard in Beaufort Sea lease sale suit in Barrow.” *Tundra times*

  - “Waiting for the whales at Pt. Barrow.” *Anchorage daily news*, May 17, 1980. See also oversize ephemera

– Butte. Notes
– Diomede Islands. Notes, clippings
  - “Little Diomede: on the edge.” *We Alaskans, Anchorage daily news*, May 1, 1983. See also oversize ephemera
– Pribilofs. Publications, notes, clippings, correspondence, receipts, label
  - “History of the North Pacific fur seal and the Pribilof Islands Aleut from 1786-1984.”
  - H.R. 4322, 98th Congress, 1st Session. “To authorize payments to certain Aleut citizens of the United States for personal property losses and unreasonable physical hardship suffered while interned, detained, or relocated in temporary camps during World War II…”
  - Durner, Fran. “The seal harvesters.” *Life*, November 1984. See also oversize ephemera
  - “Pribilofs: free to an uncertain future.” *Tundra times*, November 2, 1983
– Stebbins. Notes

**Subjects**
– ASRC. Publication
– Ballooning. Notes, clippings
  - “Of aeronauts and hot air addicts.” *We Alaskans, Anchorage daily news*, March 1, 1980. See also oversize ephemera
– Bear Creek Fire, 1977. Notes, fire response organizational chart, informational handouts
– Day in the Life. Clippings
  - Durner, Fran. “Bush winter.” *Anchorage daily news*, April 11, 1979. See also oversize ephemera
– Iditarod. Pamphlet, clippings
  - “Iditarod: the spirit of Alaska.”
– International Women’s Year, 1977. Notes
– Juries. Notes
– Ms. Alaska, Fur Rendezvous, 1981. Clipping
– Mt. Marathon. Lists of racers
– Prinsendam. Notes
– Prudhoe Bay oil startup. Notes
– Radar. Notes, clippings, correspondence, receipts
– Rodeo. Notes
– Tennis. Notes
– Valdez Theatre Conference. Publications, clippings, notes, playbills, programs
  - Weber, Bruce. “Very far off Broadway but true to the spirit.” New York times, June 29, 1999
  - Dunham, Mike. “Hungry to be heard.” Anchorage daily news, July 11, 1999

People
– Andrews, Ralph. Clipping
– Gregory, Albro. Clippings
  - “Albro Gregory: headed for home away from Nome.” We Alaskans, Anchorage daily news, April 26, 1980. See also oversize ephemera
  - “Albro Gregory day announced.” Nome nugget, May 30, 1980. See also oversize ephemera
– Gustafson, Gary. Business card
– Hickel, Wally. Clipping
– McKinley, Lee. Clipping
  - Durner, Fran. “Pioneer dentist.” Anchorage daily news, April 24, 1979
– Wernberg, Les and Ilene. Notes, clippings

Awards. Certificates for winning entries in photo shows.
Alaska Press Club
  1978 Best Sports Photo, Honorable Mention “Slipping Causes Pile-up”
  1980 Best Photo Series, Third Place
  1980 Best Feature Photo, First Place
  1980 Best Feature Photo, Second Place
  1980 Best News Photo, First Place
  1980 Best Sports Photo, First Place
  1981 Best Portrait, Honorable Mention “Annie Andrews”
  1981 Best Sports Photo, Second Place “Hey, Let Go!”
  1981 Best Feature Photo, First Place “Tan Alaska”
  1982 Best Portrait, Third Place
  1982 Best Sports Photo, Second Place
  1982 Best News Photo, Second Place
  1982 Best Color Photo, Second Place
  1982 Best News Photo Story, First Place (with Marc Olsen)
  1984 Best Photo Illustration, Third Place “Don’t Let Your Day Zap You”
  1984 Best Portrait, Second Place “Curtis Threasher, a Solitary Pursuit”
  1984 Best Photo Illustration, Second Place “Shades of Summer I”
  1984 Best Political Photo, First Place “Knowles Wins It”
  1984 Best Color Photo, First Place “Vinegar”
  1985-86 Sports Photography, Third Place “Building a Body”
  1987 Best Sports Photo, First Place “Basketball Face Mask”
  1987 Best Photo Illustration, Second Place “Devilish Brownies”
  1987 Best News Photo, First Place “Fletcher Gets 297 Years”
1987 Best Photo Illustration, First Place “Chocolate Diet”
[1988] Best Special Section, First Place “1987 Year in Pictures”
[1988] Best News Photo, Third Place “Anthony Sentenced”
[1988] Best Scenic Photo, First Place “Raven on the Wind”
[1988] Best Photo, Honorable Mention “Raven on the Wind”
[1988] Best Picture Story, First Place “A People in Peril”
[1988] Best Illustration, First Place “Building a Better Burger”
1991 Best Picture Story, First Place “The Trouble with Tracy”
[1992?] Best Sports Photo, Honorable Mention “Bull Takes Two on Wild Ride”
[1992?] Best Portrait, Honorable Mention “Ken Gray”
[1992?] Best News Photo, Honorable Mention “Bear Shot in Downtown”
[1992?] Best Picture Story, Honorable Mention “Women Without Homes”

Pacific Northwest Excellence in Journalism Competition
1984 Photopage Photography, Honorable Mention
1990 Photopage Photography, Second Place
1990 Sports Feature Photography, Third Place

National Press Photographers Association Monthly Newsphoto Contest Award
May 1985, Sports, First Place Region 11
October 1986, News, First Place Region 11
December 1986, News, First Place Region 11

Oversize ephemera
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Anchorage daily news. We Alaskans.
October 4, 1980. Complete issue. “True tales of the Arctic: one woman’s life at a remote scientific research facility.” See also ephemera folder on Barrow.
May 1, 1983. Complete issue. “Little Diomede: on the edge.” See also ephemera folder on Diomede Islands.


“A people in peril.” Anchorage daily news, special reprint. Complete issue in eight sections. Contains Durner images on pages D1, D3, F1, F3, H1-H4, H6, H12

Guide updated: October 4, 2018